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Abstract

Memento is a software infrastructure to support the construction and evolution of assistant applications (or assistants) that act as adjuncts to the human mind. Each assistant embodies an effective understanding of some information domain or problem domain. The assistant employs this understanding to aid a user or user community in the manipulation, transmission, and storage of meaningful information artifacts from the assistant’s domain, called models. Additionally, models flow via the assistant’s user interface at the semantic level. Memento provides mechanisms which address all of these common assistant responsibilities. When combined, the mechanisms result in real-time artifact-based collaboration over an assistant’s models. Memento preserves the meaning of an assistant’s models throughout these processes by enforcement of the domain’s membership rules, called semantic constraints. Because Memento abstracts an assistant’s models and semantic constraints, it is therefore said to be domain-independent.

Memento is composed of two layers. The bottom layer, described in Chapter 2, supports real-time artifact-based collaboration over collections of name–value attribute pairs, called MObjects. A dynamic, hierarchical type system over MObjects characterizes what attributes are required to appear on an MObject. Memento facilitates MObject collaboration through mechanisms for coherent transactions over MObjects, notification of dynamic MObject changes, and shared, persistent MObject storage.

Chapter 3 describes Memento’s second, higher layer which permits the expression of an assistant’s models as conceptual graphs, a knowledge representation scheme based in cognitive psychology. Conceptual graphs are, in turn, represented as collections of MObjects. Model meaning is preserved through enforcement of conceptual graph schemata that characterize a domain’s semantic constraints.
A developer can easily create a domain-specific customization of Memento, called a *domain representation*. The domain representation becomes a portable, collaborative applications programmer's interface (API) for the assistant's models and domain. The domain representation is then combined with a suitable user interface to make a complete assistant. This process and several example assistants are described in Chapter 4.

The dissertation concludes in Chapter 5 with a survey of related research in the areas of artifact-based collaboration, human-computer interaction, software engineering, and knowledge representation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The computer has revolutionized the way people deal with information. The revolution is far from over, however. Every eighteen months computers have doubled in speed and storage capacity owing to advances in miniaturization, mass production, and materials science. This trend is likely to continue for some time [88]. Powerful, inexpensive computers are becoming ubiquitous, yet system builders have only begun to explore the computer’s potential to enrich peoples’ lives. Many of the challenges that lie ahead are in the arena of computer software which seeks to harness the computer’s potential for specific ends. One such worthwhile end is augmenting human intelligence.

Using computers to augment human intelligence is not a new idea. As early as 1945, Vannevar Bush proposed a system called Memex which would allow the user to quickly access and annotate information which was relevant to him [16]. A user of Memex could navigate through cross-references and save his exploratory trails for later recall. Bush did not speak of computers when he proposed Memex, however he correctly identified knowledge accessibility and the interlinking of related knowledge as central themes in the augmentation of human intelligence. Those themes have only grown in importance. In the late 1960s, Doug Englebart’s group at Stanford University built a pioneering system, called Augment, with the specific purpose of augmenting the human intellect. Englebart’s group realized the importance of the user interface to their task at hand. The group invented many new technologies such as showing video on computer screens, hypertext authoring, and several user interface devices, including the mouse [36].

This dissertation does not concern itself with a single system to augment the human intellect. Instead, a broad class of such systems, called assistants, is considered. Assistants and their users form an intellectual synergism. A computer can perform lightning fast calculations, manipulate and process information, transmit it to other computers via networks, and store it faithfully for long periods. Humans are intelligent, creative, and passionate. Each lacks the strengths of the other. Together,
they can solve problems which neither one alone could solve. This is an old idea that probably originated in science fiction literature.

The primary goal of this dissertation is to improve the technology related to the construction and maintenance of the entire class of assistants. This chapter first expands on the nature of assistants and identifies two key areas of concern. These areas could be called meaning maintenance and the semantic level of the user interface. During the discussion of these two areas, attention will be given to both an assistant’s requirements of the area and the area’s state of the art. While this dissertation introduces the concept of an assistant application, many such applications are already in existence. A taxonomy of assistants is given in Section 1.1.1. The chapter concludes with this dissertation’s central thesis claim that the general needs of assistants can be met by a single infrastructure called Memento. The Memento infrastructure improves the state of the art of construction and maintenance of assistants.

1.1 Assistants are Applications that Deal in Meaning

An assistant is a computer application, or complex software system, that aids its users in solving a problem or representing information. Assistants have some level of “understanding” of the problem or information being represented. By contrast, an on–line calculator is not an example of an assistant. While it performs mathematical functions, the calculator requires the user to translate his problem into a mathematical model before it becomes useful. The ideal assistant application would be like the computer on Star Trek: Simply ask a question and it supplies an answer. In reality, however, there is no single assistant that can address all problems. Instead, users must rely on a multitude of assistants—each with its own area of expertise. Section 1.1.1 enumerates several assistant categories.

An assistant and its users form an intellectual synergism. An essential property of that synergism is that the meaning of information is preserved throughout. For example, a user may start with a meaningful model of some problem in his mind. Through one or more interactions with the computer, the user effectively transforms that model into an internal representation maintained by the assistant. Later, the assistant may perform some manipulation to the model. Even if the assistant completely transforms the model, the result must still carry meaning. Finally, the results of the manipulation must be meaningfully communicated to a (possibly different) user. If,
at any time in this process, meaning is not preserved, the intellectual synergism is lost.

There are two critical areas in an assistant where meaning must be preserved. First, meaning maintenance concerns the preservation of meaning once the information is in an assistant's internal representation. Meaning maintenance includes the persistent storage of information, meaningful transformations on the information, and, in the case of collaborative assistants, preservation of meaning during information transmission between assistants. Section 1.2 discusses the issues surrounding meaning maintenance. The second area is the semantic level of the user interface which acts as the conduit of meaning between an assistant and its users. Section 1.3 describes the important aspects of an assistant's user interface in the communication of meaning.

The remainder of Section 1.1 is devoted to describing the current state of the art of assistants. Section 1.1.1 develops a taxonomy of assistants and metrics for their categorization. Section 1.1.2 describes current techniques in the construction and maintenance of assistants. The goal of this work is to improve the state of the art of the construction and maintenance of assistants by solving the central problems common to all assistants in a single infrastructure. The Memento infrastructure is the primary contribution of this research.

1.1.1 Assistant Applications are a Diverse Class

Assistant applications are a diverse class. Without real restriction on the assistant's domain or user interface, few limits exist on the possible types of assistant applications. Many assistants can be built with existing technology. In fact, assistants currently exist in a variety of settings. The major limitation on assistant applications is the expense of their construction and maintenance. This research attempts to mitigate this problem through use of a flexible, reusable infrastructure that aids in the construction and evolution of assistant applications. The infrastructure will allow new assistants to be more easily constructed and maintained. Additionally, it may enable the construction of entirely new types of assistants.

Assistant can be categorized on two scales: participation and collaboration. The participation scale measures the extent to which the application participates in the analysis or manipulation of its information. At one end of the participation scale are assistants that merely hold or store the information for their users. Assistants that
analyze, critique, or transform the information are at the other end. The second, collaboration scale measures the extent to which an assistant facilitates collaboration among its users. At one end of the collaboration scale are single user assistants. Assistants at the other end of the scale facilitate collaboration among multiple users. These two scales permit a categorization of existing assistants.

Four existing subclasses of assistants include Modelers, Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) applications, Design Environments, and Agents. Each of these subclasses is now discussed in the context of the participation and collaboration scales. Figure 1.1 shows how the assistant subclasses are rated on the two scales.

Modelers simply hold a representation or model on the user's behalf. Modelers are not collaborative, nor do they analyze their users' models. Such applications fall at the low ends of both participation and collaboration scales. Despite their apparent simplicity, modelers can be quite useful. Here, the user may rely on the assistant
as an external memory; computers are less forgetful than humans. Perhaps the user
creates a model that is so large that he cannot fathom it in its entirety and must
focus on one part at a time. Drawing programs and text editors can be considered
modelers.

Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) applications that attempt to ad-
dress the meaning of the information they manipulate are another important subclass
of assistants. Assistants in this class may facilitate group work by some combination
of real-time collaboration, workflow, or artifact-based collaboration. In real-time col-
laboration, multiple CSCW assistants linked by a network can play the role of an
information switchboard in facilitating the sharing of meaningful models amongst a
group of users in potentially distant locations. Real-time refers to the fact that all
users are made immediately aware of any edits performed by others.\footnote{Note that many real-time CSCW applications are based on the idea of replicating the exact view among all of the users of a session and negotiating for input control. Such applications are often called \textit{WYSIWIS} for What-You-See-Is-What-I-See. Unless the application addresses the meaning of the users' information, it is not considered to be an assistant.} The Virtual
Notebook System \cite{50} is an assistant that facilitates real-time (and artifact-based)
collaboration. CSCW assistants that facilitate workflow coordinate the ordering of
work done by members of a group. Such assistants may use a mail box or in-basket
to notify group members of new work to be done. Lotus Notes \cite{75} and Digital
Equipment Corporation's Linkworks \cite{32} are two commercial CSCW applications
that facilitate workflow. Finally, artifact-based collaboration assistants can facilitate
access to meaningful models in a shared information repository. Here, the collabora-
tion need not occur simultaneously or in a strict ordering but can span time as well as
distance. Collaboration over meaningful information artifacts has been recognized as
an important type of shared work \cite{4, 60}. In artifact-based collaboration, a collection
of shared information artifacts can play the role of a group memory that might grow
and evolve over a long period. Regardless of the type of collaboration a CSCW assist-
ant facilitates, these assistants are high on the collaboration scale, but because they
do not include the computer itself as a participant, they are low on the participation
scale.

Design environments are suites of applications where one or more users design
something such as a computer network topology, a kitchen layout, or a program \cite{92,
43, 42}. Design environments have domain-specific knowledge of the objects being
designed by their users. They can often analyze and critique an emerging design to
give valuable feedback to the designers. Where a design environment falls on the collaboration scale depends upon whether it is for single or multiple users. Because of their active role in the design process, design environments fall on the higher end of the participation scale.

The last subclass of assistant applications is information agents. Information agents typically watch over a changing information space. If a particular condition arises therein, the agent may then notify its user of the condition or summarize information for later retrieval. Information agents are unusual assistants as they need not have a complex user interface. Some information agents simply notify their users of the existence of an exceptional condition. Information agents are generally not collaborative, therefore they rank low on the collaboration scale. Information agents rank high on the participation scale, however, because they often do significant analysis and interpretation of their information.

While assistants are currently a diverse class of applications, future assistants will likely exhibit even more diversity. The limitations of current software technology render many possible assistants too costly to build and maintain. An improvement in technology could enable more assistants in the identified categories; completely new categories might emerge. For example, what type of assistants might be highly participatory and highly collaborative?

1.1.2 Today’s Assistants are Hand-crafted

The assistants built with today’s technology are directly programmed and extensively customized. An assistant’s “knowledge” of the information it manipulates is generally programmed into the assistant for a specific problem domain. By contrast, the field of artificial intelligence may someday offer a method of building assistants which relies on a distilled knowledge representation, perhaps derived from interviews with experts. The futuristic solution would presumably allow the experience of many experts to be combined into one super-assistant. The user interface of such an assistant might rely on a natural language interface. By contrast, today’s assistants must have a user interface that is extensively customized for its problem domain.

Since the advent of computers, researchers have given a great deal of attention to augmenting computer intelligence. If the intelligence of a computer could rival man’s own, it would make an ideal assistant. Such an assistant would have an implicit understanding of many areas of knowledge, be able to make inferences, and
communicate fluidly with its users. Science fiction has long pondered the question of the ideal assistant. Perhaps it would be like the anthropomorphic and omniscient computer on the Star Trek television series. An ideal assistant would be a logical consequence of machine intelligence.

The field of artificial intelligence is devoted to the problem of making computers more intelligent. Early artificial intelligence research met with surprising successes. During the 1960s and 1970s, systems like the General Problem Solver [38] and MYCIN [101] were solving problems in areas (math and disease diagnosis) thought to be the exclusive domain of human experts. More recent research, however, has forced us to reevaluate our expectations of computer intelligence (and hence, assistants). Even the seemingly simple task of interpreting children's stories proves to be very difficult for the computer. The process requires large amounts of world knowledge\(^2\) for interpreting language, making inferences, and understanding context. With an unlimited range of discourse, the requirement for world knowledge becomes an overwhelming obstacle.

Expectations of the ideal assistant's user interface must also be reexamined. Unfortunately, even the transcription of spoken word into text is another manifestation of the world knowledge problem. Natural language dialogue is not an efficient means of communication between man and machine. It is too slow, full of subtlety and ambiguity, and does not make use of the range of human senses. Finally, many areas of knowledge are visual in nature. They would be poorly matched with a natural language interface.

The dream of an omniscient, anthropomorphic assistant must, for now, remain a dream. If the expectations for useful assistants are scaled back, however, qualifications can be derived for assistants that can be built with current technology. First, the universe of knowledge of the assistant must be limited so that the artificial intelligence problem of world knowledge can be avoided. Instead of some generalized intelligent knowledge engine, each assistant's "knowledge" in some domain is directly programmed (as opposed to relying on knowledge rules, such as in expert systems). As such, each assistant becomes something of an idiot savant in its particular area of expertise and cannot be considered truly intelligent. Second, the user interface must be tuned to facilitate efficient communication between the user and assistant.

---

\(^2\)World knowledge is the myriad facts and stereotypic assumptions that humans take for granted, such as "dogs have four legs" or "piggy banks hold coins." Within a program, such knowledge must be explicitly captured and represented.
concerning anything in the range of knowledge of the assistant. Instead of a single one-size-fits-all user interface that allows the user and assistant to communicate about anything, each assistant must have its own customized user interface.

1.2 Domains and Models Capture Meaning

Meaning maintenance is the first of the two areas of concern to all assistant applications. Meaning maintenance includes the representation, manipulation, transmission and storage of information. In all cases the operations must be meaning-preserving. This section will explain how a single infrastructure can fill the needs of diverse array of assistants in the area of meaning. First, the purpose of each assistant leads to an information domain. Next, domains can have several different physical representations. Domains can be described by a set of rules called semantic constraints. The last two subsections enumerate the requirements and benefits of a single generalized model and domain representation and infrastructure.

1.2.1 A Domain is Derived from an Assistant’s Purpose

The purpose to which an assistant is applied is intimately tied to the type of meaning the assistant can handle and manipulate. If an assistant rates high on the participation scale, the assistant’s purpose derives from a problem domain. A problem domain is the set of items to which a particular assistant’s problem-solving or analytical abilities can be applied. If, instead, the assistant is low on the participation scale, the assistant’s purpose derives from an information domain. An information domain is the set of items that may be represented, stored, or participate in a collaboration, but for which there is no expectation that the assistant will perform significant manipulation. The generic term domain encompasses both information domains and problem domains.

An assistant’s domain is its effective range of meaningful information discourse. It is the range of the assistant’s “knowledge.” Items in the domain are meaningful information groupings called models. A domain can be thought of as a space of possible models. Models originate in the mind of a user, perhaps in the form of mental models [85, 20]. In order to take advantage of an assistant’s abilities, a user must be able to communicate a model to an assistant. When this happens, the model becomes the subject of a conversation between the user and assistant. How models are communicated via the assistant’s user interface is the subject of Section 1.3.
An assistant can be thought of as an environment for various users and computer agents to interact with models from its domain. An important feature of the environment is that the meaning of models is preserved throughout; the assistant must maintain the semantic integrity of its models during all manipulations, including storage, transformation, and transmission to other assistants. Additionally, the assistant's user interface must faithfully communicate its models with its users.

1.2.2 Semantic Constraints Define a Domain

Within the context of a domain, there are constraints on what kinds of models are meaningful. The constraints can be thought of as a set of rules that determine a model's inclusion in the domain. Only those models which satisfy the domain's constraints belong to the domain. Such rules are called semantic constraints. Semantic constraints must exist in some form wherever models from a domain are to retain meaning. Semantic constraints must exist in the minds of users, be embodied in the assistant's code, and be shared among the designers of the assistant. Ideally, the rules should specify the same constraints regardless of their form.

Within a user's mind, for example, the semantic constraints exist in a mental representation. A user's representation may be based on a familiar problem domain. Alternatively, a domain may be based on a metaphoric resemblance to a "real world" situation. In such a case, the assistant may employ a user interface metaphor to help its users map the "real world" onto the target domain. The semantic constraints of a domain can be extracted from a single expert or representatives of a user community by means of knowledge elicitation techniques [25].

Assistants are the result of conscious design by software engineers. Designers, therefore, must have a means of formally describing domains and their semantic constraints as part of an assistant's design. By using an Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) methodology, for example, the semantic constraints for an assistant's domain become part of the end result of the design process. Often, this result takes the form of diagrams and a formalized notation for capturing and communicating the design such as semantic networks, petri-nets, or state diagrams [7].

Once an assistant is built, it becomes a programmable embodiment of its domain. Here, the semantic constraints are hard-coded into the assistant application. The hard-coded semantic constraints are used during all of the assistant's key processes. The assistant uses the semantic constraints to enforce the correct construction and
manipulation of models via the user interface. Additionally, semantic constraints come into play during the manipulation of models and model transmission to other assistants. Finally, the assistant may use its programmed semantic constraints in an indirect way to educate its user community about its domain. One way to judge the quality of the assistant’s user interface is by how well users can acquire the semantic constraints of the assistant’s domain through interaction with the assistant.

Domains and their semantic constraints are not static; they usually evolve over time. An assistant’s information domain may evolve in some unanticipated way, perhaps due to some change in the reality the assistant is modeling. If an assistant is successful, it may be redeveloped for another platform or a different user community. Eventually, a suite of assistants may be built around a group of information domains related to the original. All of these scenarios require changes to the code of the original assistant.

When an assistant’s domain must evolve, the hard-coded semantic constraints must be modified. If the assistant is well designed and documented, modifying programmatic semantic constraints is relatively straightforward. If the assistant has undergone a great deal of change, or if it is distributed, as in the case of collaborative applications, modifying its semantic constraints can be difficult and error-prone. Eventually, the assistant becomes too expensive to maintain and is rendered obsolete. Sadly, if such an assistant is to be re-developed, the same arcane complexity that hindered its maintenance also inhibits reuse of its code in the next version. The entire effort in coding the original assistant can be lost. The issue of assistant evolution is addressed by specific mechanisms described in this dissertation. This current state of the art does not lend itself to the evolution of a domain’s semantic constraints.

1.2.3 Requirements of a Generalized Model and Domain Representation and Infrastructure

In order for a variety of assistants to benefit from a single infrastructure, the models and domains of the assistants must have a common representation and share the same mechanism for meaning maintenance. The representation becomes the basis for the infrastructure upon which assistants are to be built. For the representation and infrastructure to be effective and useful, they must meet requirements of:

- domain expressivity,
- self-containment of semantic constraints,
• flexible semantic constraint enforcement, and
• other practical considerations.

Each requirement is explored in turn.

An **expressive model and domain representation** means that a large variety of assistants' domains can be expressed. Expressivity is difficult to quantify, but one way to demonstrate it is to build a diversity of example assistants' domains using the representation. A better way is to give a method for eliciting a domain's semantic constraints and expressing them in the representation. In the former case, it can be argued that a completely new assistant would not be significantly “different” than the examples. In the latter case, determining and describing the boundaries of expressiveness is more likely. After the Memento infrastructure is described, the issue of expressivity is again discussed in Section 3.6.4.

**Self-containment** implies that the “knowledge” about the domain is in a single package. In order for an assistant to effectively enforce the semantic constraints, the package of constraints must be embodied in the assistant. This embodiment is called a **domain representation**. Ideally, nearly all of the enforcement can be delegated to the domain representation (and infrastructure). When the semantic constraints can be so contained, their maintenance and evolution are greatly facilitated. Additionally, if the semantic constraints are also declarative, the infrastructure can enforce multiple domains simultaneously. Declarative semantic constraints can be stored along with the models from the domain and shared among assistants that collaborate over the domain, thus facilitating distributed meaning maintenance.

Next, the infrastructure must take the semantic constraints and assume the responsibility of enforcing those constraints over models in the assistant's domain. The infrastructure must be flexible in how it enforces those constraints. It must allow the constraints to be violated temporarily during the models' manipulation and re-verified upon completion. The infrastructure should allow all manner of manipulations as long as the semantic constraints can eventually be validated.

Finally, the representation and infrastructure must be appealing to software designers. It must be relatively easy to use and yield higher quality assistants, less expensive assistants, or both. The infrastructure must allow for customization of semantic constraints that cannot be completely captured by the declarative notation. The infrastructure must be portable to a variety of platforms; real-world applications are not often implemented on academic architectures. Additionally, the representation and infrastructure must allow for graceful evolution of the domains they repre-
sent. Section 1.3 identifies the assistant's user interface as an important source of evolutionary change in an assistant.

1.2.4 Benefits of a Generalized Model and Domain Infrastructure

Once the requirements for a generalized model and domain infrastructure are met, the benefits are manifold. The benefits include reuse of code, ease of assistant construction, and ease of assistant evolution. Each of these benefits is now discussed in turn.

A generalized model and domain infrastructure can enable reuse at three different levels. First, the infrastructure itself can be reused in many assistant applications. Next, a domain representation constructed from the infrastructure can also be reused in related assistants. The infrastructure's domain representation allows the semantic relationship between two or more related information domains to be formally and explicitly expressed. For example, if two information domains share a common sub-domain, the sub-domain's domain representation can be shared by reference from the original two domains' domain representations. When such an association is made explicit, the sub-domain can have a life of its own and evolve through time. Finally, while making use of the infrastructure, there is a potential to design the user interface for an information sub-domain in a reusable fashion and thus facilitate the evolution of suites of assistants that manipulate related information domains. User interface code associated with the shared sub-domain can potentially be shared among all applications that use that sub-domain. Reuse is greatly facilitated if the components are designed from the outset to be used again [65]. Reuse of high-level user interface components is currently difficult without a clean separation of responsibilities that would be imposed by a generalized model and domain infrastructure.

Because the infrastructure solves the difficult problem of collaboration over an assistant's models in an generalized way, collaborative assistants can be more easily constructed using the infrastructure. Collaborative systems over specific domains are generally regarded as difficult to build from the ground up [35]. A generalized infrastructure can solve the difficult problem of meaning maintenance: the representation, storage, coherent manipulation, and transmission of models from each assistant's domain. The effort required to customize the infrastructure for a representation of an assistant's domain is minute compared to the effort of developing the corresponding domain representation without such an infrastructure. The infras-
tructure described in this dissertation is parameterized for each new domain; hence it is domain-independent. Section 5.1.2 surveys a variety of CSCW toolkits and relates them to the assistants' concerns.

Assistants built using a generalized model and domain infrastructure are more easily adapted to evolutionary changes in the assistant's domain. Because the assistant's domain representation is mostly declarative, it can be readily modified. Properly constructed assistants can delegate semantic constraint enforcement to the domain representation, hence little user interface code must be changed when the domain evolves. Assistants built using a generalized infrastructure may have a longer life as they are more insulated from the fundamental changes associated with domain evolution. Longer lived assistants are ultimately more economical.

1.3 Meaning Flows through the User Interface

The second of the two major areas of concern for all assistant applications is that of the user interface. An assistant's user interface must act as a conduit of meaning between the user and the application. In order to understand how this is done, the reader must first understand what is meant by the semantic level of the user interface. Subsections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 discuss this concept and its importance.

This section will later explain how the same generalized model and domain infrastructure can improve the state of the art in constructing user interfaces for assistants. In this situation, however, the benefits are not as obvious or as great. User interfaces remain a challenging area of application construction for which no simple solutions exist. Subsection 1.3.3 discusses the current state of the art in user interface construction. The final subsection discusses the specific benefits that the infrastructure would provide. Many of these benefits are not immediate, but accrue over time as the assistant evolves.

1.3.1 The User Interface has Semiotic Levels

The main theme in Computer-Human Interaction (CHI) literature is that the user interface is a communication medium between the program and user. One can speak of the language—primarily visual and tactile—between the executing program and the user sitting in front of the machine. Like any language, the user interface can be broken down into its semiotic levels: lexical, syntactic, and semantic [78]. The lexical level of the user interface deals with things like font selection and menu layout when
the program is communicating to the user or, when the human is communicating to
the program, events like key strokes and mouse clicks. The syntactic level is more
concerned with how the user invokes operations. For example, the user may make
a selection, which becomes the subject of an operation (a noun) and then chooses
an item from a menu indicating the operation to be performed (a verb). The most
interesting level of communication, however, is the semantic level where the user and
program are potentially engaged in a meaningful exchange.

Within the semantic level of the user interface the computer communicates what
it "knows" and what is possible; the user communicates what is to be done. The
semantic level of the user interface may not have a tangible appearance or behavior
in the user interface. Instead, it is the gestalt of the lexical and syntactic layers that
is better described in terms of the application's facility in a particular information
domain. The quality of a user interface is largely judged by how well that semantic
exchange is made or, conversely, by how little the lower levels of communication
interferes with that exchange.

Great advances have been made in the study of the lexical and syntactic user
interface levels. It is relatively straightforward to study usability on menu orderings,
icon shapes, window layout and the like. From these studies, good user interface
guidelines and standards have emerged [100]. When a user interface standard is
adopted by a vendor, it can be embodied in a user interface tool, such as an application
framework or user interface toolkit. Apple Computer's MacApp is one example of
an application framework that embodies the Macintosh user interface standard [95].
Such tools make it much easier to develop applications that adhere to the embodied
standard.

The semantic level of the user interface is far more difficult to study. Only a few re-
search groups have addressed it. Researchers at Xerox have undertaken a program to
explore how user interface metaphors lend themselves to various general information
domains [17, 93]. Their goal is to develop a rich vocabulary of reusable metaphors.
A group at George Washington University explored separating the semantic level of
the user interface from the more concrete levels so that they may be parameterized
for different user communities [39, 48]. In their research, the semantic layer of the
user interface is not varied. Other groups have explored the notion of reusable user
interface widgets that convey semantic information via familiar visual information or-
ganizations [58, 84, 111, 61]. They have investigated tables and outlines as potential
bridges between the syntactic and semantic levels of communication in the user inter-
face. Such research dovetails nicely with the notion of a domain-based infrastructure such as that discussed in this dissertation. Often there is a close connection between the visible user interface metaphor of an application and its information domain [19].

Research into the semantic level of the user interface has lagged behind that of the other levels. As a result, there are no tools that aid in the development of the semantic level of the user interface. The infrastructure and associated methodology developed in this dissertation could be considered the first such tool.

1.3.2 The Semantic Level is Crucial

While the semantic level of an application's user interface is the most elusive level, it is also the most important. It is the semantic level of the user interface that by-in-large determines the usefulness and longevity of an application. Lexical and syntactic problems in a user interface are usually easily correctable, but an ill-conceived semantic level is often a fatal flaw. Unfortunately, it is the semantic level of the user interface that is the most difficult to design, build, and modify. It is where the real art lies in the construction of user interfaces.

When the scope of programs is limited to assistants, much more can be said of the semantic level of the user interface. The range of discourse is precisely the set of models from the assistant's domain. The user interface must convey the domain's semantic constraints to the user and the user must be able to manipulate models in meaningful ways. Ideally, the user must have the feeling that he is interacting directly with the assistant's models. Fischer and Lemke have used the term human-problem domain communication to describe this idea [43, 41]. Their ideas apply just as well to assistants' information domains. They make the point that there is currently too little focus on this deeper level of communication in the construction of user interfaces. This dissertation adopts this idea as a central theme.

1.3.3 User Interface Construction is Iterative and Expensive

Assistants belong to a class of computer systems, called applications, which are programs that embody a high degree of complexity. Like most applications, assistants generally have a significant user interface component. For example, it has been estimated that one-third to one-half of an expert system application's code size is devoted to its user interface [9]. There is no reason to expect that this estimate would not generalize to the broader class of assistants. Unfortunately, user interfaces
take a disproportionate share of development time and effort. Unlike most software projects, a user interface cannot be specified in advance. This means that traditional software development methods do not help. There are no fool-proof procedures a developer can follow in isolation that will result in a good user interface.

The only proven way of developing high quality user interfaces is through iterative development and user testing with each cycle feeding into the next [52]. User testing involves placing people who have similar aptitudes and training as the target user group in front of the trial application; capturing their responses, errors, comments, and frustrations. Later, these results are analyzed with an eye toward determining the difficulties' root causes. A new user interface is then generated which attempts to remedy the problems and user testing begins anew. Ideally, iterative development continues until some pre-determined criteria of user speed, error rates, or proficiency is reached. In practice, economic constraints usually prevail.

The user interface often evolves in unforeseen ways during iterative development. It can place a stress on the quality of an application's code. Developers have tried to mitigate the stress by prototyping facade user interfaces for evaluation. The light-weight prototypes can be generated quickly at each step in iterative development with only small compromises in realism. Ideally, when the prototype is accepted, the final application is re-coded based on the prototype. Such a development program is expensive, however, and it is often the case that the prototype's "throw away" code ends up in the final application.

1.3.4 The State of the Art Can Be Improved

The generalized infrastructure for model and domain representation can improve the state of the art of the construction and evolution of assistants' user interfaces. The benefits of the infrastructure are largely derived from the embodiment of the assistant's semantic constraints in a single domain representation. The domain representation becomes the primary component of the semantic level of the user interface and the focal point of the user interface as a whole. The domain representation aids in both the initial construction and evolution of an assistant's user interface.

When the infrastructure is used, user interface construction is aided by the fact that the semantic level is much easier to build and this helps the developer separate concerns. The domain representation is based on a reusable infrastructure that is specialized in a declarative fashion. The enforcement of the semantic constraints can
be relegated to the domain representation and need not be duplicated elsewhere in the user interface code. With the domain representation complete, developers can concentrate on constructing the concrete levels of the user interface: the syntactic and lexical levels. Once the user interface is constructed, it can be reused in every assistant that shares its associated domain.

The evolution of the user interface is facilitated by the use of the infrastructure. Although the semantic and higher levels of the user interface are intimately tied, they are decoupled as much as possible in an assistant built with the infrastructure. The higher levels can change radically for a given domain without any need to modify the semantic layer. In fact, multiple user interfaces can be built on the same domain representation for different user communities. If the semantic constraints of the domain change, the domain representation can be quickly adapted. With the higher levels of the user interface relying on the domain representation, for constraint checking, the impact to the higher levels of the user interface is minimized.

1.4 Thesis Statement

The thesis of this dissertation is that a domain-independent infrastructure for representing, storing, transmitting, and modifying models from diverse information domains while maintaining the their semantic integrity would improve the state of the art of building and maintaining assistants in the following ways:

- The infrastructure would abstract the problem of representing, transmitting, storing, and manipulating models from various information domains. The infrastructure would be built once and reused for a large variety of assistants.

- The infrastructure would abstract the problem of meaning maintenance, the enforcement of semantic constraints from diverse information domains. The abstracted domain representation would be easier to create and modify than a hard-coded one.

- The infrastructure would simplify the creation and ease the evolution of assistants' user interfaces. An assistant's domain representation is the foundation of the semantic layer of its user interface. The remainder of the user interface is decoupled as much as possible from the domain representation.

- The infrastructure would facilitate domain-independent collaboration. Domains are represented by declarative semantic constraints.
• The infrastructure *might* enable cross-domain interoperability and collaboration through shared information sub-domains. The semantic constraints from multiple, related domains could be simultaneously enforced.

• The infrastructure would aid in the reuse of domain representations and *might* aid in the user interface code associated with shared information sub-domains. A deeper level of reuse could possibly be enabled.

• The infrastructure *may* facilitate the construction of entirely new types of assistants.

These thesis claims will be validated using the *Memento* infrastructure. The Memento framework and associated methodology addresses all of the above mentioned improvements in the state of the art. Memento uses a flexible, domain-independent knowledge representation scheme for abstracting models from diverse information domains. Memento uses the knowledge representation scheme to represent, transmit and store models. Memento allows the expression of an assistant’s semantic constraints by way of a declarative notation over the knowledge representation scheme. Memento uses the declared semantic constraints to enforce meaning-preserving manipulation of an assistant’s models in a domain-independent way. As a portable framework, Memento allows for the quick generation of a customized, portable information domain representation that can later be easily changed when the semantic constraints of the domain require modification. When combined with an appropriate application framework, the portable domain representation forms the basis of an assistant’s user interface. The separation of the semantic constraints into the domain representation allows the constraints to evolve as independently as possible of any user interface based on the domain representation. Memento attempts to mitigate the amount of re-coding required when the user interface or information domain needs to change by encouraging a style of programming that separates concerns, insulates components from change, and encourages reuse. Memento facilitates collaboration over models in a way that is independent of their domains. As a result, Memento facilitates domain-independent collaboration and may facilitate cross-domain collaboration. Finally, when sub-domains are shared across assistants, Memento may permit the user interface code associated with that sub-domain to be shared and reused when assistants are built that are based on the sub-domain.

In order to justify the thesis claims, a small number of experimental, Memento-based assistants are developed as a proof of concept. These assistants demonstrate:
• how the infrastructure facilitates human–problem domain communication in the user interface of each assistant,
• how the infrastructure supports collaboration over models in a domain–independent way,
• how Memento facilitates the evolution of assistants and their associated information spaces, and
• how Memento can support information agents.

1.5 Overview of the Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the two levels of the Memento infrastructure in a bottom–up fashion. The lower level, described in Chapter 2, deals with the representation, storage, transmission, and collaboration over generalized attributed objects. Chapter 3 describes the second level of Memento that addresses model representation and semantic constraint enforcement. Chapter 4 gives a methodology for constructing an assistant’s domain representation. The chapter also describes several experimental assistants constructed with Memento and the lessons learned from them. The final chapter summarizes the contributions of this dissertation and compares these contributions with previous work done by others.
Chapter 2

Memento’s Layer I: Generalized Artifact-Based Collaboration

Conceptually, the Memento infrastructure is divided into two layers that address orthogonal issues. Memento’s lower layer supports artifact-based collaboration over Memento objects or MObjects. An MObject is simply a collection of name-value (attribute) pairs. Memento’s first layer is the subject of this chapter. The second layer of Memento, the subject of Chapter 3, supports the semantic needs of assistants. The chapter describes how an assistant’s models and domains are represented as specialized graphs built from MObjects.

2.0.1 Memento Must Support Artifact-Based Collaboration over Models

Each assistant is an application that manipulates models from its domain. Every model has a meaning and a purpose for its existence. In the physical world, man-made objects with meaning and purpose are called artifacts. Models are intangible, however. They may only exist within an assistant and in the minds of its users. Models are artifacts, nevertheless. To distinguish them from physical artifacts, they are termed information artifacts. (Note that not all systems that deal with information artifacts are assistants. In order to be considered an assistant, such a system would need to have an effective understanding of its information artifacts.)

As discussed in Chapter 1, many assistants facilitate collaboration over their models. If Memento is to serve as an infrastructure for assistants, it must support collaboration over models from a wide variety of domains. Fortunately, the infrastructure needs of non-collaborative assistants, such as modelers and design environments, are a subset of the needs of collaborative assistants. These needs include persistent model storage, and communication of models between assistants and through an assistant’s user interface.

Memento is a contribution to the ongoing study of artifact-based collaboration, which can be defined as the coordinated effort of a group of people to produce a
result or artifact. The group authoring of a document is an example of artifact-based collaboration. Video teleconferencing, on the other hand, is a form of collaboration that is not artifact-based. While a video record of the collaboration may be kept, the production of the video record is not the purpose of the collaboration.

2.0.2 The Advantages of a General Artifact Representation

At issue is the nature of the artifacts over which the collaboration is performed. Previous systems supporting artifact-based collaboration do so for a wide range of specific information artifact types including text documents, webs of hypertext documents, outlines, calendars, network designs, white board drawings, and issue-based reasoning structures. In order to provide support for a wide variety of assistants, Memento’s artifact representation must be very general and adaptable. The choice of representation determines, to a large extent, the set of assistant applications that can be built with Memento.

The intent of Memento is to support collaboration over an arbitrary assistant’s models, however models are not the fundamental unit of collaboration in Memento. Instead, a simpler fundamental unit of collaboration was chosen: a collection of name-value attributes, called an MObject. Each assistants’ models are represented in terms of MObjects. This design decision has two very important consequences. First, an infrastructure that can fully support collaboration over MObjects effectively solves the artifact-based collaboration problem “once and for all” in an abstract way. Using just Memento’s first layer, a developer can effectively build any existing artifact-based collaborative system (whether or not such a system is considered an assistant that deals with the meaning of the artifact) by simply representing the system’s artifacts in terms of MObjects. The issues of artifact-based collaboration are generalized and solved by Memento’s first layer. A discussion of artifact-based collaborative systems and how Memento contributes to this area is given in Chapter 5.

The second implication of the decision to support collaboration over MObjects is that more than just an assistant’s models will be built from them—an assistant’s meta-information will be constructed from MObjects, as well. An assistant’s meta-information consists of a domain representation that is built upon a type system over MObjects.\(^3\) Recall from Section 1.2 that a domain representation captures the

\(^3\)Because Memento’s type system over MObjects is expressed in terms of MObjects, it is self-describing and self-referential.
semantic constraints over an assistant's models. Within Memento, a domain is represented by a set of metamodels, built from MObjects, that effectively give meaning to the assistant's models. Metamodels are stored and communicated along with an assistant's models in order to preserve a context of meaning. For example, if two assistants cannot reach a consensus over the type system and metamodels describing the models to be shared, collaboration would be meaningless and could not proceed. Because models, the type system over MObjects, and metamodels all share the same fundamental representation, few additional mechanisms are required for manipulation of an assistant's meta-information. Note that the evolution of assistant's domains is greatly facilitated by the fact that Memento represents the bulk of an assistant's meta-information as data.

Section 2.1 describes the representation of MObjects and the type system over MObjects. Section 2.4 describes how an assistant's semantic constraints give rise to a type system over MObjects, how an assistant's classes relate to specific types, and how separate type systems can be unified when models are to be shared across MType systems. The details of the remainder of the domain representation (i.e. metamodels) and how it is used by Memento to address the semantic needs of assistants is left for Chapter 3.

2.0.3 Required Mechanisms for Artifact-Based Collaboration

Once the nature of the artifact is abstracted, all systems to support artifact-based collaboration deal with largely the same set of issues. These issues are how the artifacts are coherently modified, how changes to the artifacts give rise to changes in the user interface, and how the artifacts are persistently stored and communicated. The remainder of this chapter discusses the Memento mechanisms that perform these tasks. Specifically, Section 2.2 describes Memento's transaction mechanism over MObjects which allows for coherent, atomic modification of sets of MObjects. Section 2.3 describes the mechanism whereby user interface objects can receive notification of changes to the MObjects they are displaying, and thus update the display accordingly. Section 2.5 describes how MObjects are persistently stored in an MObject repository. Communication between assistants is done via a special network repository that treats one assistant's MObjects as a repository for another. Taken together, these mechanism comprise a general framework for collaboration over MObjects. An example of how the collaboration support mechanisms work together during a run
of a typical collaborative application is given in Section 2.6. The chapter concludes with Section 2.8 which describes the implications of Memento's first layer.

2.1 The Memento Object (MObject) Data Model

Memento Objects, or MObjects, are the primary unit of information sharing and collaboration of Memento's first layer. MObjects are collections of name-value attribute pairs. Within Memento, an MObject exists as an instance of the MObject class. A type system, called the MType system places constraints on the attributes that an MObject must have. The MType system is built from a separate type system over attribute values, called the transport type system. An assistant's type system is represented as a tree of MObjects. It is therefore self-describing and readily modified. This section concludes with an example of a set of consistent MObjects showing the MType system.

2.1.1 MObjects are Collections of Name–Value Pairs

An MObject is a collection of attributes where each attribute is a name-value pair. An attribute's name is unique in an MObject. Each attribute's value is drawn from a set of transportables. The type system over transportables, called the transport type system, is discussed briefly later in this section. Operations on an MObject include its creation and destruction, creation and destruction of an associated attribute, enumerating the names of its attributes, and accessing and changing the value of an existing attribute. All high-level operations over MObjects are combinations of these few fundamental operations.

Combinations of the basic operations on MObjects occur in the context of a transaction. Like database transactions, a Memento transaction has the features of atomicity and validity checking. Atomicity implies that if the transaction succeeds, all operations permanently take effect. Whereas, if the transaction fails, none of the operations take effect. Success of a transaction is determined in part by whether the transaction passes its validity checks at transaction commit-time. For the sake of Memento's first layer, a transaction over a set of MObjects is valid if the Memento type system is not violated. The Memento type system, described below, dictates what attributes must appear on an MObject. Chapter 3 extends the notion of validity

4A monospace font is used when discussing concrete components of the Memento infrastructure.
checking during transactions to ensure that models, which are built from MObjects, do not violate the semantic constraints of the assistant’s domain.

During the course of a transaction, notification is given to software components that have registered an interest in changes to a particular MObject. Notifications are given out both during each of the trial modifications of a transaction and at transaction commit-time to summarize the modifications that actually happened, or, in the case of a commit failure, the trial modifications that should now be reversed. Change notification is the mechanism by which changes to MObjects are propagated to the user interface. Memento’s notification mechanism is the subject of Section 2.3.

2.1.2 MObjects have a Memento Type (MType)

Every MObject has a Memento type, or MType, that delineates what attributes are required to appear on that MObject. Required attributes are specified abstractly by the attribute name and the transport type to which the attribute value must conform. Specifically, a requirement is an attribute name, the transport type of the required value, and an optional default value having that transport type. Of course, the default attribute value is ignored for those MObjects that supply an overriding value. A description of the transport type system over attribute values appears below.

The set of MTypes form a singly-rooted type hierarchy.\(^5\) An MType effectively adds to the set of required attributes of its supertypes. Therefore, an MType need only represent the difference in requirements between it and its supertype. More formally, an MType consists of a name, an optional supertype, a set of subtypes, a set of requirements, and a set of references to MObjects that have exactly that MType. The supertype and set of subtypes form a doubly-linked type hierarchy representation of the MType system. MType names must be globally unique. Required attribute names appearing on an MType must be unique along any possible path through that MType along the way to the root MType. This is consistent with the constraint that an MObject not have two attributes of the same name.

The Memento transaction’s validity check ensures that each MObject involved in the transaction has the attributes required of their associated MTypes and that the value of each required attribute is a member of the requirement’s transportable type. This check must also succeed if the MType of an MObject changes during the course

---

\(^5\)While there are several reasons why it might be desirable to have a more general partial order over types, the simpler representation was explicitly chosen.
of the transaction. An MObject can have additional attributes that are not required by the MType system. Such attributes can serve as annotations and do not take part in the transaction's validity check.

**Attribute Values have a Transport Type**

An MObject attribute value is known as a *transportable*. The name derives from the fact that all attribute values can be serialized for transport between address spaces or for storage. The type system over transportables is called *transport types*, or *TTypes*, for short. The set of TTypes is open. While Memento includes a fairly comprehensive set of TTypes, there is always the possibility that a domain will require additional ones. A programmer can add additional transport types as part of his assistant and they will behave as if the were part of the original set.

TTypes are categorized as to whether they are *primitive*, *aggregate*, or *special*. **Primitive** transport types include Boolean, Count, String, and more complex types like Blob (large binary object), RasterImage, and DateTime. **Aggregate** TTypes are arbitrarily complex groupings of simpler TTypes. Aggregates include sets, lists, and records. **Transportable sets** are unordered, non-duplicated collection of transportables of a given TType. **Transportable lists** are ordered collections of possibly duplicated transportables of a given TType. A list TType additionally specifies a cardinality range over its members. Like its counterpart in many programming languages, a transportable record is an association between names and values. A record TType is an association between names and the TTypes of the expected values. **Special** TTypes include TAny, which is the supertype of all TTypes, and TUnknown, which acts as a placeholder for TTypes that an assistant cannot represent. Table 2.1 enumerates the transport types provided by the Memento infrastructure.

The primitive TType, *ReferenceDescriptor*, is important because it acts as the name of an MObject. An attribute with a ReferenceDescriptor value effectively points to the named MObject. It is through these kinds of attributes that groups of MObjects can be associated in more complicated constructs. The mechanism by which MObject names are resolved into MObject instances is discussed in Section 2.5.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primitive:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TInt32</td>
<td>32-bit integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUInt32</td>
<td>32-bit unsigned integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TInt16</td>
<td>16-bit integer value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUInt16</td>
<td>16-bit unsigned integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIndex</td>
<td>Small integer value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBigInt</td>
<td>Large integer value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCount</td>
<td>Small cardinal value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBigInt</td>
<td>Large cardinal value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBool</td>
<td>Boolean value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOperatingSystem</td>
<td>Enumeration value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCoord</td>
<td>2-Dimensional coordinate value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TColorValue</td>
<td>Color intensity value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDepth</td>
<td>Raster image depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TStringLength</td>
<td>Character string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPoint</td>
<td>2-Dimensional coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DateTime</td>
<td>Date and time representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeSpan</td>
<td>Span between two DateTimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blob</td>
<td>Binary large object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RgbValue</td>
<td>Red-green-blue ColorValue triple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colormap</td>
<td>Raster image color map of RgbValues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RasterImage</td>
<td>Raster image representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReferenceDescriptor</td>
<td>MObject name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aggregate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSet</td>
<td>Set of unduplicated transportables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TList</td>
<td>Unordered list of transportables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRecord</td>
<td>Structured record of transportables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAny</td>
<td>Maximal TType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUnknown</td>
<td>Minimal TType</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Memento transport types
2.1.3 MTypes are Represented as MObjects: A Self-Describing Type System

Each MType is represented in Memento as an MObject. The Memento type hierarchy forms a tree of such MObjects. This tree is the definitive representation of an assistant’s type system. The Memento type system is therefore self-describing. The primary benefit of this direct representation is the ability to dynamically modify the MType system. Further benefits and implications are discussed in Section 2.8. All MType modifications are subject to the constraints over MTypes as described earlier. These constraints are part of the Memento transaction validity check over MType MObjects.

At the root of the hierarchy is the MType for all MObjects. This MObject instance is denoted as the MObject MType. Since it is the root of the MType tree, it is the root of the MType hierarchy; all MObjects are members of the MType MObject. By implication, all MObjects must have the attributes required by the MObject MType. Table 2.2 shows the required attributes for all MObjects. The MObject MType has two required attributes: “modDate” and “mtype.” A read-only MObject modification time, “modDate,” is maintained by the Memento infrastructure. Additionally, the “mtype” attribute of an MObject points to the MType MObject of its MType. Changing an MObject’s MType requires only changing the value of this attribute. Recall, however, that a transaction’s validity checks will verify that the MObject has the attributes required of that MType by commit time. The default value of the “mtype” attribute points to the MObject MType, itself. By implication, the default MType is MObject.

Immediately under MObject in the Memento type hierarchy is the MType MType, or the MType of all MObjects in the type hierarchy. As stated earlier, MTypes are composed of a name, an optional supertype, a set of subtypes, a set of required

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>TType</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>modDate</td>
<td>DateTime</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtype</td>
<td>ReferenceDescriptor</td>
<td>MObject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Required attributes of the MObject MType

*A monospace font is used for concrete MObject instances.*
attributes, and a set of MObjects of exactly that MType. These five items take the form of required attributes on MType MObjects which are summarized in Table 2.3.

A few items in Table 2.3 deserve further comment. Optional items are represented as a LIST [0 . . . 1] of that item, implying that the list may have a cardinality between 0 and 1. A required attribute is represented as a record containing the fields “name,” “tttype,” and “default.” The “name” entry is the name of the attribute, represented as a String. The “tttype” entry is a String representation of the attribute value’s TType. Finally, the “default” entry is an optional default value for the required attribute which must conform to the TType in the “tttype” entry. The three entries in this record correspond to the three columns needed to enumerate the required attributes of an MType, such as Table 2.2 and Table 2.3.

The Memento type system is both self-describing and self-referential. All information about the type system exists in the MObjects representing MTypes. The MType and the MObject MObjects both have “mtype” attributes that point to the MType MObject. This is tantamount to saying that MType and MObject are both MTypes. The MType MObject describes itself and is self-referential in much the same way that Smalltalk’s [51] MetaClass class is self-referential.

Transactions involving MTypes must undergo additional validity checks. The MType tree must remain singly-rooted at MObject and doubly-linked through its “supertype” and “subtypes” attributes. MType names must be globally unique. The name of any requirement must be unique along all possible paths through its MType to the root MType. The supplied default value for a requirement must conform to the requirement’s TType. Every MObject of a particular MType must point to the MObject for that type. Finally, that MType must have exactly that set of MObjects as the value for its “mobjects” attribute.

The Memento type system can be dynamically modified. Two common modifications are to add a new MType and to add a requirement to an existing MType. To add a new MType, a new MObject must be created with the required attributes of MType. The new MType must be pasted into the MType tree at the appropriate place. The new MType must be added to “mobjects” attribute of the MType MObject.

Alternatively, to add a requirement to an existing MType, the “requirements” attribute of the MType must be appropriately modified: the set of requirements fetched, a record representing the new requirement added to the set, and the new set written back as the new attribute value. Note that in this situation, any MObject having that MType must participate in the transaction’s commit-time validity check.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>TType</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Empty LIST of ReferenceDescriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supertype</td>
<td>LIST [0...1] of ReferenceDescriptor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtypes</td>
<td>SET of ReferenceDescriptor</td>
<td>Empty SET of ReferenceDescriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requirements</td>
<td>SET of RECORD of:</td>
<td>Empty SET of RECORD of ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>TType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>default</td>
<td>LIST [0...1] of ANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobjects</td>
<td>SET of ReferenceDescriptor</td>
<td>Empty SET of ReferenceDescriptor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3 Required attributes of the MType MType

In particular, any such MObject that has an attribute whose value does not conform to the requirement's TType will cause the transaction to fail. In such a case, a transaction commit failure can be avoided by repairing errant MObjects as part of the transaction.

The bookkeeping details of nearly all common operations are handled by the Memento infrastructure itself. Assistant developers need not be aware of the minutiae described here.

2.1.4 A Small Example: A Consistent Set of MObjects

Figure 2.1 shows a Memento state with five MObjects. mobject1 and mobject2 are the MObject and MType MTypes, respectively. mobject3 is a new MType describing cars. It has required attributes for model and year. mobject4 is a generic MObject with a non-required attribute: "comment." mobject5 is an instance of the Car MType.

2.2 Accessing and Modifying MObjects: The Transaction Mechanism

An assistant's user interface is the primary source of MObject creation, modifications to MObjects, and MObject destruction. All such operations are done in the context of a Memento transaction. Like database transactions, Memento transactions have
### mobject1: MObject MType

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>modDate:</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mtype:</td>
<td>mobject2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name:</td>
<td>&quot;MObject&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supertype:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtypes:</td>
<td>{mobject2, mobject3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| requirements:     | \{
|                   |  \[
| name: "modDate", |
| type: "String",   |
| default: ()       |
|                   |  \[
| name: "mtype",    |
| type: "ReferenceDescriptor", |
| default: (mobject1) |
|                   |  \]           |
|                   | \}            |
| mobjects:         | \{mobject4\} |

### mobject2: MType MType

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>modDate:</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mtype:</td>
<td>mobject2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name:</td>
<td>&quot;MType&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supertype:</td>
<td>mobject1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtypes:</td>
<td>{}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| requirements:     | \{
|                   |  \[
| name: "name",    |
| type: "String",   |
| default: ()       |
|                   |  \[
| name: "supertype" |
| type: "LIST [0..1] of ReferenceDescriptor", |
| default: ()       |
|                   |  \[
| name: "subtypes" |
| type: "SET of ReferenceDescriptor", |
| default: ([])     |
|                   |  \]           |
|                   | \}            |
|                   | \{           |
| name: "requirements" |
| type: "SET of RECORD of:
|  \[
|  Name String          |
|  Type String          |
|  default LIST [0..1] of TAny |
|                   |  \]           |
|                   | \}            |
| mobjects:         | \{mobject1, mobject2, mobject3\} |

### mobject3: Car MType

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>modDate:</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mtype:</td>
<td>mobject2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name:</td>
<td>&quot;Car&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supertype:</td>
<td>mobject1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtypes:</td>
<td>{}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| requirements:     | \{
|                   |  \[
| name: "model",    |
| type: "String",   |
| default: ()       |
|                   |  \[
| name: "year",     |
| type: "Count",    |
| default: ()       |
|                   |  \]           |
|                   | \}            |
| mobjects:         | \{mobject5\} |

### mobject4: An MObject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>modDate:</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mtype:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comment:</td>
<td>&quot;a note&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### mobject5: Typical Car

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>modDate:</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mtype:</td>
<td>mobject3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model:</td>
<td>&quot;Edsel&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year:</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Default values are indicated by a dash (—). Uninteresting values are elided (...). Sets, lists, and records are enclosed in curly brackets (\{}\), parenthesis, and square brackets (\[]\), respectively. Strings are quoted.

**Figure 2.1** A consistent Memento state with five MObjects
the traditional properties of *atomicity*, *consistency*, *isolation*, and *durability*. They are sometimes called the *ACID properties*.

*Atomicity* of a transaction means that if the transaction succeeds, all operations become permanent, otherwise there is no net effect. While all the operations in a Memento transaction take effect atomically, the actual set of operations performed may differ from those explicitly specified in the course of the transaction. In this respect, Memento's transaction mechanism relaxes the traditional property of atomicity. Memento's change notification mechanism, discussed in Section 2.3, is closely tied to the transaction mechanism. Together, these mechanisms make it possible for a software component that has registered interest in an MObject to react to notifications of trial changes to the MObject during the course of the transaction and, in turn, perform further operations on other MObjects that are part of the original transaction. Such spawned operations may ultimately affect the transaction's ability to successfully complete. The ability of a software component to modify MObjects in response to a change notification is described further in Section 2.3.4.

For a group of operations, the assistant explicitly begins a transaction, performs the operations, and attempts to *commit* the transaction, or make the affects of the transaction permanent. For simple operations, an assistant may rely on the fact that every MObject modification method or function will run a transaction for the sole purpose of carrying out the operation on the client's behalf, if one is not pending. During the course of a transaction, one of the operations may tag it as invalid—unable to commit. Invalidating a transaction is most often done when a complex operation cannot succeed and unwinding its effects from the rest of the operations in the transaction is impractical or impossible. invalidation of a transaction may also be performed by a software component that has registered interest in an MObject via Memento's change notification mechanism.

If a transaction has not been invalidated, its success is determined at commit time by performing a validity check on all of the MObjects affected by the transaction. Specifically, the *isValid()* method is called on every MObject involved in the transaction. A negative result from any such MObject causes the transaction to fail to commit. It is through these validity checks that Memento's transaction mechanism adheres to the property of *consistency*, or the preservation of the integrity of its information.

Memento's transaction validity checking is extensible and customizable. Subclasses of *MObject* can add arbitrary constraints by overriding the *isValid()* method.
The MObject class’s isValid() method always returns success. (An MObject’s only constraints, those of its MType’s attribute requirements, are maintained by Memento throughout all operations.) The MType class’s isValid() method, however, verifies that the object belongs to a correctly specified MType tree. Further customization of these validity checks, described in Chapter 3, ensure that models built from MObjects adhere to the semantic constraints of an assistant’s domain.

Isolation requires each transaction to observe a consistent database. The property prohibits one transaction from “seeing” the partially completed operations of other transactions. Within an assistant, this property is preserved by the fact that only one Memento transaction can be in effect at a given time. Currently, all Memento-based assistant’s are single threaded. An assistant’s transactions do not nest or overlap. This restriction is the result of a design decision for simplicity’s sake. Research into transaction mechanisms for collaboration are beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, Memento has served as the vehicle for such research [68].

Collaboration among assistants is achieved via coordination through one or more shared MObject repositories. One assistant’s transactions are isolated from those of other assistants through the mechanisms of transaction MObject read- and write-locking and synchronization which are part of the responsibilities of an MObject repository. Section 2.5 describes the concept of an MObject repository and details the interaction between a repository and the Memento transaction mechanism.

The property of transaction durability, or ensuring that a successfully committed transaction’s effects are permanent, is outside the purview of Memento’s transaction mechanism. This is because the transaction mechanism does not interact directly with a persistent store. The issue of durability is thus delegated to each Memento repository.

Transactions are managed by the single Memento class instance of each assistant. The Memento class provides methods for beginning, invalidating, committing, and aborting transactions as well as methods for testing the current transaction’s state. As a convenience, most of these methods are also available as global functions that simply invoke the proper method of the single Memento instance.

The rest of the transaction mechanism operates through the methods and functions of the MObject class and its subclasses.7 Memento’s MObject class embodies

---

7In C++ parlance, methods are class operations on existing objects while functions are just procedures associated with the class.
the abstract MOBject data type described in Section 2.1. Recall that in the data model, an MOBject represents a set of name–value attributes. The model allows seven operations on MOBjects: creation and destruction of an MOBject, creation and destruction of an attribute, enumeration of an MOBject’s attributes, and access to and modification of the value of an attribute. For the sake of exposition, these operations can be divided into accessors, which retrieve information about an MOBject and its attributes, and modifiers, which attempt to make a change. The next two sections describe accessors and modifiers provided by the MOBject class and its subclasses and their relation to the transaction mechanism.

Occasionally an assistant will need to prevent an MOBject from being modified for long spans of time. MOBject read– and write–locks held during the course of a transaction are not appropriate for long–duration locking. When such a need arises, an assistant may lock an object via an application–level MOBject lock. Only the assistant instance which holds an application–level lock on an MOBject may modify it. Application–level locks are part of Memento’s transaction mechanism and are discussed further in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Accessing MOBjects

MOBject accessors are methods that get information about an MOBject. All access methods in MOBject subclasses derive from one of three access methods provided by the MOBject class itself. The main one being getAttributeValue(). MOBject subclasses typically provide their own, more useful access methods for attributes known to be required by the MType associated with the class. Such methods are called convenience methods as they just package the MOBject access methods in a more convenient form. By convention, all access methods take an optional argument, called the ReadFlavor of the access, that indicates how the access will be performed relative to the current transaction. Because a pending transaction effectively maintains an alternate version of the MOBjects involved, access methods must know which version to use. This section describes the three main MOBject access methods, convenience access methods supplied by MOBject subclasses, and the concept of a ReadFlavor that indicates how the MOBject should be accessed with respect to any pending query.

The main MOBject access method, getAttributeValue(), takes the name of an attribute and an optional ReadFlavor and returns a pointer to the (read–only) Transportable value of that attribute. If the MOBject has no attribute by that
name, a null pointer is returned. Recall that because the MType system can provide
default values for required attributes, the access will return this default in case the
attribute has not been overridden by the MObject. Less commonly used MObject
access methods include a determination of whether an attribute value is overridden
or defaulted and a request for all MObject attribute names.

When an attribute is known to be required, the Transportable pointer value
returned by getAttributeValue() can be made more useful. Clients of the MObject
class would like to retrieve a value of a more appropriate type from a method specific
to the known required attribute. These so called convenience methods access the
required attribute, downcast the resulting Transportable to the subclass associated
with its required TType, perform any necessary type conversions, and return the
value of the desired type. The primary responsibility of MObject subclasses is to pro-
provide convenience methods for their accessing and modifying their required attributes.
The relationship between MObject subclasses and the MType system is described in
Section 2.4.2.

The MObject class is strongly associated with the MObject MType, for example,
which requires attributes for both the modification date and the MObject’s MType.
The MObject class provides two convenience methods to get these values directly. The
getModificationDate() method returns a DateTime representing the last modifi-
cation date. The getMType() method returns the MObject’s MType object which has
been looked up using the required ReferenceDescriptor value. As with all MObject
access methods, these methods take an optional ReadFlavor argument.

The ReadFlavor argument, which is required by all MObject subclass access meth-
ods, indicates how the access will be performed with respect to the current transac-
tion. The ReadFlavors are actual, filtered, and read-locked with a filtered access being
the default. An actual access gives a result that is independent of the state of the
current transaction—the actual value. A filtered access on an MObject that has been
modified by the current transaction gives results as if the transaction were to succeed.
Any modification done in a pending transaction shows up in a filtered access. For
example, newly created MObjects are potentially transitory, but they can be queried
and modified as if they were real. If an MObject is not involved in a transaction or
there is no pending transaction, a filtered access just returns the actual result.

The third ReadFlavor, a read-locked access, retrieves the most up-to-date value
and prevents other assistants from changing the MObject until the transaction com-
pletes. Such accesses are useful when an assistant wants to read an attribute’s value
and then write a modified version of it back—for example, incrementing a counter. *Read-locked* accesses acquire a read-lock on the MObject which is held throughout the transaction. During the read-lock acquisition, attributes on the MObject may be updated to reflect any change to the MObject from where it is stored. Any later modification to the MObject in the transaction will attempt to promote the read-lock to a write-lock prior to the write. This simple method of promotion of locks over the lifetime of a transaction gives the desired correctness properties while avoiding deadlocks.

### 2.2.2 Modifying MObjects

MObject modifiers are methods or functions that make modifications to MObjects. All such modifiers derive ultimately from two MObject methods and one MObject function. The `setAttributeValue()` method can create an attribute, change an attribute value, or remove the attribute altogether. The `destroy()` method destroys an existing MObject and the `createMObject()` function creates new ones. Like the MObject access methods, these methods and functions are customized extensively in convenience methods and functions provided by MObject subclasses. Also, as a convenience to assistant developers, all such methods and functions will create a transaction for the purpose of carrying out that single operation if one is not pending.

Modification of an MObject’s attributes is done through its `setAttributeValue()` method. The method requires the name of the attribute and a (possibly null) pointer to a Transportable value to set for that attribute. The method returns a boolean value indicating its success. The effect of passing a null pointer depends on whether the attribute is required by the MType system. If the attribute is not required, passing a null will remove the attribute. For a required attribute, passing a null will revert the attribute to its default value, if one is supplied by the MType’s requirement for that attribute. Removing a required attribute without a default is not allowed; a failure result is returned. Other reasons for `setAttributeValue()` failure include trying to set a required attribute to a value that does not conform to the requirement’s TType, trying to modify a read-only attribute, or failure to acquire a write-lock on the MObject. Note that none of these failures necessarily invalidates the transaction. MObject locking and storage are discussed further in Section 2.5.

---

6Because there is no convenient way to return failure from an access in the case of a read-lock failure, such an access returns the cached, actual value and tags the transaction as invalid.
As with MObject access methods, MObject subclasses provide convenience methods for simplifying the modification of required attribute values. A typical required attribute modification method will take a single argument of a type that makes sense to the method, convert it to the appropriate Transportable type, call setAttribute-Value(), and return its result. In the case of the two required MObject attributes, the MObject class has a setMType() method to set the MObject’s MType. Because the modification date attribute is read-only, no convenience function for setting its value is supplied. Such a method, were it to exist, would always fail. More complicated modification methods typically read an attribute value (via a read-locked access), and set new values based on supplied arguments in the context of a single transaction. One example is adding an element to a set.

The MObject class provides a function to create a new MObject in a specified repository where it is to be stored. Repositories are the subject of Section 2.5. This createMObject() function returns a pointer to the new MObject, if the specified repository will allow its creation. Failure is indicated by the return of a null pointer. The MObject returned by createMObject() is temporary over the course of the transaction. Only upon a successful commit of the transaction does the MObject become permanent. MObject subclasses supply similar functions to create MOBjects of the appropriate MType. These creation convenience functions take additional arguments that are used to fill in the subclass-specific values for required attributes.

The final MObject modification method, destroy(), destroys the MObject. Again, this effect does not become permanent until the transaction commits. The destroy() method returns a value indicating its success. Subclasses of MObject do not usually override this method or provide related convenience methods.

By convention all modification methods and functions will begin a transaction on the client’s behalf, if none is currently pending. The convention eases assistant developers’ burden and makes the methods less reliant on the circumstances in which they are invoked. For the case of just setting a value, the setAttributeValue() method performs this service. Similarly, the createMObject() function and destroy() function provide this service. Modification methods that require multiple accesses to one or more MObjects must be able to run a complete transaction during the method. In cases where a modification method runs a transaction on the client’s behalf, the method’s return value indicates the success of the entire transaction.
2.2.3 Application-Level MObject Locking

Occasionally, an assistant will need to lock an MObject so that other assistant instances may not modify it. MObject locks acquired during transactions may only be held for the duration of the transaction, so they may not be used for this purpose. To address this need, Memento has a notion of *application-level MObject locks*. Such locks are implemented via a special, non-required, MObject attribute that is maintained by the Memento transaction mechanism. The presence of the attribute indicates that the MObject is locked. The value of the lock attribute indicates the assistant instance that holds the lock. An application-level lock may be acquired in one transaction, held for an arbitrary length of time, and unlocked in a later transaction. While the lock is held, only the assistant holding the lock may modify the MObject. Another mechanism, not discussed in this dissertation, ensures that an assistant's application-level locks are removed when its execution terminates. An application-level lock may only persist as long as the assistant instance that created it.

2.3 The MObject Change Notification Mechanism

The MObject change notification mechanism allows software components to receive notification of changes to MObjects. It is a customization of Memento's general change notification mechanism described in Section 2.3.1. The mechanism enables an assistant's user interface, for example, to react appropriately to modifications of displayed MObjects. User interface components typically register themselves as observers on MObjects that contribute to their display. When the component receives a change notification, it can determine the exact nature of the change and update the display accordingly. Because the change notification mechanism is invoked regardless of the source of the change, MObject updates in an assistant can be handled independently of how the change was instigated. This independence allows developers to make an assistant fully collaborative with little or no additional effort.

The MObject change notification is closely tied to the transaction mechanism described in Section 2.2. Recall that all modifications to MObjects occur during a transaction. MObject change notifications are dispatched both when the modification is requested and upon transaction commit. An MObject observer may therefore react to incremental changes (which would be undone in the case of a transaction abort) or permanent modifications to an MObject. In the spirit of the MObject subclasses'
convenience methods, observers can receive notifications in a form that is more convenient to interpret. During a notification, an observer may react to the change by making further MObject modifications. The new modifications will become part of the pending transaction or begin a follow-on transaction, depending on whether the reaction was to an incremental or permanent change notification. Sections 2.3.2 through 2.3.4 discuss these issues in more detail.

2.3.1 Memento’s Generic Change Notification Mechanism

Memento’s MObject change notification mechanism is built upon a more general change notification mechanism which is used whenever objects that are to react to changes need to be programmatically decoupled from the source of the change. Memento’s generic change notification mechanism is based on that of the Smalltalk [51] system. Smalltalk’s change notification mechanism is an integral part of its well known Model–View–Controller (MVC) user interface paradigm [71]. Within the paradigm, the model is an abstract representation of something to be manipulated, like a counter. The view provides a visual display of the model, perhaps a digital readout of the counter. The controller, usually intimately tied with a view, allows user input to be directed to the model. A controller might take the form of a menu associated with the view that increments and decrements the counter.

The main advantage of the MVC paradigm is that the model need not be aware of the number of views (or controllers) that rely on it or their nature. When the model changes in a significant way, it sends itself a message that describes the type of change that has been made in terms of an integer “part number.” The counter might send itself a message that its value has somehow changed. As a result, all views are appropriately notified. Each view then asks the counter for the correct value and redispays itself. In Smalltalk, any object can play the role of the model or the view, hence the protocol for both is part of the Smalltalk root Object class.

In Memento, two mix-in classes are used to play the role of change generator changes and change observer. These two classes are Observee and Observer, respectively. Instead of being available in all Objects, the mix-ins are blended into the inheritance hierarchy only as needed. As in Smalltalk, the Observee does not know the nature or number of its Observers, but it can notify them of changes by calling a change notification method. Instead of specifying a part number, however, an Observer creates a Change object to describe the change. The Change object can
be queried for both the Observer that changed and a part number that is specific to that Observer. Not all changes are simple, however. Memento's change management mechanism allows for more information about a change to be encapsulated in Change subclasses. Such classes are usually intimately associated with a particular Observer subclass as they describe non-trivial changes to it. An Observer receiving such a change would know to downcast the Change object to its appropriate subclass based on the Change object's part number.

As in Smalltalk, Memento's change management mechanism is used extensively in the construction of an assistant's user interface. Typically, a Memento-based assistant has user interface components that correspond to MObjects representing models from the assistant's domain. Memento's MObject class inherits from Observer. User interface components in the assistant typically inherit from Observer and they watch for changes in various MObjects. Regardless of whether changes to models are made by the assistant itself or from external sources, such as other assistants, the user interface can react to the changes and update the user interface appropriately. The details of Memento's MObject change notification mechanism follow.

2.3.2 Notification During the Three Phases of a Transaction

Changes to MObjects are described by objects of the MObjectChange class, or one of its subclasses. The MObjectChange class extends the general Change class to include fields that enumerate the MObject being changed and when, during the course of a transaction, the change occurs. This field, called the ChangeNotificationType, can have one of three values: trial, revert, or actual. Trial change notifications are sent in response to every successful MObject modification during the course of a transaction. They are so named because they are temporary until the transaction successfully commits. If the commit attempt fails, a batch of notifications is sent to revert the effects of the previous trial changes. Finally, on a successful commit, a batch of notifications is sent to summarize the resulting actual changes to the MObjects. For both actual and revert change notifications, the order of the original MObject modifications is lost.

In the case of a repeated modification to an MObject's attribute value, one trial change will be given immediately after each modification, and either one revert change or one actual change will occur at commit time. Note that trial changes correspond
to filtered accesses on MObjects and actual changes correspond to actual accesses.\textsuperscript{9} MObject observers generally only react to notifications of actual changes, but the other notifications are useful in the user interface where incremental changes can provide the user immediate feedback on the transaction in progress. A user interface component might react to trial change notifications on an MObject's position attribute, for example, for keeping the display up-to-date while the MObject is being moved with the mouse.

### 2.3.3 Low- and Intermediate-Level Change Notifications

The MObject change notification mechanism dispatches general low-level notifications of MObject modifications and often, more detailed intermediate-level notifications.\textsuperscript{10} Low-level notifications are in response to either a change in an MObject's attribute or the destruction of an MObject. Both change types are indicated by unique change part numbers associated with the MObject class. Attribute changes, which include attribute addition, attribute removal, and value modification, are described by objects of the AttributeChange class. The class inherits from MObjectChange and adds methods for accessing the name of the attribute, the nature of the change (addition, removal, or value modification), the old and new values (if they exist), and whether or not the old or new values override the default given by the MType system. Note that the AttributeChange class can only return information about the attribute value as a transportable, which is not convenient to manipulate. The destruction of an MObject is indicated by an object of the MObjectChange class as additional detail is not required. No notification is dispatched for the creation of MObjects as these objects cannot have observers at the time of creation. The MType system can be observed, instead, for notification of the creation of MObjects based on their MTypes. Section 2.4 describes an assistant's MType system in detail.

When they are given, intermediate-level MObject change notifications are dispatched immediately after the low-level notifications. Intermediate-level notifications, which are given only for required attribute value changes, mimic the convenience access and modification methods of MObject subclasses for required attributes. Intermediate-level notifications provide the same information to observers as low-

\textsuperscript{9}Filtered and actual MObject accesses were described in Section 2.2.

\textsuperscript{10}As one might expect, there are high-level notifications, as well. Such notifications are described in Chapter 3.
level notifications, but in a form that is more useful. Intermediate–level MObject change notifications fall into one of four categories: simple, associated with a set of ReferenceDescriptors, associated with a list of ReferenceDescriptors, or special. In the case of a simple intermediate–level notification, an MObject subclass associates a part number with an attribute required by its associated MType and provides an intermediate–level change notification of the MObjectChange class when that attribute changes value. An observer need only watch for a Change of that part number. For example, changes to the modification date, a required attribute of all MObjects, are given as simple intermediate–level change notifications.

Simple intermediate–level MObject change notifications are not adequate in all circumstances. When the attribute is a list or a set, for example, observers often want to know how the list changed or what was added or removed from the set. Recall that MObject attribute value modifications are atomic and such incremental changes are not saved for later notification. Instead, incremental changes are reconstructed based on the old and new sets or lists at notification time. Required attributes that are sets or lists of ReferenceDescriptors are common enough to warrant their own special intermediate–level notification handling. Changes to sets of ReferenceDescriptors are described by objects of RefSetChange class. Here, two part numbers are associated with additions to or removals from the set. An intermediate–level notification is given for each addition or removal. Set additions and removals are reconstructed using the TSet class’s set difference operator. The RefSetChange class inherits from MObjectChange and adds a field for the added or removed Reference looked up from its ReferenceDescriptor.

Similarly, changes to lists of ReferenceDescriptors are described by objects of the RefListChange class. A series of intermediate–level notifications indicate how the old list was edited into the new list with operations of insertion, deletion, or alteration of an item. The RefListChange class inherits from MObjectChange and indicates the type of edit, the old and new Reference(s) involved, and positional information from both lists. The “edits” to the list are reconstructed at notification time using the well–known minimum cost string editing algorithm embodied in the TList class. The MObject subclass supplies the costs and change part numbers associated with each of the three edit operations.

11Recall that ReferenceDescriptors are effectively pointers to other MObjects.
All other intermediate-level change notifications, called special notifications, are handled in an ad-hoc manner. Typically an MObject class will associate a specific MObjectChange subclass with a required attribute and a part number. The MObjectChange subclass provides special information about that particular modification. The required “mtype” attribute of the MObject class is one example of a special intermediate-level change. Notification of a change to an MObject’s MType is described by an object of the MTypeChange class that enumerates the old and new MTypes.

Consistent with the general change notification mechanism, observers of low- or high-level MObject change notifications are only given a Change object for each notification that indicates the changed object and a change part number. Observers must do some work to extract the proper change information from this object. By convention, every MObject subclass exports a list of symbolic change part numbers unique to that class. The list always adds to the list exported by its superclass. Change part numbers are not globally unique, but they are unique along any inheritance path rooted at MObject. For this reason, an observer must determine the MObject of the change and its actual class before it can correctly discern the meaning of the change part value. Once the proper part is identified, the Change object can be cast to the MObjectChange subclass associated with the part for further interpretation.

2.3.4 MObject Modifications in Response to a Change Notification

While an assistant’s user interface is the principal client of the MObject change notification mechanism, other software components can react to changes to MObjects. For example, Memento-based agents can watch for modifications in “interesting” MObjects and potentially perform changes to MObjects in response. Because Memento’s transaction mechanism and the MObject change notification mechanisms are intimately tied, modification of an MObject in response to notification about a modification deserves further comment. There are three cases: modifications during a trial notification, an actual notification, or a revert notification. During a trial notification, the transaction of the source of the modification is still active and any further modifications become part of it. Recall that only one transaction can exist at a time. The success of the responding modification depends, therefore, on the success of the entire transaction.
Next, actual notifications resulting from a committed transaction effectively occur after the transaction has succeeded. Any MObject modifications will occur in their own, separate transaction. Many such follow-on transactions can be spawned from a single modification.

Finally, revert notifications, like actual notifications, occur after the failed transaction that initiated them. While it is possible to modify MObjects in response to a revert notification, doing so is not very useful. Most often, the goal is to undo whatever previous action was taken in response to earlier trial notifications. Because any such previous action becomes part of the (failed) transaction, its effects are erased by the same transaction failure, and so are the effects spawned by the previous action’s notifications, and their effects, and so on.

With multiple agents generating various follow-on transactions, there is a potential for havoc. Infinite cascading transactions are possible with one or more agents manipulating the same sets of MObjects. Such agents have proved to be useful, however, as long as they are well behaved. The simplest case is an agent that maintains a constraint between two MObjects, say $a$ and $b$. Such an agent would observe both objects and generate a modification of $b$ in response to the proper change notification from $a$, and vice versa. If the agent’s constraint between the two MObjects is symmetrical, an initial, external modification of $a$ generates a response modification of $b$ and the agent’s response modification of $b$ must be subsumed by the initial modification of $a$ (and vice versa). Note that an attribute value modification to the same value sends out no notification, so the computation terminates in such an assistant regardless of whether $a$ or $b$ is modified first. The exact nature of a well behaved agent has yet to be fully characterized.

2.4 An Assistant’s MType System

Each assistant maintains its own MType hierarchy which may change throughout its lifetime. This section discusses a number of issues relating to use and evolution of an assistant’s MType hierarchy. Some of this material has been mentioned elsewhere. After describing how an assistant’s MType system is represented by Memento, Section 2.4.2 describes how Memento maintains a correspondence between the MType hierarchy and subclasses of the MObject class used by an assistant. Section 2.4.3 describes how an assistant’s MType system is initially constructed and evolves over the lifetime of an assistant instance.
2.4.1 Representation and Modification of an Assistant’s MType System

The Memento type system, described abstractly in Section 2.1, is represented as a hierarchy of MObjects having type MType. Within an assistant, all such MObjects are represented by the MType class or one of its subclasses. The MType class inherits indirectly from the MObject class and adds convenience methods for accessing and modifying the attributes required of the MType MType. The Memento data model dictates several required attributes for MTypes: a name, an optional supertype (required except for the root of the MType hierarchy), a set of subtypes, a set of requirements on attributes that MObjects of the MType must contain, and the set of ReferenceDescriptor\textsuperscript{12} of MObjects with that exact MType.

Practical considerations dictate that an MType’s name and supertype attributes be read-only. A read-only MType name allows for a strong association between names and MTypes in the Memento code. A read-only supertype attribute forces the MType hierarchy to only be modified at its “edges” and not completely restructured. These two restrictions greatly simplify many programming issues and do not seem to place an undue burden on assistant developers.

Recall the primary reason for representing an assistant’s MType system as MObjects is so that they could be readily modified and shared between assistants. Not only does each assistant have its own MType system, but most MObject repositories store their own MType system as well. When an assistant “connects” to a repository, the two MType systems must be reconciled in a process called MType unification. (A connection between two assistants is a special case of the repository MType system unification that is performed by the Network Repository, which is described in Section 2.5.6.) MType system unification, which is described in Section 2.4.3, is the usual source of dynamic changes to an assistant’s MType hierarchy. However, it is possible and sometimes useful to directly modify the MType hierarchy.

One case in which it is useful to dynamically modify an assistant’s MType hierarchy involves MIME types for “document objects.” Document objects allow certain Memento–based assistants to facilitate collaboration over document files like those found in a file system. The MType for these documents is DocumentConcept. One of its required attributes is a Blob for holding the document’s binary representation. An established mechanism for typing documents for transmission in electronic mail

\textsuperscript{12}Recall that a ReferenceDescriptor is essentially a pointer to an MObject. ReferenceDescriptor\textsuperscript{s} and their relationship to MObjects is discussed in Section 2.5.1.
messages, called MIME, is in widespread use. Rather than add a MIME type as a required attribute to every Document Concept MOBJECT, MIME information is instead added once to the MTYPE system. In particular, the Document Concept MTYPE has a set of subtypes, one for each official MIME type. Document Concept MOBJECTs do not have the Document Concept MTYPE, but instead one of its subtypes—effectively associating MIME information with the document. Because each of these subtypes has attributes particular to MIME typing, it makes sense to require them in a new MTYPE. This new MTYPE, called the Document MTYPE requires attributes for the MIME string, a human-readable description of the MIME type, and information about whether a file of that document type is stored as ASCII or binary. The Document MTYPE MTYPE is a subtype of MTYPE (and is therefore a child of the MTYPE MTYPE in the MTYPE hierarchy). By adding the MIME information to the MTYPE hierarchy in this way, the set of official MIME types for a community can be stored in the same shared repository as the documents themselves. Maintenance of the set of Document MTYPES is done by a simple administrative assistant. When the assistant modifies its MTYPE hierarchy, those changes propagate out to its repository’s MTYPE hierarchy. Any assistant connected to the repository will “see” those MTYPES added or modified by the same mechanisms as any other shared MOBJECT.

While an assistant’s MTYPES are modified by the same mechanism as any other MOBJECT, some of the transaction validity checks for MTYPES are much more expensive than typical MOBJECT modifications. For example, when a requirement is added to an MTYPE, there is a potential for conflict between the requirement and an existing non-required attribute on some MOBJECT of that MTYPE. Recall that MOBJECTs can have any number of non-required attributes of any TTYPE. During a requirement addition or any TTYPE change to an existing requirement, an exhaustive search must be performed on all MOBJECTs of that MTYPE for conflicting attributes. This search is performed during the validation phase of the transaction. Because the majority of the MOBJECTs will not be in the assistant’s memory, this search can be costly. Any such conflict will invalidate the transaction. Of course, such a transaction could be validated if it were to additionally remove or modify the offending attributes before commit time.

13“MIME” is an acronym for MultiPurpose Internet Mail Extensions.
2.4.2 The Relation between an Assistant’s MTypes and its MObject Subclasses

Within an assistant, there is a correspondence between MTypes and subclasses of the MObject class. This correspondence is often one-to-one, but it is possible that there are MTypes for which there is no MObject subclass. Subtyping of MObjects corresponds well to subclassing in object-oriented languages, like C++. Required attributes of the MType give rise to convenience access and modification methods and intermediate-level change notifications from the corresponding MObject subclass. The correspondence extends naturally into whatever MTypes and MObject subclasses arise from an assistant’s domain.

The correspondence between MTypes and MObject subclasses in an assistant is represented and facilitated by objects of the MObjectClass class. For each MType (and MObject subclass) used by an assistant, an instance of the MObjectClass class characterizes the expected required attributes of the MType and the MType’s expected relationship to others. The set of MObjectClass objects built by an assistant expresses the assistant’s semantic constraints over the MType system. These objects assist in the original construction of an assistant’s MType hierarchy and prevent undesirable modifications to it during the assistant’s lifetime. The role of this class is described more fully below.

Once an MType and its expected required attributes are identified, creating the MObject subclass and MObjectClass instance are straightforward. Convenience access methods fetch the expected attribute by its expected name and down-cast the result to the expected TType. Similarly, convenience modification methods take objects of the expected TType and set them as attributes of the appropriate name. The MObjectClass associated with the MObject subclass is created via C++’s static construction (before assistant run-time). The MObjectClass constructor takes the information about the required attributes: the attribute’s expected name, its expected TType, an optional suggested default value, and whether the attribute is expected to be read-only. Additionally, for each attribute, a change notification part number and information about the kind of change notification to be given for the attribute is also provided. Only if a special change notification is to be given is the developer required to override an MObject method to provide that notification. The various kinds of intermediate-level change notification types were discussed in Section 2.3.3.
Because Memento's MType system is dynamic, an MObject's MType may change during its lifetime. The MObject subclasses associated with an MObject's old and new MTypes may differ. To address this issue, Memento has a mechanism to *dynamically change the class* of an MObject. Such an operation is not supported by most object-oriented languages, including C++. Without this mechanism, however, a dynamic MType system would be largely useless to an assistant written in C++.

Memento changes an MObject's class through a fairly simple mechanism. Quite simply, the object is destroyed and reconstructed in place. Information associated with the old MObject, such as the MObject's overridden attributes and observers, later becomes associated with the new MObject. C++ allows the proper destruction of an object to be separated from its memory allocation. The memory of the old object is reused during the construction of the new one. By reusing the memory, any existing pointers to the object remain valid. Problems caused by different MObject subclass sizes are avoided because all MObjects are initially constructed with enough memory to hold the largest possible MObject. The maximum MObject subclass size is calculated just before the assistant's MType system is initially constructed.

### 2.4.3 Construction and Maintenance of an Assistant's MType System

An assistant's MType hierarchy is constructed from the information contained in its MObjectClass instances when the assistant begins execution. At that time, the MType hierarchy perfectly describes the MTypes associated with MObject subclasses in the assistant. Early in the assistant's lifetime, it connects to one or more repositories, described in Section 2.5. During a connection, the assistant's MType hierarchy may be modified based on the MType system associated with a repository. This process is called MType system *unification*. Throughout the lifetime of the assistant, its MObjectClass instances observe the MType hierarchy and react to its modification. The instances prohibit modifications to the MType hierarchy that might violate constraints that have been built into the assistant's code. Recall that it is the MObjectClass instances that capture the assistants semantic constraints over its MType system. This section describes the initial construction of an assistant's MType hierarchy and its maintenance during the lifetime of the assistant in more detail.

An assistant's MType system is constructed during the creation of the single, global Memento object with the help of the MObjectClass instances present in the
assistant. The MType hierarchy is constructed by a single transaction. Each MType is created from information gathered by the corresponding MObjectClass instance. MType creation proceeds during depth-first traversal over the MObjectClass instances. As each MType is created, it is associated with the MObjectClass (and, hence the associated MObject subclass) during the remainder of the assistant’s lifetime. This association is broken if the initial MType hierarchy construction transaction fails, or upon destruction of the Memento object when the assistant terminates.

Memento’s MType system is dynamic; it may change during the lifetime of the assistant. Because an assistant contains code that may rely on certain features of the MType hierarchy, certain changes to the MType system may be damaging to the assistant. Most often, the features of the MType system relied upon by an assistant fall into one of three types of constraints. First, an assistant may require the existence of certain MTypes. For those MTypes, the assistant may rely on the existence of a set of required attributes with certain TTypes. Finally, the assistant may wish to limit MType changes on MObjects having particular MTypes. For all of these changes, the MObjectClass object associated with the MType contains the information necessary to check these constraints.

Recall that it is the MObjectClass instances that capture an assistant’s semantic constraints over its MType system. During the time an MObjectClass object is associated with an assistant’s MType, it observes changes to MObjects via the MObject change notification that was described in Section 2.3. Upon the trial notifications of changes to the MType, the MObjectClass instance may invalidate the transaction or amend it so that the assistant’s semantic constraints on the MType system are not violated. For constraints not fitting one of the above three categories, the assistant may observe the MType hierarchy directly and prohibit potentially damaging transactions in the same manner.

The most common source of MType system changes in an assistant is during the process of unification with a repository’s MType system. Unification insures that the two MType systems are similar enough that MObjects can be shared between the assistant and the repository. The most common source of differences between an assistant’s MType system and that of its repository is the evolution of the assistant’s semantic constraints over time. The issue of evolution of assistants is discussed further in Section 2.8.

Unification proceeds by a comparison of the two MType hierarchies starting from their respective roots. Two MTypes may be unified if their names are the same
and all attributes required by the assistant are present in the repository's MType. For any additional attribute required by the repository's MType, a default value must be provided; the assistant cannot provide one. If a required attribute of the assistant's MType is not part of the repository's MType, the repository's MType may be modified to include it. (Recall that this might be an expensive operation.) MTypes which exist in one MType hierarchy but not the other will effectively exist in the unified hierarchy. Finally, the unified hierarchy may not violate any of the constraints over the MType hierarchy outlined in Section 2.1.2 concerning attribute name duplication, and such.

2.5 MObject Storage

Memento stores its MObjects in repositories which act as an interface to a persistent store. Memento manipulates a repository and the MObjects in it via interfaces in the abstract classes Repository and Reference. The Repository class embodies an interface to a single store while objects in the Reference class act as handles to MObjects that might possibly reside in the store. When a developer creates a subclass of Repository for a particular store, he also creates a closely related companion Reference subclass.

A repository's responsibilities are similar to that of the entire first layer of the Memento infrastructure, but highly simplified. Whereas a transaction may span multiple repositories, a set of Repository and Reference subclasses concern themselves with the issues of a single store. A repository generally does not distinguish between MObjects of different MTypes in how they are stored or modified. A repository normally treats all MObjects as a simple collection of name-value attributes and takes advantage of the fact that the Transportable attribute values are serializable. While a repository is responsible for MObject read- and write-locking, it does not deal with the consequences of lock failure in the context of a transaction. Likewise, a repository must notice changes made to MObjects in its store, but it does not deal with the notification of those changes to an assistant's user interface. A repository has the additional responsibilities of persistently storing its MObjects; realizing its MObjects by creating an in-memory representation of them on demand; performing modifications to the stored representation of its MObjects; gathering modifications to stored MObjects made by other assistants using the same store; and management
and storage of the MTypes of the MObjects stored therein. These responsibilities are discussed in detail in Section 2.5.1 through Section 2.5.5.

The most useful repositories can store arbitrary MObjects. However, a repository may instead act as a gateway to a legacy information system or store. The legacy store may not permit the full set of operations required by a general repository. Like a general repository, a legacy repository must translate an assistant’s requests into operations that make sense in the context of the store. For example, it may only allow the storage of items whose mirrored MObjects conform to a restricted set of MTypes. Some repositories deal with legacy stores like CD-ROMs, which do not allow writes to existing MObjects or the creation of new ones. The general and legacy Memento repositories that have been implemented are described in Section 2.5.6.

2.5.1 MObject Names: References and ReferenceDescriptors

An object of the Reference class acts as a handle to an MObject that might be stored in a particular Repository. The set of all possible References associated with a Repository can be thought of as an abstract name space of MObjects in the repository. Because this set is infinite, objects of the Reference class are dispensed by its Repository only as they are needed or mentioned by a running assistant. A Reference object exists from the time it is mentioned until its Repository is destroyed—effectively the lifetime of the assistant. Therefore, clients of Reference objects need not be concerned about ownership of the object’s memory or their premature deallocation. Reference objects have the property that any two specifications of the same MObject result in the same Reference object; no two References are associated with the same MObject.

MObjects would not be very useful if they could not have attributes which referred to other MObjects. Unfortunately, for programmatic reasons, the Reference class cannot inherit from the Transportable class. Another class, the ReferenceDescriptor, bridges the gap by acting as the transportable name of a Reference. The ReferenceDescriptor class inherits from Transportable and can be used as an MObject attribute value. A ReferenceDescriptor can be used to locate a Reference via a method in the single global Memento object. Conversely, the Reference class provides a method for returning its associated ReferenceDescriptor. ReferenceDescriptor objects are largely hidden from assistant developers. Convenience access and modification methods provided by the MObject class and its subclasses operate
primarily on Reference objects and hide any necessary conversions to and from ReferenceDescriptors.

ReferenceDescriptor objects are themselves transportable, but they often need to be translated when they are transported between assistants or stored. For example, the network repository, described in Section 2.5.6, must perform ReferenceDescriptor translation between client and server. Care must also be exercised when constructing assistants that use multiple repositories. While it is useful and desirable to store ReferenceDescriptors in foreign repositories, such ReferenceDescriptors are rendered useless in an assistant that does not use the target repository.

2.5.2 MObject Realization and Access from a Repository

Each Reference object maintains a count of the number of software component users of its MObject within an assistant. The associated MObject is only guaranteed to be accessible if this count is non-zero. Any block of code that manipulates the MObject associated with a reference must therefore increment the count via the increment() method prior to accessing the MObject. After the access is complete, the count must be decremented via the Reference class's decrement() method.

When a Reference object's count is incremented from zero, it attempts to realize the MObject, or bring it into memory from the repository's store. Realization involves constructing an MObject of the appropriate MObject subclass and binding the MObject to the Reference. The choice of MObject subclass is based on the MType of the MObject and the correspondence between MTypes and MObject subclasses maintained by an assistant as described in Section 2.4.2. If the MObject cannot be realized, an exception is thrown out of the increment() method that must be caught by the code that attempted to increment the Reference. Causes for such a failure include prior destruction of the MObject in the repository or lack of appropriate access privileges. Likewise, when the Reference's count drops to zero, it may be purged from memory immediately or when the assistant requests unnecessary memory to be deallocated. A repository may elect to circumvent the default purge strategy and fix the MObject in memory throughout its lifetime.

While the Reference object's count is non-zero, it holds the MObject in memory. The Reference class provides a method to fetch a pointer to its associated MObject (or a null pointer, if the MObject is not realized). A convenient macro, RefDerefSafeCast() takes an MObject subclass name and a Reference and returns a pointer
to an object of the appropriate class or a null pointer, depending on whether the MObject is in memory and has the requisite MType.

2.5.3 Repository Manipulation During a Transaction

The majority of methods provided by the Repository and Reference classes are manipulated "behind the scenes" by the Transaction class. The Transaction class, in turn, is manipulated primarily by the MObject class, as described in Section 2.2. As MObjects are manipulated during the course of a transaction, the repositories containing those MObjects are called upon to assist in the process. The following scenario demonstrates a repository's responsibilities in the context of a transaction. Typically, a read-lock is acquired on an MObject during a read-locked attribute access prior to its modification. During acquisition of the read-lock, the repository may update the in-memory representation of the MObject to accurately reflect the repository's current state. The read-lock is promoted to a write-lock upon the first modification of the MObject's attributes or when it is tagged for destruction. During the creation of a new MObject, the transaction asks the repository for a Reference that will be used for the MObject's storage. At commit time, the batch of changes on write-locked MObjects is checked to verify that the repository can perform the changes requested. When the transaction verifies that it can commit, the new MObjects are stored and the necessary modifications and destructions are performed on the MObjects involved in the transaction. Finally, regardless of whether or not the transaction committed, all locks are released. Where possible, repository operations are batched so that a particular repository can take advantage of less costly bulk operations. For example, at the end of a transaction, all read- and write-locks are released by a single method call.

An important responsibility of a repository is to notice changes to MObjects inside its store. It may notice these changes during any repository call, but it must explicitly gather all such changes when the repository's synchronize() call is made. Synchronization is described in the next section. Additionally, when a read- or write-lock is first acquired on an MObject, any update to that MObject must be immediately noticed. If a transaction sees such an update during the acquisition of a lock, the entire transaction becomes invalidated. Unfortunately, the update to a single MObject may need to be coordinated with updates to other MObjects from
the repository to be meaningful. In such a situation, an assistant may retry the transaction after synchronization.

2.5.4 Synchronization: Transactions Emanating from a Repository

MObject modifications in an assistant are normally performed during a user-initiated transaction via the user interface. Periodically, however, the assistant must perform a synchronization. Synchronization allows changes to MObjects made by other assistants (and other means) to be incorporated into the assistant’s in-memory copies of those MObjects. Because Memento is single-threaded and only allows one transaction at a time, synchronization is performed during times when the user interface is idle. To perform a synchronization, an assistant need only call the synchronize() method of the single Memento object. The Memento class provides a method that summarizes under what conditions the synchronize() method might perform useful work. The summary is gathered from a similar query on each repository. The assistant may use this summary in deciding a synchronization strategy that does not waste computing resources by polling unnecessarily.

A synchronization involves forcing each Repository to check its store for MObject modifications and deletions. All such modifications are then performed in batch by a single transaction. The transaction updates the in-memory MObjects while avoiding unnecessary work in the repositories involved. Typically, a repository performs no locking and no modifications to MObjects’ stored representations during a synchronization. Because MObject modifications can be spawned during the trial notification of the synchronization transaction, however, spawned modifications must be allowed to propagate back to their appropriate stores. In this case, the normal locking and modifications are performed only on the MObjects whose stored representations require modification. In effect, the synchronization transaction is “filtered” through the pending updates from the repositories. Without this great attention to avoid unnecessary locking and updates, a systemic performance loss would result.

There is a potential for the synchronization transaction to fail to commit. On transaction failure, several attempts are made to re-synchronize and re-commit. If
the synchronization process ultimately fails, the assistant can no longer perform meaningful computation and should gracefully terminate. There are many situations under which termination of the assistant is the best course of action. Consider the case of a modification to a repository’s MType system that would violate an assistant’s semantic constraints. Upon synchronization, the repository may spawn modifications to the assistant’s MType system (as described in Section 2.5.5). These changes are monitored by the MObjectClass instances that capture semantic constraints on the assistant’s MType system. Any transaction that performs a modification that is incompatible to an assistant’s MType system is invalidated by one or more MObjectClass objects. In such a case, synchronization would ultimately fail; the assistant should no longer continue execution as it is no longer compatible with the repository’s MType system.

2.5.5 Repository–Specific MType Systems

Each repository must store its own MType system and hence be self-contained. Without such self-containment, a repository could easily get out of date with evolving assistants. When an assistant begins using a repository, the repository’s and assistant’s MType systems must be reconciled—a process called MType unification. MType unification usually involves making minor changes to a repository’s MType system to make it correspond to the assistant’s MType system. Typically, the addition of required attributes or new MTypes is all that is required to unify a repository’s MType system with an assistant that has been improved since its last unification with the repository. The procedure used to unify MType systems was discussed in Section 2.4.3.

There are two strategies for storage and unification of MTypes from a repository. For repositories that can store general MObjects, it is generally most convenient to store the repository’s MType system as a tree of MObjects. It is usually sufficient for such a repository to only know where it’s root MType is stored. The Repository class provides routines for realization of the MType tree, unification with an assistant’s MType system, and maintenance of the repository’s MType system over the life of the assistant. The caller of the unification routines has the option of forcing the repository to match the relevant portions of the assistant’s MType tree or abort the unification. It is usually desirable to have the repository’s MType system be updated to reflect that of the assistant as it is the assistant’s evolution that drives changes to
the repository’s MType system. Additionally, methods provided by the Repository class watch for the creation and destruction of MObjects in the repository and will extend or prune the repository’s MType system as needed to have exactly the MTypes necessary to describe the stored MObjects.

In the second case, where a repository is a gateway to a legacy information system, MType storage and unification is handled a different way. Such repositories essentially have a fixed MType system as the legacy information system generally imposes restrictions on what can be stored. Generally, these repositories provide their own MObject subclasses for the MTypes exported by the repository. Through the MType system creation mechanism described in Section 2.4.2, these supplied MObject subclasses build their required MTypes into the assistant’s MType system. The net effect is that the MTypes of objects “stored” in the Repository are hard-wired into the assistant. No real unification is required in this case. The gateway repository still bears the burden of updating the assistant’s MType system with any new or destroyed MObjects of the various MTypes.

2.5.6 Implemented Memento Repositories

Memento currently has five repositories. More will likely be added as Memento matures. Two repositories, the file repository and the network repository can store arbitrary MObjects. A third, the system repository is special in that its MObjects only exist during the lifetime of an assistant. Two other repositories, the Photo CD repository and the WWW (World-Wide Web) repository are gateways to legacy stores. Of the five, the network repository is the most important as it allows the construction of assistants that facilitate collaboration over the Internet via UNIX-style sockets. Each of the five repositories is now described in turn.

The File Repository

The file repository, embodied in the FileRepository and FileReference classes, allows arbitrary MObjects to be stored as a group of files contained in a single file system directory. An assistant using the file repository may run anywhere it has access to the directory—either on the same machine or via an NFS (Network File System) mounted file system. Multiple assistants may each have file repositories on the same directory (store) and effectively collaborate through it. Alternatively, a single assistant will use as many FileRepository objects as it has file repository stores,
although one is typical. The repository's portable file format is largely dictated by serialization methods provided by Transportable subclasses. In order to avoid problems caused by different file system permissions, each assistant must, unfortunately, use the same file system user identification throughout the FileRepository's lifetime. While this restriction may seem severe, it is not a problem in practice as file repositories are most often used by single users—either as a personal or debugging store, or as a dedicated server that shares its MObjects via the network repository, described below.

Within a file repository's directory, MObjects are stored, one per file, in files with numerical names. Within each file, the overridden attributes of the MObject are stored as a set of triples: the attribute name, the attribute value's TType, and the attribute value itself. Any modification to an MObject results in the entire file being rewritten.\textsuperscript{15} The MObject's file's time stamp effectively indicates to the repository when the MObject was last modified.

The file repository maintains read- and write-locks as simple files with names related to the file name of the MObject being locked. The write-lock is a zero byte file that exists only if a write lock is held on the MObject. The read-lock file, if it exists, contains a non-zero count of the number of read-lockers on the MObject. A missing read-lock file implies no read-lockers. A file repository will modify the various MObject locks only when a write lock is held on the single, zero byte repository lock file. Access to the repository lock is done via "exclusive create" file locking that acts as a semaphore for multiple competing file repositories. The repository lock is held only during MObject lock manipulation, so it is quickly released and does not impose a bottleneck when multiple assistants are using the same file repository directory (store).

Several files in a file repository's directory keep information for the repository itself. The repository's internal name is stored in a single file. Another file stores an integer that is used as the name of the next MObject file to be stored in the directory. As with MObject locks, modification to this file occurs only while the repository's lock is held. Finally, a zero byte time stamp file is "touched" by a file repository after it modifies MObjects in the directory. The file's purpose is to accelerate the file repository's synchronization process. Upon synchronization, a file repository first

\textsuperscript{15}An alternative strategy was tried where each overridden attribute of an MObject was stored in a separate file in a directory associated with the MObject. With a large number of small files, the cost of file opening and access became too large.
checks the modification time of this file. In the most common case where nothing in the store has been modified, the modification time of the time stamp file will not have changed and no further action is required. If the time stamp has been modified, an exhaustive search for modified or deleted MObject files is performed for MObjects in the assistant that have been realized from the repository.

The file repository maintains an MType hierarchy in the repository’s directory for the MTypes of every stored MObject. The MType MObjects are stored in the same manner as other MObjects, however the MObject (root) MType is always stored as file “1”. (A minimal repository MType system is constructed when the file repository’s directory is first initialized.) Upon construction of a FileRepository object, the entire repository MType hierarchy is realized and unified with the assistant’s MType system. An assistant may request that the file repository’s MType system be modified to match that of the assistant, if possible. If unification is not possible, an exception is thrown out of the FileRepository object’s constructor. During the lifetime of the FileRepository object, it relies on the methods of its Repository superclass to help it maintain the file repository’s MType hierarchy. For example, if an MObject is to be created in the repository of an MType that the repository does not yet contain, the Repository class will extend the repository’s MType hierarchy to include that MType. Extension of the repository’s MType hierarchy may also occur if an existing MObject’s MType is changed to one that the repository does not yet contain. Likewise, the Repository class may prune a repository’s MType hierarchy during MObject destructions or MType changes. Unused MTypes are pruned from the file repository’s MType hierarchy so that obsoleted MTypes do not impede future unifications.

The file repository can be used in two different ways, either cooperatively or non-cooperatively. When file repositories are run cooperatively, multiple assistants can collaborate via a single file system directory. There are many situations, however, which do not require the full generality of a cooperative file repository. For example, an assistant may use a file repository to store only MObjects that will not be involved in collaboration. Alternatively, a dedicated “server” assistant can store its MObjects in a file repository and export them for collaboration via the network repository, described later. When it is acceptable for only one assistant to use a file repository at a time, it may be used non-cooperatively with greatly reduced overhead. On start-up, a non-cooperative file repository acquires the repository lock and holds it for the lifetime of the assistant. Since no other assistant can access MObjects from
the repository, there is no need for MObject locking or file system polling during synchronization. If an assistant's non-cooperative file repository is run with other cooperative ones, the cooperative assistants will be blocked until the non-cooperative assistant terminates. Other than that, there is no harm in mixing cooperative and non-cooperative file repositories on the same store.

The Network Repository

The network repository acts as a one-way connection between a single assistant that plays the role of a server and many other assistants which play the role of clients. The server assistant and its client assistants communicate via a single UNIX-style socket. The connection is one-way because MObjects from the server are visible and accessible via the clients, but client MObjects are not visible to the server. A server accepts connections on a known port via the UNIX system calls bind(), listen(), and accept(). Clients connect to the port via the UNIX connect() system call. Like with the file repository, the communication protocol is largely dictated by the serialization methods provided by Transportable subclasses. The client assistant then unifies its MType system with that of the server in the same way the file repository unifies the stored MType system with that of its assistant.

The network repository allows considerably more flexibility than the traditional client-server scenario where a single assistant, s, plays the role of a server to multiple client assistants, c₁, c₂, c₃, ..., cₙ. Assistants only play the role of a client or server with respect to a single connection. Many variations are possible, however, as each assistant can have multiple connections and play different roles with respect to each of them. For example, the server, s can be the client of another assistant, t playing the role of server to it. Here, s sees t's MObjects and the original clients see MObjects from both. In another variation, two assistants can each play server and client to the other via two socket connections in a peer-to-peer relationship. MObjects from both assistants are visible to both assistants. The network repository prevents an infinite mirroring effect where an assistant would see its own objects that were exported to the other assistant and imported again. The implications of the network repository as a flexible Memento software component is discussed in Section 2.8.

Conceptually, the network repository is the simplest of the repositories because there is no translation to be done between the repository and its store. The concepts of locking, MObject realization, MObject modification, and MType system
manipulation are an exact match between the client (repository) and server (store). Synchronization is straightforwardly implemented at the server with a Watcher class that gathers incremental changes in MObject attributes via the MObject change notification mechanism described in Section 2.3. Transmitting of MObject attribute values, for realization, modifications, and synchronization is handled by the transport mechanism as part of the Transportable class and its subclasses. Currently, the network repository server runs requests for its clients in single steps. A request can include a realization, a release of interest, a synchronization, or an entire client transaction. Future versions of the server code will allow multiple client transactions to be run concurrently in separate threads.

The network repository is generally more efficient than the file repository since only modified attributes are transmitted during modification or synchronization. File system polling is replaced by a blocking select() call on one or more socket descriptors. A typical dedicated server assistant will store its MObjects in a file repository. To avoid the latency of a file system fetch in addition to the required network transfer for an MObject's realization, such a server can easily be adapted to realize all of its stored MObjects at start time.

The System Repository

The system repository, embodied in the SystemRepository and SystemReference classes, is a general MObject repository, though it does not provide truly persistent storage of its MObjects. The system repository is intended to store MObjects that are to persist only for the lifetime of the assistant. The repository cannot realize MObjects, but it allows the creation of MObjects in it. MObjects in the system repository can be read- and write-locked without restriction (or work). Finally, since there is no store, no synchronization is required.

Every Memento-based assistant has exactly one system repository which is created by the single Memento object. Immediately after creating the system repository, the Memento object builds the assistant's MType system within it. The MType system was discussed in Section 2.4. The construction of the MType system was described in Section 2.4.2. Other assistant-specific MObjects, described in Chapter 3, are additionally created in the system repository at start-up time.
The Photo CD Repository

The Photo CD repository acts as a gateway to a Kodak photographic compact disk that stores multiple photographic images at a range of resolutions. The repository exports five different MObjects corresponding to the five MTypes that describe information from the repository. Most important are the MTypes corresponding to a physical compact disk and the ImageConcept MType that represents a photographic image at a specified resolution. While these MObjects can be stored in any repository, the photo CD repository itself is read-only. Realization of a photo CD’s MObjects requires reading the appropriate information from the CD via a proprietary library purchased from Kodak. If the appropriate disk is not loaded in the CD-ROM drive when a realization request is made, the repository has the ability to ask the user to switch CDs on its behalf.

The WWW Repository

The World-Wide Web or WWW repository treats the Internet as a store of MObjects. WWW repository references are based on universal resource locators (URLs). Realization of the MObject amounts to fetching the resource published at the URL and realizing an MObject to hold it. Currently, the WWW repository can only fetch three kinds of pre-defined MObjects: images, text, and HTML documents. If the result of the fetch is an image, an ImageConcept MObject is realized with an “image” attribute containing the image. Similarly, an ASCII text result will cause the realization of a TextConcept MObject with a “text” attribute containing the text as a Blob. Finally, fetching an HTML document will result in its parsing. The resulting parse tree becomes an attribute on an HTMLConcept MObject.\footnote{The reason for the choice of “Concept” in these names will become apparent in the next chapter.}

The WWW repository is not a general repository of MObjects. First, it is read-only as the WWW protocols for Gopher and HTTP are intended primarily for publication. Further, the repository only allows the fetching of MObjects that have close counterparts on the Internet. Finally, there is not a good mechanism for dealing with modification of the underlying network-based information, so synchronization is not attempted. The WWW repository was implemented as an experiment.
2.6 The Running of a Typical Collaborative Assistant

A typical run of a collaborative assistant involves all of the mechanisms described in this chapter. This section gives the reader a sense of an assistant's thread of execution while, at the same time, summarizing the various mechanisms from the first layer of the Memento infrastructure. A few remaining components are discussed here, as well. Start-up of the assistant, in particular, is quite complicated and deserves further comment.

In C++, so called statically initialized objects can be constructed before the main() function is called. Many Memento objects are constructed during this interval before "run-time." In particular, all primitive TType objects are constructed at this time. (Compound TType objects are created as they are demanded.) All MObjectClass objects which describe semantic constraints over the assistant's MType system are also constructed before run-time. This class was described in Section 2.4.2.

During the assistant's main() function, the single global Memento instance is usually the first object to be created. It must exist throughout the lifetime of the assistant. The single Memento object, which has only been briefly mentioned elsewhere, is the hub of many of the Memento services. In particular, the Memento object:

- creates and maintains the SystemRepository, described in Section 2.5.6;
- coordinates the construction of the assistant's MType hierarchy described in Section 2.4.2;
- maintains a registry of existing repositories and answers queries for Reference objects from those repositories, as described in Section 2.5.1;
- provides a hub for the starting, committing, and aborting of transactions, described in Section 2.2;
- provides methods to be overridden by Memento subclasses to give user feedback during prolonged operations, such as changing the mouse cursor; and
- provides methods for repository synchronization, described in Section 2.5.4, which must be called periodically by the assistant.

After constructing the Memento object, an assistant typically interprets its command line options and connects to one or more repositories. Unification with a repository's MType system, described in Section 2.4.3, may result in modifications to the assistant's MType hierarchy. All such modifications are observed by the assistant's MObjectClass instances (Section 2.4.3) to ensure that the assistant's semantic constraints over its MType system are not violated. The MObjectClass instances
may invalidate or amend unification transactions or any other transactions involving the assistant’s MType hierarchy. A failure to unify the repository’s MType system usually results in an exception to be thrown out of the particular repository object’s constructor. Existing repositories were enumerated in Section 2.5.6.

After the assistant’s repositories have been created, the assistant realizes MObjects from the repositories that are of interest to it. MObject realization and access were the subject of Section 2.5.2. An assistant will realize MObjects that comprise models from its domain. How an assistant finds the models in its domain is discussed in Chapter 3.

Typically, an assistant’s user interface will display the information contained in one or more MObjects. User interface components act as observers on those MObjects and receive notifications of changes to them. The MObject change notification mechanism was the subject of Section 2.3. Because notifications do not differentiate between MObject modifications that are initiated by the assistant itself or by repository synchronization, assistants may be made fully collaborative with little change to the assistant’s code.

An assistant’s user interface is the primary source of modifications to MObjects, their creation, and destruction. All such operations are done in the context of a transaction, the subject of Section 2.2. If successful, the transaction results in the modification of the MObjects’ representations in their persistent store. This manipulation is facilitated by a Repository object that acts as an interface to the store. Repositories and their responsibilities were the subject of Section 2.5.

When the assistant’s user interface is idle, it must periodically perform a synchronization operation. The operation, discussed in Section 2.5.4, allows changes to MObjects’ representations in a persistent store to be integrated into the MObject objects realized in the assistant. It is through this synchronization operation that MObject modifications made by other assistants find their way into an assistant. Synchronization is an important part of how the lower layer of Memento facilitates collaboration.

Shutdown of the assistant proceeds in roughly the reverse order as the start–up. First, all MObjects that have been realized and observed by the assistant must be released. Failure to fully complete this step is the primary source of shutdown failures in assistants. Any repositories created by the assistant must then be destroyed. Finally, the Memento object itself must be destroyed. After exit of the main() func-
tion, the various statically created objects are then automatically destroyed by the
C++ language's runtime support.

2.7 Relation of Memento's First Layer to Other Technologies

Memento's first layer has much in common with toolkits that support artifact based
 collaboration, object-oriented databases, and middleware infrastructures. Memento's
relation to artifact-based collaboration toolkits is explored fully in Section 5.1. Mem-
ento's relation to the other two technologies is now discussed.

Object-Oriented Databases

Memento's first level, as presented in this chapter, addresses many of the same issues
as object-oriented databases (OODBs). Both have an object-based data model.
Both deal with persistence of objects, inheritance hierarchies, coherent transactions,
and schema evolution [21]. In order to explore the relationship between OODBs and
Memento's first layer, three scenarios are explored:

- replace Memento's first layer with an OODB,
- claim that Memento's first layer is an OODB, or
- use an OODB as a specific MObject repository.

Of the three scenarios, only the last one is feasible.

There are two reasons why an object-oriented database could not replace Memen-
to's first layer, as suggested in the first scenario. First, an important practical feature
of the Memento infrastructure is the abstraction of the MObject repository. Memento
allows MObjects from various repositories to participate in transactions independent
of their origin. If Memento were limited to a single persistent store, such as that of an
OODB, Memento-based assistants would loose a considerable amount of configuration
flexibility. A distributed OODB might well replace the network repository when it
is used as a centralized server, but such a database could not replace the network
repository when used in a peer-to-peer configuration. Similarly, replacing Memento's
first layer with an OODB would preclude the use of repositories connecting to legacy
stores such as the Photo CD Repository and the WWW Repository. Memento's
design gains greatly by the separation of its transaction and evolution mechanisms
from the mechanisms for the persistent storage of MObjects.

The second reason that Memento's first layer could not be replaced by an object-
oriented database is that most OODBs lack the features necessary to support col-
laboration and dynamic modification of an object's class. Memento's collaboration capabilities might be replaced through an OODB's support for dynamic change or assisted by an OODB's support for cooperative transactions. However, such features are supported by only a few of the commercial OODBs [5]. A typical OODB relies heavily on object versioning for concurrency resolution and leaves the onus on the developer to resolve conflicts. With a typical OODB feature set, Memento would be required to poll the database for changed MObjects and merge versions, as necessary. Additionally, Memento's inherently dynamic type system is at odds with the type systems of most OODBs. In particular, few OODBs allow the dynamic changing of an object's class. This mechanism is critical for Memento's support of information space evolution, described in Section 3.6.3.

The second scenario suggests that Memento might be considered an OODB. Despite its many similarities to OODBs, however, Memento lacks many important features that an OODB should have. Even with the current lack of OODB feature set standards, it seems reasonable to expect that an OODB should support compound objects, long duration transactions, nested transactions, crash recovery, and query handling. OODBs are geared toward applications that modify large portions of the stored object set over a potentially long run of the application. Such assumptions are fundamentally at odds with Memento's design.

Finally, as the third scenario suggests, an OODB might be a good candidate for an MObject repository. In this scenario, the problems of collaboration support, mentioned earlier, would still need to be resolved. During a repository's synchronization process, described in Section 2.5.4, a repository must update the assistant's version of stored MObjects in the repository that have been updated since the last synchronization. Ideally, an OODB-based MObject repository would make use of change notification or cooperative transactions during synchronization. Such features, however, are not available in all OODBs.

Middleware

A new trend in software infrastructures, called middleware, allows the coherent integration of heterogeneous components. Middleware infrastructures focus on the issues of reduction of complexity and facilitating interoperability. Additionally, these infrastructures often provide meta-level services and other value-added facilities. Recent middleware infrastructures have tended to address one of three areas: the user inter-
face, network distribution of information, and heterogeneous data repositories. The
tatter two are really just two different perspectives on the same problem of sharing
information. The user interface middleware infrastructure, OpenDoc [87], allows a
variety of small applications to work together in the context of a single document.
CORBA [86] is a distributed object middleware standard that allows for the inte-
gration of a diversity of cooperating network–based information producers and con-
sumers. IBM Almaden’s ongoing Garlic [18] project attempts to integrate a variety
of databases and other information stores to create a unified multimedia information
system.

Memento, too, could be considered a middleware infrastructure for the integration
of divergent information stores. Through Memento’s repository concept, diverse infor-
mation stores are coherently unified. Memento’s Repository and Reference classes
provide an abstract interface to an MObject repository that can be customized for a
particular store. As Section 2.5.6 demonstrated, a variety of information stores can
be unified through this interface.

2.8 Implications of Memento’s First Layer

The design of the Memento infrastructure’s first layer has some important conse-
quences. The layer provides support for artifact–based collaboration over a sim-
ple, but general data type, the MObject. Memento facilitates the customization of
MObjects for a particular assistant’s needs, in part through its dynamic, extensible,
self–describing MType system. Memento takes advantage of an explicit meta–data
representation, which includes the MType system, to facilitate the evolution of as-
sistants and their stored MObjects. Finally, Memento’s software components can be
combined in various ways that enable a wide variety of (assistant) applications.

Support for Artifact–Based Collaboration

The first level of Memento provides the mechanisms required to support artifact–based
collaboration over MObjects. Repositories provide a persistent store for MObjects
which is accessible by multiple (collaborative) assistant applications. Each transection
an assistant makes on an MObject effectively modifies the MObject’s representation
in its store. A repository’s synchronization mechanism, combined with Memento’s
transaction mechanism, assures that each assistant that has in–memory copies of
an MObject will be updated in a timely fashion. Regardless of how an MObject’s
in-memory representation is updated, Memento’s notification mechanism allows interested user interface components to keep the displayed representation of MObjects current.

**Generality of the Data Model**

Memento’s data model allows for the expression of a wide variety of assistant–specific data objects via a single representation—the MObject. Through MObject subclasses and by extension of the dynamic MType system, an assistant developer can easily customize the MObject data model for the specific needs of an assistant. Once the required attributes of an assistant–specific MObject have been determined, it is a simple matter to write the convenience access and modification methods to fetch and manipulate those attributes. The association of an assistant’s MObject subclasses with their corresponding MTypes and the semantic constraints over an assistant’s MType system are easily expressed in a declarative fashion by the assistant developer. Additionally, the most common change notification types can be declaratively specified at the same time.

**Evolution of Assistants and their MObjects**

Memento’s design acknowledges that all applications undergo change. While many changes are cosmetic in nature, an important class of changes involves changes to the underlying data types. Such changes are especially troublesome in traditional artifact–based collaborative systems where all assistants and any shared artifact stores must all be updated simultaneously. This single constraint makes the development and evolution of collaborative applications painful at best without the aid of the Memento infrastructure.

Memento provides mechanisms for the graceful evolution of both assistants and the (MObject) artifacts stored in shared repositories. An assistant’s expectations of its data model, the so-called semantic constraints over its type system, are easily expressed and modified by an assistant’s developers. Both assistants and Memento MObject repositories have their own MType systems that describe the MObjects contained therein. Newly added MTypes and additional MType requirements can effectively flow from the new assistants to old assistants via their shared repositories. Old assistants can usually coexist with new assistants with the mechanisms
provided by Memento. The entire system of collaborating assistants and their shared repositories of MObject can thus undergo a graceful evolution.

**Flexibility of the Memento Architecture**

Memento is a library of classes that can be used in a variety of ways. While Memento provides many platform-independent mechanisms, it does not impose policy decisions as to their usage. Memento components can thus be combined in a variety of ways. Of particular interest is an assistant’s user interface and its use of repositories.

Memento places little restriction on the kind of user interface an assistant must have. Memento’s change notification mechanism provides a very general way for the user interface or any registered software component to react to MObject changes. The look and feel of an assistant’s user interface is completely up to its developers. Indeed, interesting assistants, such as information agents, need not have a user interface at all. The Memento infrastructure has been successfully combined with several application frameworks in the making of various assistants. A discussion of specific Memento-based assistants is left for Chapter 4.

Most of Memento’s flexibility, however, comes from its repositories. Memento’s file repository can be used to build a simple “modeler” which allows a user to work with data objects and store them between uses. By changing just a few lines of code, the same assistant can instead use a network repository that connects to a centralized assistant-independent MObject server. The resulting application would be a fully functioning collaborative application. The server can be augmented with special repositories of its own, perhaps as gateways to legacy stores, as was demonstrated by the Photo CD repository. A local server shared over a local area network can act as a cache for MObjects that reside in a globally shared server at a greater distance. Such a cache would effectively consolidate network traffic between it and the main server.
Chapter 3

Memento's Layer II: Abstraction of Meaning

The previous chapter described the layer of the Memento infrastructure that supports artifact-based collaboration over general MObjects. This chapter will describe Memento's mechanisms to address the semantic needs of assistants which were outlined in Chapter 1. These mechanisms, which build on the foundation of Memento's first layer, form the second layer of the Memento infrastructure. By virtue of this layering, Memento's semantic layer inherits the ability to support collaboration. Together, the two layers of the infrastructure enable collaboration over meaningful information artifacts, called models. The implications of this novel capability are described in Section 3.6.2.

Recall from Chapter 1 that assistants are applications that serve as adjuncts to the human mind. To be useful, an assistant must have an understanding of some domain of knowledge that it can apply on a user's behalf. The assistant must also communicate with its users in a meaningful way. Communication of meaning occurs through the semantic level of the user interface, described in Section 1.3. Such communication is centered around models derived from the assistant's domain. Each assistant's user interface may be tailored explicitly for its domain. However, all assistants, regardless of domain, have the requirement of communication and understanding of their models.

Models are not the only things shared between an assistant and its user. Both must share a common understanding of the domain from which the models arise. A domain can be characterized by a set of membership rules, called semantic constraints, over all possible models. A domain is the subset of all possible models that satisfy the semantic constraints. The semantic constraints of an assistant's domain must be represented—either programmatically or declaratively in the assistant. An assistant's domain may be a simplification of a real-world domain already familiar to a user. Alternatively, an assistant may serve as teacher and coach for users that may be unfamiliar with its domain.
If Memento is to support the needs of a wide variety of assistants, it must abstract the handling of an assistant’s models and domain. Specifically, the Memento infrastructure must:

- represent models from a wide variety of domains in a uniform manner;
- have an effective understanding of a given assistant’s domain and the semantic constraints associated with it;
- facilitate meaning-preserving manipulation of models from a particular domain;
- enable the evolution of domains over the lifetime of an assistant; and
- aid an assistant in the communication of its models through its user interface.

This chapter is divided into sections which address each of these four issues in turn. The relevant mechanisms of the Memento infrastructure are described in each section. Section 3.6 concludes the chapter with a discussion of the implications of these mechanisms and an assessment of how well the Memento infrastructure supports the semantic needs of assistant applications.

### 3.1 Model Representation

In order for Memento to support a variety of assistants, it must first represent models from a wide variety of domains in a uniform manner. This section details how models are represented in Memento. Models are *conceptual graphs*, an established knowledge representation scheme which is similar to the well-known, Entity–Relationship model. Conceptual graphs are composed of *concepts* and *relations*. Memento represents these components in terms of MOBjects. The MOBject data model was described in Section 2.1.

The reader is not assumed to be familiar with conceptual graphs. Relevant portions of conceptual graph theory will be described here. Additionally, the discussion will highlight the modifications and simplifications of the theory have been made for adaptation with Memento.

The following sections describe first how models are represented in terms of conceptual graphs and then how general conceptual graphs are represented by Memento.

#### 3.1.1 Models are Conceptual Graphs

Memento relies on the established knowledge representation scheme of conceptual graphs for representing an assistant’s models. This section will describe the rationale
for using conceptual graphs, key features of the conceptual graph model, and how it compares with the Entity–Relationship model. Whereas this section concentrates on the abstract conceptual graph data model, Section 3.1.2 describes the more concrete aspects of conceptual graph usage in Memento.

Reasons for Using Conceptual Graphs

Memento’s representation of models are based on John Sowa’s conceptual graphs as described in his book *Conceptual Structures* [103]. There are several reasons for this choice. First, it is not the intent of this dissertation to invent a new knowledge representation. An existing, mature representation is strongly preferable to a new one. The study of conceptual structures has continued for more than a decade and has spawned a yearly conference on the subject [82, 90]. Next, during early experimental work on Memento, a representation scheme was tried that allowed the sharing of information nodes in the context of one or more other nodes. Nodes were linked by contextual relationships called elements. After discovering conceptual graphs, all earlier work was recast into the conceptual graph representation by a simple nomenclature change. Thus, conceptual graphs proved an excellent match for the work already in progress. Finally, conceptual graphs have a strong basis in cognitive psychology. Sowa gives compelling evidence that something like conceptual graphs are built and remembered during cognitive processing. Something akin to these graphs effectively forms the basis of knowledge and information processing in the mind. By using a computer representation for models resembling that of the mind, the chance of information loss is minimized in the translation between user and computer.

Key Features of Conceptual Graphs

A conceptual graph is composed of concepts and connected by relations. Type lattices over concepts and relations capture the possible “is-a” relations between concept types and relation types. Concepts, relations, and their type systems are now discussed in turn. Section 3.1.2 describes how both concepts and relations have attributes that will allow Memento’s models, which are conceptual graphs, to carry their information content.

In conceptual graph theory, concepts are constructed by the mind as a representation for percepts gathered by the senses. “Run,” an indefinite action; “Fido,” a specific dog; “butter,” a continuous substance; and “cold,” a sensory perception are
all examples of concrete concepts. Additionally, concepts can arise from abstract constructions that do not have analogies in the real world. "Orangeness," "freedom," and "infinity" are all examples of abstract concepts. All nouns are concepts, as are many verbs. In a conceptual graph diagram, concepts are represented as rectangles that are usually labeled with the concept's type and an optional identifier, if it is definite.

This dissertation is not concerned with whether or not a concept represents a real-world entity or how the mind would construct or manipulate such a representation. The concern is with concepts as they are represented in the computer and how graphs containing concepts can be manipulated in meaningful ways. Indeed, the concepts represented in Memento may have a visual representation in the user interface of an assistant. The visual representation gives rise to percepts in the mind of an assistant's user that are translated into concepts there.

A relation represents a direct association between two or more concepts. A relation appears as a circle in a conceptual graph drawing. It has directed edges to or from its associated concepts. All edges must connect to some concept, but multiple edges may connect to the same concept; the edges are tightly bound to its relation. An n-ary relation has edges labeled 0 through n - 1, usually inside the circle. The 0th edge is always an in-edge. All others are out-edges. Most relations are binary and hence have one in-edge and one out-edge. In this situation, the numerical labels are omitted as they are redundant. As with concepts, each relation is labeled with a type and an optional identifier.

Each numbered position has a fixed meaning that is intimately tied to the type of the relation. The numbering simply defines the role of the associated concepts with respect to the relation. For example, a "Part" relation might represent a relationship between a whole and one of its components. The "Part" type would dictate the convention that the relation's in-edge attaches to the association's whole and the out-edge attaches to the association's component. What is important is not the particulars of the assignment, but that the assignment is everywhere consistent.

Figure 3.1 is a conceptual graph for a block world arch comprised of three blocks. All relations in the graph are binary, hence the edge labels are omitted.

The final key feature of conceptual graphs is a type system over concepts and relations. The conceptual graph type system over concepts is a type lattice that seeks to describe the possible "is-a" relations between concept types. For example, "spoon," "fork," and "knife" are considered subtypes of "silverware." "Knife" is a
Figure 3.1 A conceptual graph for an arch adapted from [103], p. 71

subtype of "weapon," as well. A similar, but less rich type lattice over relations describes the possible "is-a" relationships over relation types.

In conceptual graph theory, the type lattices over concepts and relations are derived from established linguistic categorizations. They are essentially fixed and tacitly agreed upon. As such, the type lattices are not usually represented as part of conceptual graph diagrams. In conceptual graph theory, the type lattices primarily serve the function of deciding when two concepts or two relations, in fact, represent the exact same thing. One of the simplifications of conceptual graph theory that has been made for Memento is that the type systems over concepts and relations are hierarchies and not lattices. Section 3.1.2 describes this simplification and others in more detail.
Comparison with the Entity–Relationship Model

The Entity–Relationship model, first proposed by Peter Chen in 1976 [22], is a well-known data representation scheme which closely resembles conceptual graphs. Concepts correspond closely with entities, relations with relationships, and relation positions with roles. The Entity–Relationship model allows for attributes on both entities and relationships; whereas attributes attached to concepts and relations are not explicitly a part of conceptual graphs. By contrast, the Entity–Relationship model does not admit to a system of types over entities or relationships. Such a type system has been subsequently added to the model, however [106].

Entity–Relationship diagrams from the model are graphs that characterize all possible entities and relationships in a specific data set. The diagrams include information about whether (binary) relationships are 1 to 1, 1 to n, or n to m. The corresponding idea from conceptual graphs, schema, seeks to describe representative or characteristic conceptual graphs. Instead of limiting the possibilities, schemata describe what minimal features a conceptual graph must have to match the desired higher-level concept.

Memento borrows some ideas from the Entity–Relationship model. Specifically, attributes are added to concepts and relations and cardinality ranges are admitted in Memento’s metamodels, which serve a similar purpose as schemata over conceptual graphs. Memento’s philosophy of use is much more in keeping with that of conceptual graphs, however, so conceptual graph ideas and terminology are emphasized in this work. How Memento diverges from the traditional conceptual graph model is described in the next section. Metamodels are described in Section 3.2.

3.1.2 Conceptual Graphs in Memento

Memento represents both concepts and relations from conceptual graphs as MObjects with the Concept and Relation MTypes, respectively. Both MTypes are immediate subtypes of the MObject MType. The Concept MType requires no additional attributes. The Relation MType requires an inConcept attribute which contains the ReferenceDescriptor of the Concept that connects to it in the zero position. Additionally, the Relation MType requires an outConceptList attribute which is a list of ReferenceDescriptors for each of the positive numbered positions associated with the Relation. Note that back-pointers from concepts to relations for enumerating the sets of Relations associated with it are not explicitly represented. Instead,
these pointers are calculated for the context in which the Concept is taking part. The set of such pointers that an assistant "sees" is always a subset of the actual relations adjoining the concept, effectively making a context-sensitive view.

Any subtypes of Concept or Relation that are needed by an assistant can be created by the same mechanisms as any other MType that are required by an assistant. The creation of an assistant's MType system was described in Section 2.4.3.

Adaptations of the Conceptual Graph Model for Memento

Because Memento's purpose for using conceptual graphs differs somewhat from their original intent, several simplifications and modifications have been made in Memento's use of conceptual graphs. First, indefinite concepts and relations are not allowed in Memento. All Memento conceptual graphs are composed of definite concepts and relations. Additionally, Memento does not allow shorthands for aggregations. Next, Memento's MType system is a hierarchy so a complete conceptual graph type lattice cannot be expressed in Memento. Finally, a specific concept in a conceptual graph is often tagged as the "root" of that graph in Memento. Each of these issues and the reasons behind them are discussed, in turn.

First, all concepts and relations in Memento are considered to be definite. Much of the machinery in the established theory of conceptual structures deals with linguistic analysis of written text. Usually, a conceptual graph is constructed for each sentence in a passage. The resulting graphs are then combined in a stepwise procedure. Often, a conceptual graph structure built in this process contains indefinite concepts. Such concepts act as placeholders for information that is usually gathered later. Consider the following passage:

The cat stretched then sprawled out on top of the television. Despite the noise, Muffin was quite comfortable sleeping there.

A conceptual graph for just the first sentence would have to contain a concept node for an indefinite "the cat." A conceptual graph for the second sentence would contain a definite concept with the cat's name without the knowledge of what it really is. When the two conceptual graphs are correctly combined, these two concepts are unified into a single concept having type "Cat" and identity "Muffin."

A different set of assumptions is made with assistants. Because users of Memento-based assistants effectively manipulate a repository of existing models (conceptual graphs), the problem of unifying conceptual graphs into a whole is rare. The whole
already exists and the concern is adding to it or modifying it in a meaningful way. Memento assumes that individual concepts and relations will never have more than a single representation in the repository. This is called the *uniqueness property*. From this property one can assume that every model is fully definite. If a placeholder is needed, a definite concept or relation is placed in the graph with as much information as is available. More information can be added later, as it becomes known.

Next, aggregation is handled in a different way than conceptual graph theory normally allows. Conceptual graphs are allowed to use a *set* of concepts in place of a single concept in a conceptual graph. The set, which may be only partially specified, makes it easy to build and manipulate conceptual graphs for sentences containing plurals and specified groups. The two most common cases of using sets in conceptual graphs are *collective sets* and *distributive sets*. In a *collective set*, all elements of the set participate in its relations together. For example, “We bought that couch in 1984.” In the case of a *distributive set*, all components of the set participate in a relation, but they do so separately. For example, “Bill and Al work for the United States government.”

Memento does not allow a set to take part in a conceptual graph in this way. Explicit specification is instead required. In the case of a collective set, a single concept representing the group would instead be created to play the part of the set. This group concept node would then be explicitly connected to concept nodes for each known member of the set via “contains” or “has-a” relations. Figure 3.2 shows how a conceptual graph for a collective set might be transformed for use by Memento. In the case of a distributive set, the set is replaced by concepts representing each element in the set and replicates the relation, and sometimes the attached concept, for each. Figure 3.3 shows how a distributive set might be transformed for use by Memento.

The next difference between the general conceptual graph theory and its application in Memento concerns the type system. Conceptual graph theory allows for types over concept and relations that are lattices. Because of the conscious decision to limit Memento’s MType system to a hierarchy, only a hierarchy of types for concepts or relations can be represented. This is considered a limitation of Memento’s first layer.

The final minor difference between conceptual graph theory and Memento is that in Memento, a single concept node is often designated as the “root” of the conceptual graph. The designation does not play a part in the semantics of the graph, but allows a convenient handle for navigation and specification. The root of a conceptual graph is indicated by an arrow pointing to the concept’s rectangle. Later, a set of
graphs recognized by a given conceptual graph pattern can be specified by simply enumerating the set of roots of such graphs with the details of how those graphs match the pattern abstracted away. Note that Memento's conceptual graph patterns, called metamodels, will have a designated root, as well.

3.2 Metamodels: An Explicit Domain Representation

In order for Memento to be a useful infrastructure for assistants, it must have an effective understanding of a given assistant's domain and the semantic constraints associated with it. This section will describe an explicit domain representation, called a metamodel. A metamodel expresses a set of conceptual graph connectivity and type constraints and acts as a pattern for specific conceptual graphs. An assistant specifies its domain by enumerating a collection of metamodels that embody the assistant's
semantic constraints. Conceptual graphs recognized by an assistant's metamodels are the assistant's models. Metamodels are represented by MObjects. The MObject subclasses in Memento that comprise a metamodel embody an incremental model recognition algorithm.

3.2.1 Metamodels are Patterns over Conceptual Graphs

In conceptual graph theory, a certain type of conceptual graph, called a schema, can act as a pattern or frame for a higher-level linguistic or mental construct. It is through such schemata that "domain-specific knowledge about the typical constellations of entities, attributes, and events in the real world"\(^ {17} \) are expressed. A schema is an abstraction for a single concept that places the concept in the context of a conceptual graph. The body of the schema is a conceptual graph that acts as a pattern of interconnections to a concept that must be matched for it to be considered part of the schema's type. Depending on the specific use of conceptual graph theory, a given conceptual graph may not be required to exactly match the schema, but instead satisfy some measure of closeness. In other applications, a high-level concept may be

\(^{17}\) [103], p. 128.
required to match a set of schemata called a *schematic cluster*. For the sake of this dissertation, exact matches of single schemata will be required.

Schemata effectively extend the type system over concepts for conceptual graphs. The addition of a schema effectively creates a subtype of the type the schema requires for its abstracted root concept. This type system created by interrelated schemata can be thought of as a *contextual type system* that places requirements on the context in which a concept of that type must appear. Types constructed by schemata can be used as the type specification of a concept in a conceptual graph or another conceptual graph schema. Schema definitions can thus embody a great deal of complexity by reference to other schemata.

**Metamodel Definition**

Memento's schemata are called *metamodels*. "Metamodels" is used in place of "schemata" for two reasons. First, the name emphasizes that the purpose of metamodels is to recognize conceptual graphs that are models from an assistant's domain. The other reason is that a metamodel differs somewhat in its definition from a conceptual graph schema. One simplification and one generalization to conceptual graph schemata have been made. Schemata have been simplified in that all concepts and relations in a metamodel are indefinite. By contrast, conceptual graph schemata allow definite concepts and relations. Whereas an indefinite concept would match any concept of its type, a definite concept would be required to additionally match the concept's identity. Recall the additional restriction that all concepts and relations in (non-pattern) conceptual graphs are definite.

Memento's metamodels generalize conceptual graph schemata in that they allow the expression of aggregation (branching) in the recognized conceptual graphs. Metamodels specify aggregation through the addition of cardinality ranges that restrict the branching that is allowed at various points in a pattern graph. With the allowance of aggregation, concepts and relations from a metamodel may ultimately match a set of concepts or relations from a single recognized graph. In conceptual graph schemata, where aggregation is not allowed, a concept or relation in a schema correlates with exactly one concept or relation in a recognized conceptual graph. For this reason, concepts and relations appearing in a metamodel are called *metaconcepts* and *metarelations*, respectively.
A *metamodel* is a rooted conceptual graph pattern that is composed of *metaconcepts* that are linked by *metarelations*. The metamodel graph is usually specified in the form of a conceptual graph–like diagram and enclosed in a box that is labeled with the name of the metamodel. A single metaconcept from the graph serves as the root of the pattern. As with rooted conceptual graphs, a metamodel's root is indicated by an arrow.

A *metaconcept* can be thought of as a contextual pattern for a set of concepts. In a metamodel graph, a metaconcept appears as a raised rectangle that is labeled with a type. The type may be any normal concept type or a reference to another metamodel (a contextual type). In either case, the metaconcept *matches* all concepts having that type.

As with conceptual graph schemata, the type the metamodel defines is a contextual subtype of the type specified in its root metaconcept. For subtyping to make sense, the type specified in the root metaconcept must be *grounded* with respect to the metamodel. That is, the type specified there must be either a normal concept type or a contextual type (metamodel) that is simpler than the one being defined. For example, a root metaconcept may not refer to its containing metamodel or any other metamodel that is a contextual supertype of it. The containing metamodel is allowed to appear as the type of any non–root metaconcept, however. Such constructs are useful for specifying structural recursion in conceptual graphs.

A *metarelation* can be thought of as a contextual pattern for a set of relations. Metarelations appear as raised circles in metamodel graphs. They are labeled with a relation type. (Memento has no contextual type system analog for relations.) Metarelations are connected to metaconcepts by the same rules that connect relations to concepts. Connecting edges are also directed and labeled in the same way. A metarelation *matches* the set of all existing relations that:

- connect to concepts that are matches of the adjoining metaconcepts in the corresponding edge positions, and
- are of a subtype of the metarelation's labeled type.

Exactly one of a metarelation's edges must have a cardinality range adornment. A metarelation's cardinality range adornment indicates where branching may be introduced in the conceptual graphs recognized by a metamodel. The adornment at an edge indicates the upper and lower bound on the number of relations of that type that may appear attached to a particular concept. The cardinality range is specified by a lower and upper bound, for example, "7–20." The usual shorthands are allowed:
a single number when the lower and upper bounds are the same, an asterisk (*) for an unrestricted range, and a plus sign (+) for a range of at least one. The adornment may be on the metarelation's in-edge or any of its out-edges. The exact definition of this adornment will be stated in terms of metaconcept and metarelation satisfaction sets described below. But before satisfaction can be properly defined, however, another idea must first be introduced.

Every metaconcept in a metamodel must be able to be placed in a total ordering with respect to adorned edges in the metamodel graph. The root metaconcept must be first in the ordering. For every metarelation in the metamodel, the metaconcept attached to an adorned edge must be earlier in this ordering than any of the metaconcepts attached to unadorned edges of the metarelation. This mathematical relation between metaconcepts is distinct from and unrelated to the edge directions connecting the interposed metarelations. Any metamodel graph not having such a total ordering is considered invalid. The total ordering restriction is necessary to guarantee termination of the model recognition algorithm, described later in this section.

![Diagram of metaconcepts and metarelations](image)

**Figure 3.4** Metamodels describing file system containment relationships

Example metamodels based on the familiar Macintosh file system and "desktop metaphor" are now presented. Within the file system, a disk contains folders and files. Folders can also contain folders and files. It makes sense, then, to place the
"Folder" and "Disk" types under the common type "Container." "Container" and "File" would be concept subtypes. Additionally, a relation subtype, "Contains," is needed for file system containment. Figure 3.4 shows four metamodels describing the following rules for containment relationships in the hierarchical file system:

- A contained folder, or "CFolder," has exactly one container.
- A contained file, or "CFile," has exactly one container.
- A "CDisk" is a top-level container.
- A "ContainerContents" is a container that has any number of folders or files.

The first three metamodels describe proper containment relationships. The last metamodel might be used to effectively query the contents of a container.

![Diagram of metamodel showing file system components]

**Figure 3.5 A metamodel showing the file system components appearing on a desktop**

The Macintosh operating system allows file system components to appear on the "desktop" or main screen. Additionally, it introduces the notion of a trashcan, a holding place for files and folders to be deleted. Concept subtypes "Desktop" and "Trashcan" characterize the new entities. The relation subtype "Shows" characterizes
the relationship between a desktop and something appearing on it. Similarly, the relation subtype "Holds" characterizes the relationship between a trashcan and a discarded object. In Figure 3.5, is a metamodel describing the relationships between the possible objects on the desktop. The following semantic constraints are captured:

- A desktop must show at least one disk.
- A desktop must show exactly one trashcan.
- A desktop can show any number of files and folders.
- A trashcan can hold any number of files or folders.
- No file or folder can be showing on the desktop and held by the trashcan at the same time.

The figure shows one possible total ordering of its metaconcepts by the numerals in the lower right hand corner of each metaconcept. The metamodel’s interference set, described below, contains one pair.

The ideas of metaconcept and metarelationship satisfaction are now defined. They are defined in terms of each other and in terms of the simpler metaconcept and metarelationship matching. Whereas matching refers to the local context of a metaconcept or metarelationship, satisfaction is a global property that is affected by the topology of the entire metamodel. Relations that satisfy a metarelationship must:

- match the metarelation,
- attach to concepts that match the metaconcept for the adorned edge, and
- attach to concepts that satisfy the metaconcepts for all unadorned edges.

Concepts that satisfy a metaconcept must first match the metaconcept and then for each metarelation that attaches to the metaconcept through an adorned edge, the cardinality of the set of relations that attach to that concept and that satisfy the metarelation must be within the range specified by the cardinality range adornment on the edge. For metaconcepts that lack attached adorned edges, the satisfying set of concepts is the same as its matching set.

The set of concepts satisfying the metamodel’s root metaconcept are, by definition, the roots of conceptual graphs that are recognized by the metamodel. The details of exactly how each graph satisfies the metamodel can be easily retrieved by starting from the graph’s root concept and enumerating the concepts and relations based on the metamodel’s satisfaction sets in forward adornment order. Because a concept that satisfies the root metaconcept of a metamodel describes an entire conceptual graph in the context of that metamodel, only a set of concepts need be exported
from a metamodel as recognized instead of entire conceptual graphs. Recall that a metamodel's set of roots of recognized conceptual graphs effectively serves as the set of matching concepts for any metaconcept that refers to the metamodel as its (contextual) type.

Model Recognition Algorithm

An algorithm to determine the conceptual graphs (models) that adhere to a metamodel follows directly from the definitions for metaconcept and metarelation matching and satisfaction, given previously. Because metamodels are often defined in terms of other metamodels, one must first determine the transitive closure of all metamodels mentioned in the target metamodel. Additionally, for each metamodel, the total ordering over of metaconcepts over adornment edges should be known. The ordering can be determined once at the time of metamodel creation. The algorithm recognizes conceptual graphs (models) for all metamodels simultaneously. It proceeds in a bottom-up fashion and converges on the correct result over several iterations.

The algorithm starts with the metaconcepts that have simple (non-contextual) types. The matching sets for each of these metaconcepts is determined solely by the normal concept type. The matching sets for metaconcepts based on contextual types are initially set to empty. Once these sets are determined, the matching sets for all metarelations are determined based on the current values of the matching sets of the metaconcepts. The matching sets of metarelations only depend on the matching sets of their attached metaconcepts. They can be calculated in any order.

Next, for each metamodel the satisfaction sets for all metaconcepts and metarelations are calculated. This calculation relies on the fact that the satisfaction set of a metaconcept is only affected by metaconcepts later in the total ordering over adornment edges. Starting with the last metaconcept in the ordering, the satisfaction set of each metaconcept is calculated in reverse order. Because the last metaconcept in the total ordering cannot have any attached adornment edges, its satisfaction set is the same as its matching set. For all subsequent metaconcepts in the order, the set of attached adornment edges is determined, the satisfaction sets for their metarelations are calculated, and then the satisfaction set of the metaconcept is calculated.

Next, for each metamodel, the root metaconcept's satisfaction set is used to update the matching set of every metaconcept that mentions that metamodel's (contextual) type. This step must additionally determine whether this update actually changes
the metaconcept's matching set. If there is no metaconcept in a metamodel whose matching set is changed, there is no need to recompute the matching and satisfaction sets for that metamodel. If there are updates, however, the metarelation matching sets must be recalculated and the satisfaction sets recomputed as before. The algorithm terminates when there are no longer any updates to any of the metamodels.

Some additional validity constraints on metamodels are required to guarantee that the model recognition algorithm terminates. The difficulty stems from the fact that the satisfaction sets do not monotonically converge on their terminal values. For example, an addition to one metaconcept satisfaction set may trigger the violation of an adornment upper bound for a metarelation attached through an unadorned edge and subsequently cause the removal of a concept from another metaconcept satisfaction set. A pathological case can arise when one or more mutually recursive metamodels "interfere" with one another—where the satisfaction of a conceptual graph of one metamodel will lead to a reduction in another's satisfaction set and vice versa.

To guarantee termination, the notion of a metamodel interference set is needed. A metamodel's interference set is a set of pairs, relation type and relation edge number, that the metamodel lists as possibly connected to the root concept of a recognized conceptual graph. This set must even include the relations that are explicitly disallowed in a metamodel by an empty adornment cardinality range (i.e. 0–0). The interference set of a metamodel is easily calculated from the set of metarelations attached to its root metaconcept. If the root metaconcept has a contextual type, the interference set from that type augments the interference set of the enclosing metamodel. Determining each metamodel's interference set is straightforward and guaranteed to terminate because of the contextual type system's groundedness property, mentioned earlier.

A metamodel's interference set is used to restrict the allowed metarelations that can attach to a metaconcept of the metamodel's type. Specifically, in any context where such a metaconcept appears, there may not be any attached metarelations that would duplicate any of the pairs appearing in the interference set. With the addition of this restriction, the model recognition algorithm is guaranteed to terminate.

The model recognition algorithm lends itself well to incrementality. An incremental version of this algorithm is part of the Memento infrastructure. This incremental algorithm has not produced a noticeable degradation of performance. The initial construction of a metamodel's matching and satisfaction sets can be somewhat expensive,
however. Fortunately, this calculation need only be done when the metamodel is first constructed. The life cycle of a metamodel is discussed further in Section 3.4.

3.2.2 Metamodels Define a Domain

An assistant’s domain is defined primarily by a group of metamodels. Recall that a domain is the set of models that are meaningful to an assistant. Through a mechanism described in Section 3.4, an assistant enumerates the metamodels that it requires. The metamodels capture an assistant’s semantic constraints over model connectivity and component MTypes. Additional, ad-hoc semantic constraints must be hard-coded into subclasses of the Model class, described in Section 3.3. For now, the focus is primarily on the model connectivity constraints embodied in a metamodel.

Memento maintains a continuous and incremental recognition of all models associated with all metamodels that are known to it. An assistant need only select the models that it will display or manipulate from the recognized sets. The exact nature of how the metamodels are used or what they describe is determined by the assistant. Examples of Memento-based assistants and their associated metamodels are given in Chapter 4. Section 3.3 describes how models are manipulated in the context of their metamodels to preserve their meaning.

3.2.3 Metamodels are Constructed from MObjects

Metamodels, and their components, metaconcepts and metarelations, are represented by MObjects in Memento. Specifically, Metamodel, Metaconcept, and Metarelation MTypes are all immediate subtypes of the MObject MType. The Metamodel MType requires attributes for its name, its root metaconcept, the set of contained metaconcepts, the set of contained metarelations, and the set of recognized conceptual graph root concepts. The Metaconcept MType requires attributes for the containing metamodel, the associated type, the set of metarelations attached by in-edges, the set of metarelations attached by out-edges, the set of matching concepts, and the set of satisfying concepts. The Metarelation MType requires attributes for its containing metamodel, the associated type, the set of metaconcepts attached by in-edges, the set of metaconcepts attached by out-edges, the single adorned edge, the adornment cardinality range, the set of matching relations, and the set of satisfying relations.

Subclasses of the MObject class for these three MTypes embody the incremental model recognition algorithm. The algorithm makes extensive use of the MObject
change notification mechanism of Memento's first layer. The mechanism, described in Section 2.3, allows, for example, a Metaconcept object to observe the MType system for changes to the set of MObjects associated with its reference type. Changes to this set are copied into the Metaconcept's matching set. Similarly, a Metarelation object will observe its attached Metaconcept objects in order to incrementally calculate its matching and satisfying sets. All such notifications are done in response to trial change notifications of the observed MObjects. The net effect is that any change to any Concept or Relation automatically updates any metamodels that might be affected by the change.

Dynamic structural modifications of metamodels are allowed and are an important part of a domain's evolution. This subject is discussed further in Section 3.4. The isValid() method of the MObject class is overridden in the Metamodel, Metaconcept, and Metarelation classes so that structural modifications to any metamodel graph adhere to the restrictions of any conceptual graph and the additional restrictions on metamodels mentioned in this section. Recall that every MObject involved in a transaction must be valid at transaction commit time for the commit to be successful.

3.3 Preservation of Model Meaning

One of the most important functions that Memento provides an assistant is a guarantee that its semantic constraints are not violated during the manipulation of its models. Memento's meaning preservation mechanism is provided primarily by the Model class and an associated metamodel that characterizes the connectivity constraints over a set of models. The mechanism can be customized to admit ad-hoc semantic constraints through domain-specific subclasses of the Model class. Acting in concert with an associated instance of the Metamodel class, a Model subclass monitors transactions and blocks those that violate the assistant's semantic constraints. Memento's meaning preservation mechanism relies heavily upon its model recognition algorithm, which was described in Section 3.2.1. In addition to its meaning preservation function, the Model class has many other responsibilities as it is an assistant's primary interface to models recognized by a specific metamodel.
3.3.1 Model Subclass Instances Interface to a Model

An instance of Memento's Model class acts as an interface to a model that has been recognized by a particular metamodel. Objects of the class maintain a mapping between the concepts and relations of the model and their corresponding metaconcepts and metarelations in the metamodel. Assistants make use of this mapping, for example, to determine the relations attached to a given concept in the context of the metamodel. When an instance of the class is created, the class realizes all concepts and relations in the model for convenient access by the assistant. Realization of MObjects was discussed in Section 2.5.2. The Model class also generates high-level change notifications concerning how the model is modified by a transaction. These high-level notifications are discussed further in Section 3.5. Perhaps the most important responsibility of the Model class is to assist in the preservation of the model's meaning during an assistant's modification of it. How Memento preserves model meaning is described below.

Typically, a subclass of the Model class will be derived for interaction with models recognized by a particular metamodel. Such a subclass effectively embodies all necessary domain-dependent capabilities by extending the domain-independent capabilities of the Model base class. A Model subclass might provide convenience methods for accessing and modifying the model in a domain-specific way. Additionally, the subclass might provide domain-specific high-level change notifications. Finally, the subclass would be responsible for maintaining any ad-hoc semantic constraints that the assistant might impose on models from its domain.

3.3.2 Meaning Preservation During Model Manipulation

Memento's meaning preservation mechanism is embodied in the Model and Metamodel classes. These classes extend Memento's transaction mechanism described in Section 2.2. As mentioned above, the Model subclass can provide convenience methods for manipulating a model in the context of a particular domain. An assistant is not required to use those methods, however, for the manipulation of a model's components. It can use any of the MObject subclass modification methods directly. Additionally, another assistant can perform potentially damaging manipulations to an assistant's models if the two assistants share an MObject repository. Components of one model may appear in the models of a completely different metamodel, so even if every assistant "plays by the rules," trouble can arise. These two situations are now discussed
in turn. Solutions to these situations prevent violations of an assistant's semantic constraints by seemingly drastic measures. Keep in mind that violations of this sort are rare in properly written and administered assistants.

Meaning Preservation in Assistant-Generated Transactions

For model manipulations initiated by an assistant, Memento's transaction mechanism is extended to require every transaction not to violate the assistant's semantic constraints. An assistant's semantic constraints fall into two components. Model connectivity and type constraints are embodied in a metamodel. Any remaining constraints are considered ad-hoc and must be hard-coded into a Model subclass. How each component participates in meaning preservation is now discussed.

Recall from Section 3.2.1 that an active metamodel continuously and incrementally recognizes its models by using the MObject change notification mechanism from Memento's first layer. The model recognition algorithm reacts to trial change notifications which occur during the course of a transaction. If the transaction adheres to the domain's type and connectivity constraints for a model, the metamodel will still list the model as recognized at transaction commit time. If the constraints are violated, the model will drop from the set of models recognized by the metamodel.

At transaction commit time, the Model instance's isValid() method is called if any of its components is modified during the transaction. As part of its validity check, the method verifies that the associated models being used by an assistant (that is, models represented by Model instances) are still members of their recognized sets. If any are missing, the transaction is not allowed to commit and its effects are unwound.

An assistant's ad-hoc semantic constraints that cannot be captured in the context of a metamodel must be programmatically embodied in a Model subclass. There are two strategies for enforcing ad-hoc semantic constraints. First, a Model subclass instance can participate in the validation of a transaction by registering itself as desiring participation in the validation process of a particular transaction. A subclass of the Model class can override observation methods that allow it to know that some component of a model is being modified. In response, the subclass can request participation in the transaction's validation step. At transaction validation time, the subclass's isValid() method will be called and the ad-hoc semantic constraints over the model can then be checked. By returning a negative result, the subclass can effectively disallow transactions which would violate the assistant's ad-hoc semantic
constraints. As an alternate strategy, a Model subclass can watch the trial modifications of components of its model and compensate for violating changes by amending the transaction in progress. Recall from Section 2.3.4 that any software component reacting to trial MObject change notifications can produce additional MObject change notifications that are part of the same transaction.

Meaning Preservation in Repository-Generated Transactions

A different strategy is required for transactions that originate from a repository. Recall from Section 2.5.4 that repository-generated transactions are the means by which an assistant becomes aware of MObject modifications made by other assistants. Invalidating these transactions does not have the effect of unwinding the modifications in the repository—such modifications are already permanent. An invalidation would only prevent the assistant from synchronizing with the repository and would force the assistant’s termination. Instead, the assistant must react to a notification sent out by the affected Model instance indicating the model is no longer part of the assistant’s domain. The assistant must gracefully react to such a notification by ceasing all use of the model. Any user interface component that is communicating the model to the assistant’s user must be gracefully disabled so that no further modifications can be made. Immediately after the notification is given, the Model instance associated with the affected model is destroyed.

If an externally generated transaction does not violate an assistant’s type and connectivity constraints but does violate an assistant’s ad-hoc constraints, there are two strategies for preserving meaning. As with a connectivity violation, a Model subclass can simply indicate that the model no longer is in the domain of the assistant by emitting the same notification as before. Alternatively, a Model subclass can amend the transaction to correct the violation as it might do with an assistant-generated modification. In this case, the net change is propagated back to the repository for storage and notification of other assistants.

3.4 Metamodel Construction and Evolution

Because assistant’s and their associated domains evolve, Memento must assist in the support of domain evolution. Memento does this through the explicit domain representation of metamodels. Metamodels are built from MObjects and are data. Like Memento’s MType system, a metamodel that describes a set of models is present
wherever the models themselves may reside. For example, a repository will contain all the metamodels for the models that are stored therein. As with Memento’s MType system, there is a process of metamodel unification that must occur when an assistant connects to a repository in order to ensure that meaning is preserved across the connection.

There is a deep parallel between the data model and supporting classes of Memento’s first level and those of its second level. The following facts are true about both layers of Memento. The details about these facts are summarized in Table 3.1.

- Information is carried by the main data object for the level which is ultimately represented in terms of MObject(s).
- The main data object is accessed through a Memento class of the same name.
- Subclasses of this class provide convenience access and modification methods and can provide customized change notifications.
- The level’s meta-information constrains the main data object.
- The meta-information’s constraints are respected during transactions.
- The meta-information is dynamic and represented ultimately in terms of MObject(s).
- Meta-information “lives” along with the data it describes.
- Meta-information evolves over time due to changes in the assistant’s semantic constraints.
- An assistant characterizes its semantic constraints primarily in terms of declarative objects that are created by an assistant before run-time via C++’s static constructors.
- The declarative objects both construct the meta-information and prevent it from evolving beyond an assistant’s semantic constraints during the lifetime of the assistant.
- An assistant’s semantic constraints that cannot be captured in the declarative representation can be added programmatically to the subclasses of the main data object.

Section 2.4 described how an assistant’s MType system is initially constructed and evolves over time. This section describes how an assistant’s metamodels are initially constructed and evolve over time. While the details of these two life cycle descriptions differ, they are very similar in spirit. An assistant characterizes its model connectivity
semantic constraints declaratively in instances of the ModelClass. When an assistant begins execution, metamodels are constructed from the available ModelClass instances. When an assistant connects to a repository, it must unify its metamodels with corresponding metamodels in the repository. The unification process might modify an assistant's metamodels, effectively altering the domain of the assistant. The ModelClass instances observe the metamodels over the lifetime of the assistant and ensure that the assistant’s semantic constraints are not violated by a change to its metamodels.

3.4.1 ModelClass Instances Capture an Assistant’s Model Connectivity Semantic Constraints

Instances of the ModelClass class are created by an assistant to characterize the features that its corresponding metamodel must have in order to be manipulated by the assistant. ModelClass objects are constructed in an assistant before runtime via C++’s static constructors. In essence, a ModelClass object describes the most general metamodel that can be meaningfully manipulated by the assistant. By contrast, the metamodel describes the connectivity semantic constraints that should be preserved for a particular set of models. While these two are usually the same, it is possible that the repository may actually have a more constrained data set than the assistant might normally generate. In all cases, the assistant must adhere to the constraints of its metamodels. This may mean that some operations must be dynamically disabled by an assistant’s user interface. Section 3.5.2 will discuss how the domain of an assistant is communicated through its user interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Memento Level I</th>
<th>Memento Level II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main data object</td>
<td>MObject</td>
<td>model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memento class</td>
<td>MObject</td>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-information</td>
<td>MType</td>
<td>Metamodel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memento class</td>
<td>MType</td>
<td>Metamodel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declarative constraint</td>
<td>MObjectClass</td>
<td>ModelClass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 A comparison of key features of Memento's two layers
3.4.2 Metamodels are Constructed from ModelClass Instances

The single Memento class instance of an assistant orchestrates the construction and eventual destruction of the assistant's metamodels. When an assistant begins execution, the ModelClass objects are gathered and checked for completeness and consistency. The metamodels are then constructed during a single transaction. At this time, the ModelClass instances register themselves as observers of their associated metamodels. They continue to monitor dynamic changes to the metamodels to ensure that a dynamic change to a metamodel does not prohibit it from being manipulated by the assistant. Immediately after construction, the incremental model recognition algorithm embodied in the Metamodel and component classes is activated. The recognition mechanism remains activated throughout the lifetime of the assistant. During the termination of an assistant, each of these steps is undone in reverse order.

3.4.3 Meaning Preservation During Metamodel Unification

Metamodels are intentionally dynamic. They are subject to modification just as any other construct comprised of MObjects. The most common source of metamodel modification is the process of unification with a repository. As with MTypes, each Memento repository contains a set of metamodels that describe the models therein. Unification ensures that an assistant's manipulation of the models from a repository preserves the intended meaning of the models. Metamodel unification occurs immediately after a successful MType unification. The process of repository MType unification was discussed in Section 2.4.3.

Successful metamodel unification requires the eventual equality between corresponding metamodels in the assistant and the repository. Unification proceeds in a pairwise comparison of metamodels by name. If a repository lacks a metamodel that exists in an assistant, a copy of that metamodel is created in the repository. Any extraneous metamodels in the repository are either ignored or copied into the assistant depending on whether they are mentioned in a metamodel that corresponds to one in the assistant. Unification of two metamodels is possible only if the two metamodels are the same or if one is a specialization of the other. If one is not a specialization of the other, the unification process fails and the connection to the repository is aborted.

Metamodel specialization, which is described in detail below, adds constraints to a metamodel in an orderly way. Be aware that it is not necessarily the case that adding
constraints results in a smaller recognized model set. Specializing a metamodel, therefore, does not result in a contextual subtype of the original metamodel.

There are two cases: either the repository's metamodel is a specialization of the assistant's, or vice versa. Because it is assumed that domains become more specialized over time, an attempt is made to bring the more general metamodel into agreement with the more specialized one. In the case that the repository's metamodel is more specialized, the assistant's metamodel is simply modified to match the repository's metamodel. No special checking need be performed. Because of the nature of metamodel specialization, this process is guaranteed not to violate the assistant's semantic constraints embodied in its ModelClass objects. Recall that a ModelClass object observes all modifications to its corresponding metamodel and will invalidate any transaction that would violate its embodied connectivity constraints.

The case of specializing an existing repository metamodel is somewhat trickier. Recall that a repository's metamodel describes the constraints over a subset of the models stored there. Any change to a repository's metamodel could potentially remove some stored models from the set recognized by the metamodel. The resulting undesirable effect would be that some of the repository's models would be rendered meaningless. A restriction is therefore added that the set of models recognized by a repository metamodel during its specialization must not change. More specifically, the components of the models may change, but the set of root concepts of recognized models must not change. For metamodel specializations that admit the original set of models, nothing special need be done. For more complicated specializations, the offending models would need to be repaired by the same unification transaction. This latter case is potentially a very expensive operation which is best performed "off-line" by a specially constructed agent to assist with the evolution of a repository's models. In the situation were an assistant's domain evolves in a way that cannot be described as a specialization, another such agent would need to repair a repository's models and metamodel(s). Because metamodel specialization captures the most common evolutionary steps of a domain, such specialized agents are rarely required.

Once the metamodels from a repository and an assistant have been unified, the assistant can take advantage of the fact that the matching and satisfied sets of the metamodel's components are up-to-date with respect to the repository's concepts and relations. Each Repository object keeps its repository Metamodel, Metaconcept, and Metarelation MOBjects synchronized with those of the assistant. The net effect is that the model recognition algorithm becomes distributed across all Memento exe-
cutables sharing the metamodel. This dissertation does not address the thorny issues raised by an assistant connecting to more than one repository.

Metamodel Specialization

A metamodel, $M'$, is a specialization of another, $M$, if there is a sequence of operations, enumerated below, that converts $M$ into $M'$ and results in a valid metamodel. Specialization operations have two important properties. First, they characterize the most likely evolutionary paths of metamodels. This implies that as an assistant evolves over time, its metamodels are most likely to change by a series of specializations. The second property is that specialization preserves most of the features of the original metamodel. Because of this property, Memento's Model class can continue to function in a meaningful way on a specialization of a metamodel for which it was originally intended. In effect, the second property is what allows an outdated assistant to still perform useful operations on models from a more evolved domain.

Be aware that a specialization of a metamodel is not necessarily a contextual subtype of the original. This means, in effect, that a specialization of a metamodel may recognize some models that are not recognized by the original.

Metamodel specialization operations include:

1. Replace a metaconcept's concept type with one of its subtypes. This requires more attributes on a corresponding concept in a recognized model.

2. Replace a metaconcept's type with a contextual subtype. This requires more connections to a corresponding concept.

3. Replace a metarelation's type with one of its subtypes. This requires more attributes on a corresponding relation.

4. Restrict the cardinality range of an existing adornment edge. This further constrains the branching at a concept.

5. Add an unattached metaconcept of any type. This is necessary as part of extending the metamodel graph. The metaconcept must eventually be connected into the metamodel for it to be valid.

6. Add a metarelation between (or amongst, in the case of a tertiary or higher relation) metaconcepts. This places additional constraints on model connectivity.
The new metarelation's adornment edge may not violate the total ordering restriction required by the model recognition algorithm. It may, however, change the actual ordering of metaconcepts within the total order.

Note that all metamodel specialization operations preserve the connectivity of the original metamodel.

3.5 Communication of Models and Domains through an Assistant's User Interface

The final capability that Memento must provide is to aid in the communication of models and domains through an assistant's user interface. These two issues are discussed in turn in the next two sections.

3.5.1 Communication of Models

Section 3.3 described how a subclass of Memento's Model class acts as an interface to a model recognized by a metamodel. A Model subclass usually provides domain-specific access and modification methods. These methods allow a user interface component to access a model’s information for display or to perform modifications on a displayed model. The remaining capability, for a software component to react to dynamic model modifications, is also part of the Model class and its subclasses.

Recall from Section 2.3 that software components can register themselves as observers on MObjects and receive detailed notifications of changes to them. As with the MObject change notification mechanism, Memento’s Model class dispatches change notifications that describe how a model’s connectivity changes during the course of a transaction. These so called high-level change notifications occur in addition to the low- and intermediate-level change notifications dispatched by Memento’s first layer. These notifications include:

- additions to, and removals from, the sets of concepts and relations associated with corresponding components in the metamodel;
- a change in a concept’s (or relation’s) associated metaconcept (or metarelation) in the case that the concept (or relation) remains part of the model but its role in the metamodel has changed; and
- notification that the model is no longer recognized by the metamodel.
Subclasses of the Model class can generate their own domain-specific change notifications in response to specific changes in the model’s connectivity and dispatch them by the same mechanism.

3.5.2 Communication of a Domain’s Semantic Constraints

An assistant has the additional job of communicating its domain via the user interface. An assistant’s domain is characterized by its metamodels which embody connectivity constraints over the models they recognize. Metamodels are dynamic and may change during the execution of an assistant. Recall from Section 3.4 that an assistant’s metamodels may be specialized during the process of unification with a repository. If this occurs, an assistant’s metamodels describe a different (but related) set of models than the set that would normally be generated and manipulated by the assistant. For this reason, an assistant may not be able to perform all of its normal operations on a specialized model set. Communication of an assistant’s domain is performed by features in the user interface that effectively describe what operations are possible. Often, domain communication implies, simply, the deactivation of user interface components, such as menu items, that are inappropriate for the specialized models.

Consider, for example, the operation of creating a new model that would be recognized by an assistant’s metamodel. Some specialization operations applied to a metamodel during unification may render the assistant unable to create a recognized model. Some metaconcept or metarelation type specializations, for example, may require attributes on concepts or relations that cannot be generated by the assistant. The Model class provides a method to answer the question of whether it is even possible for the assistant to create a new, recognized model. Subclasses of the Model class can override this method and provide other methods that communicate domain-specific capabilities. A user interface component can call these methods to determine whether various operations can possibly succeed. This mechanism allows an assistant’s capabilities to be gracefully disabled in situations where they can never succeed.

3.6 Implications of Memento’s Second Layer

Memento’s second layer provides the mechanisms to represent the models from a variety of domains, have an effective understanding of the models, preserve the meaning
of models during their manipulation, facilitate the evolution of domains, and aid in
the communication of models and domains through the assistant's user interface.
Together, these mechanisms address the semantic needs of assistants. Several issues
concerning these mechanisms deserve further comment. The issues of Memento’s ex-

clicit domain representation are first discussed. Then, the issues of how Memento
supports collaboration over models, the evolution of information spaces, and the con-
struction of assistant applications are discussed. The chapter closes with a brief
discussion of Memento’s implementation status.

3.6.1 Implications of an Explicit Domain Representation

Memento uses an explicit representation of an assistant’s domain in order to preserve
the meaning of the assistant’s models. The domain representation consists of a set
of metamodels and an associated MType system—all of which are ultimately re-

presented in terms of MObjects. The same mechanisms that manipulate, transmit,
and store an assistant’s models can also be used for the components of the domain
representation. An explicit domain representation allows for Memento to preserve
the semantic integrity of an assistant’s models while, at the same time, facilitating
the evolution of the domain. The issues of meaning preservation and evolution are
now discussed in turn. The section concludes with some interesting potential uses for
the domain representation that have yet to be fully explored.

Memento preserves the semantic integrity of its models by enforcing the con-

straints embodied in its domain representation. The transaction mechanism from
Memento’s first level is extended in Memento’s second level to assure that a domain’s
constraints are not violated by the assistant. Through the process of metamodel
unification, a domain representation stored with a set of metamodels is checked for
consistency with the domain representation of an assistant. Such checking ensures
that the meaning of the models in a repository is preserved during an assistant’s ma-
nipulation of them. Domain representations are an important part of any Memento

As with most applications, assistants evolve over time. Memento supports the

evolution of assistants through its explicit domain representation. An assistant’s

type and model connectivity semantic constraints are expressed declaratively and
are readily modified. From these constraints, an assistant’s domain representation
is created at the beginning of an assistant’s execution. An assistant’s domain repre-
sentation may be altered during a connection to a repository through the process of metamodel unification. Through alteration of a domain representation, an assistant is able to dynamically deactivate capabilities that are inappropriate for a more highly constrained set of metamodels. Such a situation might arise when an older assistant tries to manipulate models that have been created by a newer, more evolved one.

Other purposes for the domain representation have been envisioned, but have not yet been realized. First, because a stored domain representation characterizes the models in a repository, it could be used for MObject garbage collection. Stored MObjects could be safely purged if they were not part of conceptual graphs recognized by metamodels in the domain. Next, a domain representation might be used by a general model viewer in order to display the contents of a repository. Such a tool could be useful for developers of Memento–based assistants or administrators of MObject repositories. Finally, the domain representation will likely be used by the network repository to allow it to send MObjects to a connected assistant that it would likely later fetch in the process of MObject realization. A Memento–based MObject server equipped with this capability could have high performance without the need for programming specific to the domain it serves. Memento’s network repository, which enables assistants to participate a client–server relationship, was described in Section 2.5.6.

3.6.2 Memento Facilitates Collaboration over Models

Together, Memento’s first and second levels provide the essential support for collaboration over an arbitrary assistant’s models. Memento provides this support via mechanisms that are independent of the the assistant’s domain. Memento is the first system to support meaningful artifact–based collaboration in a domain–independent way. Memento is compared to other artifact–based collaboration systems in Section 5.1. Because of the difficulty of creating a collaborative assistant without an infrastructure such as Memento, it is expected that Memento will enable the construction of a wide range of assistants which otherwise would be too expensive or difficult to create and maintain.

Memento has the potential to enable a new class of assistants that would allow collaboration across domains. This capability is considered the ultimate goal of work on Memento. Multiple types of assistants can use a single shared repository and potentially share MObjects between them. Two levels of sharing are possible. MObjects
may appear in the context of two or more separate domains. A single concept, for example, can be linked into models recognized by more than one domain. Through the normal MObject collaboration mechanisms of Memento's first level, changes made in one assistant would appear in another. In a deeper level of sharing, multiple assistants can share some or all of their metamodels. In such a case, a higher level of meaning could be shared among disparate assistants.

3.6.3 Memento Facilitates Evolving Information Spaces

One way to think of the MObjects in a repository is as a collection of information that is shared by a group of users. Such a collection is sometimes called an information space. Often, it is the users' need to store and share information in a common space that drives the development of assistants used to manipulate it. An assistant, then, is only the means to accomplishing a user's goal and is not his primary concern.

An information space can evolve to become a valuable resource for a community of users. While the information space may grow in volume over time, it is rarely volume that makes such a resource valuable. Instead, the value is in the richness and meaning of the information. Richness and meaning are achieved primarily through adding detail and interconnections to information already present. Over time, these additions evolve from superfluous annotations to a core part of the information space.

Memento directly supports the processes of adding richness and meaning to information spaces. MObjects may contain arbitrary attributes which are not required by the MType system. Over time, new MObject subtypes may evolve which require the presence of certain of those previously unrequired attributes. MObjects having the required attributes can then have their types changed to the new subtype without ill effect to any context in which that MObject appears. A similar evolutionary process can occur in the conceptual graphs of an information space. Existing concepts can be linked by new relations which are not recognized by any metamodel. Recall that a metamodel characterizes the minimal set of connections that must be present for recognition and does not usually restrict the presence of additional connections. Some time later, assistant's metamodels may evolve to recognize and use the new interconnections. Often, the evolution of an assistant and its information space are intimately tied.
3.6.4 Memento Supports the Development of Assistant Applications

Memento embodies the problems of real-time collaboration, persistent storage, and meaning preservation in a single, reusable package. With a small amount of customization and a suitable user interface, fully functional, collaborative assistants can be easily constructed using Memento.

Memento's suitability as the basis for an arbitrary assistant is largely determined by two issues: model expressiveness and MObject granularity. Model expressiveness is the question of whether an arbitrary assistant's models can be represented in terms of Memento's model representation, that is, conceptual graphs with component concepts and relations constructed from typed, attributed collections (MObjects). While Memento's model representation scheme is quite general, it is conceivable that it will not satisfy the needs of all assistants. One potential source of difficulty is the fact that the type system over MObjects is a hierarchy and not a fully general type lattice. Chapter 4 describes several assistants that have been built using Memento. While these examples are small, in none of the cases was the underlying data model a source of difficulty. It may be that only through the experience of developing a large number of Memento-based assistants can the suitability of conceptual graph and MObject data models be fully determined.

The second issue of Memento's suitability for assistants concerns the granularity of information stored in MObjects. Granularity can have a big impact on the performance of an assistant. Consider, for example, the case of a collaborative writing tool. Should the most detailed concepts be a document, document section, paragraph, sentence, word, or letter? Clearly letters and words are probably too small to be entire concepts. The sheer volume of MObjects that such an assistant would have to manipulate would make such an assistant unusable. The larger granularities of document and document section are large enough to impede collaboration through locking conflicts. Because of the unusual needs of a collaborative writing tool, it may not be a good candidate for construction with Memento.

3.6.5 Implementation Status

Currently, all of the first-level Memento mechanisms described in Chapter 2 are implemented and working. The metamodel representation and model recognition algorithm are both implemented, as well. The Model class and metamodel unification are only partially implemented, hence their design has yet to be fully validated.
Chapter 4

Customizing Memento for Specific Domains: Experimental Results

Using Memento's first two layers, a developer can easily construct a third layer that is specific to a particular assistant's domain. This domain-specific layer is called the domain representation. The domain representation can be thought of as a portable, collaborative application programmer's interface (API) for the assistant's models. This chapter outlines the process of creating a domain representation and its part in the construction of a complete assistant. Next, case studies of six Memento-based assistants are presented. The assistants are not only example systems; they demonstrate the key capabilities of the Memento infrastructure outlined in Section 1.4. The chapter concludes with a discussion of how the assistants demonstrate each of the intended capabilities.

4.1 Domain-Specific Customization Methodology

A domain representation is a customization of Memento for a specific domain. A domain representation consists of four components:

- a set of MObjectClass instances that declaratively describe an assistant's constraints over its MType system;
- a set of MObject subclasses corresponding to each newly specified MType;
- a set of ModelClass instances that declaratively describe an assistant's constraints over its metamodels; and
- a set of Model subclasses corresponding to each of the newly specified metamodels.

These components are derived from an analysis of the target domain. Object-oriented analysis and design [10, 7] is one such analysis method.

The declarative MObjectClass and ModelClass instances describe the assistant's semantic constraints that Memento can directly enforce. An MObjectClass instance characterizes a domain-specific MType and its expected attributes. MObjectClass
instances were described in Section 2.4.2. A ModelClass instance uses MObjectClass instances to describe a domain-specific metamodel and its expected interconnection constraints. A ModelClass instance acts as a placeholder for the associated metamodel, which is constructed at assistant run-time. Section 3.4 described the construction and use of ModelClass instances.

For each newly specified MType, the developer creates a corresponding MObject subclass. Similarly, for each newly specified metamodel, he creates a corresponding Model subclass. The primary purpose of these classes is to provide domain-specific convenience access and modification methods and domain-specific notification methods. In the case of the MObject subclasses, access and modification convenience methods allow the convenient manipulation of an MObject's required attributes. Such methods were described in Section 2.2. A developer can also customize MObject subclasses to give specialized notification of dynamic changes to the MObject's required attributes. The MObject change notification mechanism was described in Section 2.3.3. At the conceptual graph level, a Model subclass provides access and modification methods to the graph structure of models recognized by its associated metamodel. Domain-specific, high-level change notifications can also be given by such a subclass. The responsibilities of Model subclasses were described in Section 3.3.

The domain representation's MObject and Model subclasses can also embody ad-hoc semantic constraints. Such constraints are called ad-hoc because they are not directly enforced by Memento. Ad-hoc constraints are either enforced within an MObject by an MObject subclass or over an entire model by a Model subclass. Depending on the particular circumstances of the constraint, the developer may choose to either bar transactions that violate the constraint, or adapt the appropriate notification mechanism to actively enforce constraint maintenance. Memento's transaction mechanism, described in Section 2.2, is amenable to either strategy.

A complete assistant is built from Memento, an MObject repository, a domain representation, and an assistant-specific user interface. Figure 4.1 shows a typical layering of these components. When combined with Memento, an assistant's domain representation becomes a portable, collaborative application programmer's interface (API) for the assistant's models and domain. An MObject repository, which is usually based on a persistent store, allows for the sharing and storage of MObjects. MObject repositories were described in Section 2.5. Most often, an assistant's user interface component is constructed from an application framework, such as the Microsoft
Figure 4.1  A typical assistant architecture layering

Foundation Class Library [81]. This is the case for many of the assistants described in this chapter. Application frameworks are discussed further in Section 5.3.

4.2 Assistant Case Studies

In this section, a number of Memento–based assistants are described. These assistants were developed by the author and the author’s research group over the span of several years. The acknowledgments section credits the various people who have contributed to the development of these assistants.

4.2.1 “Virtual Reality” Walker

The Virtual Reality Walker (VRW) assistant is a simple, non-collaborative, modeler application inspired by the popular computer game “Myst” [12]. In the game, the user navigates around a computer-generated island and solves puzzles. For the most part, what the user sees is rendered images from various positions on the island. Transitions to other positions are suggested by portions of the image that the users sees (such as a stairway) and by changes in the mouse cursor as the mouse moves over that “hot region” of the screen (such as an arrow indicating the direction of potential travel). When the user clicks on the hot region, a new image is displayed from that new perspective. A carefully constructed set of interconnected images can give the user a real sense of navigating in a physical space. This simple model of interconnected views is the basis for the VRW assistant, a 32-bit Windows application built with
the Microsoft Foundation Class Library [81]. VRW's images were generated from a
digital camera in an office building's atrium and hallways. Figure 4.2 shows a screen
snapshot of the VRW assistant showing a view down a hallway. Myst, however,
built on this idea in many ways including ambient sounds, sounds associated with
transitions, animations, and saved state.

The VRW was built in several stages to demonstrate how Memento supports
evolution of an assistant and its associated information space. The first version of
VRW added a Concept subtype, View, for representing a view from a position in the
virtual space and a Relation subtype, Transition, for the possible paths from a
view. The View MType requires a single attribute for the displayed image. A non-
required attribute was used to annotate the original image file name that was used
to generate the concept's image attribute. For debugging purposes, this attribute
is displayed in the lower pane of the assistant's main window. The Transition
MType requires attributes describing a rectangular hot region of the view's image
that activates the transition. Additionally, another required attribute names a cursor to use in the hot region. Figure 4.3 shows the initial metamodel for the VRW assistant.

The first extension to the VRW assistant involved adding a Transition subtype, TransSound. The new MType requires an attribute for a sound and an attribute describing when, during the transition, the sound should be played. The assistant was modified to recognize the new subtype and play the sound, as appropriate. Several Transitions in the information space had the necessary attributes added and their MTypes changed to the more specific TransSound MType. Note that the original version of the VRW assistant remained able to use the same information space.

The next extension to the VRW assistant involved adding more interconnections to the information space. In particular, each view is associated with a concept representing a physical location; a single location would be associated with all views of different orientations from that position. A physical location is represented by a new Concept subtype, Position. A Position is associated with a View through a Relation subtype, Vista. Figure 4.4 shows three additional metamodels for this version of the assistant. The "Positioned View" metamodel allows navigation from a view to its unique position. The "Viewable Position" metamodel allows navigation from a position to all of its views. Next, the original "View–To–View" metamodel is modified to take advantage of the new "Positioned View" metamodel. Note that the reachable positions from a given position is embedded in the Vista and Transition relations. The final, "Reachable Positions" metamodel allows navigation from one position to all of those that are immediately navigable from a given position. Again, the first two versions of the VRW assistant remained able to use the updated information space.
A final, hypothetical, extension to the VRW assistant might allow each position to be associated with its physical space, such as a room or hallway. The extended data model might allow the calculation of the sound amplitude of ambient noise source placed at some position in a room. The sound might not be heard if it originated in another room or if the listener was too distant from the source.

Thought was given to the idea of creating a simple multi-user dungeon (MUD) on the same, hypothetically extended information space as the VRW assistant. A “dungeon” visitor would have a command line interface that would allow him to navigate positions within the rooms of the dungeon (information space). Textual descriptions of what is “seen” from each position would be given as he went. If such an assistant were constructed, it might make sense to add explicit relations between navigable positions. The MUD would use metamodels involving Positions
and Spaces and their interconnections, but would ignore Views and Transitions. Taken together, the MUD and the VRW assistant would provide two related views onto the same information space.

4.2.2 Elmo: Automatic Sharing of Screen Snapshots

Another simple assistant, called Elmo, was constructed which allows the automatic sharing of screen snapshots between users. Elmo is a 32-bit Windows application built with the Microsoft Foundation Class Library [81]. The tool attempts to address the need to share visual information during a telephone conference. Using Elmo, a user can specify a window on his screen to “broadcast” to others. The specified window can be the entire screen. Elmo takes a periodic snapshot of the window and stores it in the repository. Additionally, if the broadcaster’s mouse cursor is in the window being broadcast, its position is saved to the repository. Other instances of Elmo viewing that image periodically see updates to their versions via the repository synchronization mechanism, described in Section 2.5.4. The broadcaster’s mouse cursor position is reconstructed in the viewer overlaid on the broadcast image. For simplicity’s sake, Elmo is restricted to broadcasting only one window at a time and viewing only one broadcast at a time. The user selects which of the available broadcasts to view from a menu. There is no restriction on the number of viewers for a broadcasted image. Figure 4.5 shows a screen snapshot of Elmo’s viewing window.

![Figure 4.5](image-url)

Figure 4.5 Screen snapshot of the Elmo assistant’s viewing window including a rendition of the broadcaster’s mouse cursor

Elmo’s metamodel, shown in Figure 4.6, is quite simple. The metamodel simply associates a concept (ImageConcept) containing an image attribute with the Session
of the Elmo assistant generating the image. The ImageConcept MType requires a single attribute for the broadcast image. Every Memento-based assistant maintains a Session concept in every repository to which it connects. The Session MOBject exists only during the time the assistant is connected to the repository. A Session enumerates information about the assistant executable, the machine on which it's running, and the user that's using it. The broadcaster's cursor information is stored in the Showing relation that associates the Session with the ImageConcept.

Some comments about Elmo's performance are in order. Because color images can get quite large, the majority of time spent in Elmo is comparing, transmitting, dithering, or rendering images. When the broadcaster's image changes, the new image must be sent to the server after it has been dithered from 24 bits to 8 bits. The smaller image can thus be transmitted and rendered more quickly by the viewing instances. The broadcast process is largely limited by the sending instance. Broadcast updates of about three seconds have been determined to work well. The broadcast user can adjust his update time in one second increments. Note that if the image doesn't change from one update to the next, the repository is not updated. In this case, no image is transmitted over the network. If there is some change to the broadcast image, however, the entire image must be updated during the transaction, because of Memento's restriction of atomic attribute updates. Memento's atomic update strategy allows all MOBject attributes to be treated in a uniform manner, regardless of their domain. In Elmo's case, Memento's generality prohibits domain-specific performance optimizations. Similar commercial products, most notably Farallon's Timbuktu, send partial image updates, rather than entire images. Such products sacrifice generality for better performance.
4.2.3 Electronic Studio

The Electronic Studio (ES) is Memento's flagship assistant. ES was heavily influenced by the Virtual Notebook System (VNS) [50]. The VNS is a mature commercial product which includes many features and mechanisms currently unaddressed by Memento, including user authentication, object permissions, client and server licensing, crash recovery, and intellectual property management. The main purpose of building ES was to create a shared, general information space, like that of the VNS, while generalizing the VNS's data model. ES will be compared and contrasted to the VNS throughout this discussion. Like the VRW assistant discussed above, ES was developed in several stages. ES is a 32-bit Windows application built with the Microsoft Foundation Class Library [81].

The Electronic Studio assistant's information space contains a set of interlinked pages. Each page shows a set of objects arranged in a two dimensional layout. The initial version of ES allowed three different object types on the page: a text document, an image, or a link to another page. Text can be imported from the file system, the clipboard, or edited in place. Images can be imported from the file system, the clipboard, or created by taking snapshots of portions of the screen.

The VNS allows much the same treatment of the three object types, but differs in other ways. The VNS supports a fourth object: an action. Actions allow platform-dependent scripts to be executed by the client application. Because action scripts often rely on the environment in which they are run and because of users' difficulty with them, they were not included in ES. The VNS organizes pages into notebooks, and notebooks into libraries. There is an implied containment in this hierarchy. A library contains its notebooks, a notebook contains its pages, and a page contains its objects. In contrast, objects on an ES page are associated by reference. The same object can appear multiple times on the same page or on several different pages. In each case the placement and the sizing of the object can differ. The superstructure of notebooks and libraries in the VNS is replaced by a different mechanism in ES, described later.

The next version of the Electronic Studio assistant added two more potential objects to a page: URLs and documents. Both are represented on the page by a rectangular block of text and an icon suggesting its nature. Both objects make use of a mechanism added to this version that allows ES to manipulate other applications on the client machine. A URL object holds the universal resource locator (URL), which
is a pointer to a resource in the World Wide Web. Clicking on a URL object’s icon launches a WWW browser window to that URL. ES has a menu item for capturing the URL of a currently showing WWW resource in the active WWW browser window.

A document object allows a binary representation of a file to be placed into the shared information space. Activating the document object, by clicking on the icon, begins a document editing or viewing session, which does not end until the activating page is closed. At the beginning of the session, the document fetched by ES, is placed into the local file system, and the associated application is launched on that file. The association between documents and applications is part of the MIME information explicitly added (once) to a repository’s MType system, as described in Section 2.4.1. If the user is the first to launch the document, he is allowed to edit a copy of the document while it is locked from modification by others. Document locking makes use of the application-level locking mechanism, described in Section 2.2.3. At the end of the session, the user is reminded to save his work back to the file, the file is saved back to the repository, and the MObject is unlocked. If another user has a document locked, a read-only version of it is copied to the local file system for viewing by the user. In this case, the document is not copied back to the repository at session end.

The final extension to the Electronic Studio assistant adds a sixth object type to a page: a hierarchical grouping, called a suite. A suite can be thought of as an outline in which each entry is either text, a URL object, a link to an ES page, or a document object. As with pages, a suite only refers to its objects, so they may be shared in multiple contexts. A suite can serve as a table of contents over pages in much the same way that the VNS’s notebooks and libraries organize their pages. Unlike the VNS’s notebooks and libraries, however, multiple suites can serve as multiple simultaneous organizations over the same set of pages. Suites are also the means by which queries over documents are invoked. See Section 4.2.5 for a discussion of this mechanism.

Figure 4.7 shows a page of the ES assistant showing a text object, an image, a link to another ES page, a suite, a URL object, and a document object. The suite contains some of the same objects. The cross-hair in the lower right corner of the page marks the insertion point for the next object to be created or pasted.

Figure 4.8 shows the metamodels for the ES assistant. An “ESPage” is a PageConcept connected via PageElements to a set of objects appearing on it. The PageConcept MType requires attributes for the page’s title, size, and color. The PageElement
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18Because of limitations of the Windows operating system, ES cannot determine when the launched application has terminated. A forced termination point is thus required.
MType records the position, size, label, and color of the object in the context of the page. What may not be obvious from the metamodels is that an object appearing in the context of one ESPage can appear in the context of other ESPages. An "ESSuite" is a SuiteConcept connected via SuiteElements to objects of the four possible object types that have a textual representation. The SuiteElement MType requires an attribute for the outline heading label. For efficiency reasons, the hierarchical structure of the outline is stored as a single attribute of the suite concept, but this decision violates the assumption that a concept is independent of its relations. A better representation is needed that would allow the hierarchy to be stored in a distributed fashion over the SuiteElements in such a way that few of them would be modified by common outline edits.
4.2.4 Electronic Studio WWW Gateway Agent

The Electronic Studio WWW Gateway agent publishes the ES information space to the World Wide Web (WWW). The agent is composed of two parts: a Perl script and the agent service. The Perl script is registered with a WWW server, usually by placing it in the server's CGI-bin directory. A WWW browser can trigger the script, if the URL has the appropriate path. The script connects to the agent service, a demon process that accepts requests on a known port. The script passes the URL to the agent service which generates a HTML document for the corresponding ES page. The output HTML is sent back via the WWW server to the browser that generated the request.

The agent service generates URLs for any Electronic Studio object that can be fetched via the gateway. Most often, a URL corresponds to a page, but images and documents must have their own URLs, as well. For example, images are never
part of an HTML document; they are fetched separately during a WWW browser's rendering process. For a document, the agent service sends its binary representation with a header based on the document's MIME information. Recall from Section 2.4.1, that document MIME types are an explicit part of the MType system. The ES information space is most often entered via an empty URL that maps to the main Electronic Studio page.

Because HTML does not allow arbitrary placement of items on a page, the two dimensional layout of an Electronic Studio page must be linearized by the agent service. A top-down, left-right linearization of the items on an ES page produces a reasonable approximation of the original. For those items with a textual representation, that text is output. Images are scaled to the size in which they appear on the ES page. Suites are output as tables. URLs, documents, and ES pages become WWW links to their destination.

4.2.5 INQUERY Document Indexing Agent

Another Electronic Studio agent adds a query capability over documents contained in the ES information space. The INQUERY Document Indexing Agent is built upon the INQUERY full-text information retrieval system [15], developed at the University of Massachusetts. The agent maintains indices for all documents in the information space by watching for newly created documents, document modifications, and document destructions, and invoking INQUERY to index documents, as needed.

Queries and their results are exchanged via suite objects in the ES information space. The Electronic Studio assistant can create a suite object on a page that represents a query for the agent to process. Information about the query is stored in several attributes of a suite, including the query string, the type of the query, and its state. Currently, the only query type supported is a one-time query, but periodic and continuous queries have been considered for future development. The query's state includes pending, running, and done. The agent watches for suite objects with attached queries, invokes INQUERY to determine the set of documents matching the query, determines the ES pages that refer to those documents, and populates the suite with an outline representing the results. The top level of the outline lists the matched documents with the referring ES pages appearing underneath. After a one-time query has been completed, the user can modify the generated outline as usual.
While the INQUERY Document Indexing Agent is complex, only minor modification to the Electronic Studio assistant was required to make use of it. The agent can run on a machine with computational and space resources necessary for maintaining the full index. The ES assistant is then endowed with a powerful search capability without requiring that the capability be part of the application. The agent and the ES assistant interact at a site in the shared information space. After the suite's creation, no further special interaction is required by the assistant. Through the normal Memento collaboration mechanisms, the user can watch as the suite is populated with query results. Alternatively, he may close the page containing the suite and later return to see the results of the query.

4.3 Capabilities Demonstrated

Section 1.4 set forth several capabilities that would be demonstrated by the assistants constructed with Memento. In particular, the assistants should demonstrate:

- human–problem domain communication,
- support for collaboration over models,
- support for the evolution of the assistant and its associated information space, and
- support for information agents.

To summarize the work described in this chapter, each of these capabilities is now discussed in turn.

Human–problem domain communication is best demonstrated by the Electronic Studio assistant. Human–problem domain communication was first described in Section 1.3.2. Memento's mechanisms for human–problem domain communication were described in Section 3.5. The assistant provides a view onto domain–specific models representing ES pages in a shared information space. The models include pages, suites, and their associated objects. The user interface allows the straightforward manipulation of the models, such as dragging objects to change their position within the context of their page. The ES user interface component takes full advantage of the MObject notification mechanism, described in Section 2.3 to display incremental changes to the models. The ES domain is communicated through the assistant by the selective disabling of user interface capabilities made inappropriate through dynamic modification to the assistant's metamodels.
The Electronic Studio assistant also aptly demonstrates how Memento supports collaboration over models. Section 2.8 described Memento's mechanisms for collaboration over MObjects. These mechanisms include: persistent MObject storage in repositories, coherent modification of MObject's via Memento's transaction mechanism, repository-initiated transactions during the repository synchronization process, and user interface updating via Memento's MObject change notification mechanism. Adding to the mechanisms of Memento's first level, the second level ensures that the semantic constraints of an assistant's domain are not modified during transactions. Section 3.6.2 described how the combination of Memento's two layers support artifact-based collaboration over domain-specific models.

The Virtual Reality Walker (VRW) assistant demonstrates Memento's support for evolving assistants and their associated information spaces. The VRW assistant underwent several incremental changes. Each change added richness and complexity to its information domain as described in Section 3.6.3. The Electronic Studio assistant was also developed in an incremental fashion and its information space evolved over time.

Finally, Memento supports the needs of information agents, as was demonstrated by the INQUIERY Document Indexing Agent and the Electronic Studio WWW Gateway agent. The first monitors changes in the information space and makes specific changes to it, in response. The agent acts as a collaborator over the information space. The second agent performs a translation from one information space to another (the World Wide Web).
Chapter 5
Context and Contributions

Memento is an infrastructure to support the development of assistant applications. As such, Memento is a contribution to the broad area of augmentation, or the use of computers to enhance human intellectual capabilities. Early contributions to this field include the Memex system proposed by Vannevar Bush in 1945 [16] and Doug Engelbart's ground-breaking NLS/Augment system [36] in 1968. Both contributions have made a profound impact on computer science and have served as the premier systems in several subsequently spawned fields of research, most notably that of hypertext and hypermedia. Today, important subfields of augmentation include human-computer interaction and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW). Cognitive science is another important field that falls partially under the umbrella of augmentation. The conceptualization and implementation of Memento draws from research in these three fields. In particular, Memento aids in the construction of user interfaces at the semantic level of communication, it is a contribution to the area of CSCW called artifact-based collaboration, and Memento employs a knowledge representation scheme with a basis in cognitive science. As a software infrastructure, Memento attempts to address many of the issues software developers might face over the lifetime of an assistant or suite of related assistants. As such, Memento addresses many software engineering issues, including software reuse and evolution of an assistant's code. The first four sections of this chapter place Memento in the context of the fields of artifact-based collaboration, human-computer interaction, software engineering, and knowledge representation. Note that these sections are interrelated.

Memento also touches on several other important, but peripheral areas that are not discussed here. These areas include agent technologies, graph pattern matching algorithms, and database technologies, such as semantic database models, extended transaction mechanisms, schema migration and evolution, and federated and distributed databases. Memento's relation to object-oriented databases was discussed in Section 2.7. The chapter concludes with a summary of the contributions of this dissertation and a section on possible future work on Memento.
5.1 Artifact-Based Collaboration

Computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) systems, sometimes called groupware, seek to help people work together through the medium of computers. CSCW is a broad field that includes computer conferencing, multi-user dungeons (MUDs), blackboard technologies, collaborative document authoring, workflow applications, and electronic mail [35]. Unfortunately, because of the commercial importance of CSCW, many important and useful systems are not described in the academic literature. First-hand study of such proprietary systems is either difficult or prohibitively expensive. The few commercial systems that are available to the author will be mentioned here.

CSCW systems are often classified as to their ability to support collaboration across space and/or time [35, 96]. In one extreme of the space dimension, an electronic classroom might require the co-location of the participants. In the other extreme, distributed systems, such as electronic mail, place few constraints on the users' physical locations. The time dimension describing CSCW systems varies from synchronous, meaning all participants interact at the same time, to asynchronous, where the collaboration effectively bounces between participants over time.

Another way to classify CSCW systems is by the extent the system is artifact-based. Artifact-based collaboration systems address a core CSCW problem of sharing an information space [4, 60, 92]. In artifact-based collaboration, information artifacts\footnote{This term was defined at the beginning of Chapter 2.} are shared among the participants and are usually the focus of the collaboration. Note that whether a system is artifact-based is, to some extent, independent of the space and time dimensions. Only asynchronous collaboration requires that the collaboration be artifact-based so that state can be preserved between users' sessions. Synchronous artifact-based collaboration systems are often referred to as real-time because updates occur immediately. Memento supports real-time artifact-based collaboration over an assistant's models. The remainder of this section focuses primarily on systems and issues related to real-time artifact-based collaboration, because they are most relevant to Memento's capabilities. Specifically, areas of message systems, workflow, or digital libraries will not be covered. After a brief discussion of the classes of real-time artifact-based collaboration systems, the toolkits that support these kinds of applications are then described. The section closes with a discussion
of organizational memory, the ultimate purpose of many artifact-based collaborative systems.

5.1.1 Systems for Real-Time Artifact-Based Collaboration

Real-time artifact-based collaboration systems generally fall into the subcategories of domain-specific systems, collaborative document editors, hypertext and hypermedia systems, and virtual work spaces. Each of these subcategories is now visited, in turn, with a discussion of how Memento relates to each.

Domain-Specific Systems

There are many artifact-based systems that address specific information or problem domains. Domain-specific systems may be well suited to their specific problem area, but often are useless outside that area. A representative list of systems in this diverse category include:

- Visual Scheduler [6], a group calendar and scheduling application;
- BIBDB [83], a collaborative system for bibliographic data;
- XNetwork [92], a collaborative system for designing network layouts;
- ICICLE [14] for code inspection and annotation;
- IBIS/gIBIS [23, 24, 110] and SIBYL [74], collaborative systems for group design deliberation;
- Colab [104], an early system to support group meetings; and
- systems for group decision making, surveyed in [70, 29].

Domain-specific artifact-based collaboration systems such as these are considered assistants because they each have an understanding of their specific domain. These systems can be implemented using the domain-independent Memento infrastructure. In doing so, a bulk responsibility of domain-specific artifact-based collaboration in each assistant could be delegated to the reusable Memento infrastructure.

Collaborative Document Editing

Collaborative document editing systems assist with the important task of group authoring. Representative systems include GROVE [35], Quilt [45], and the collaborative editor toolkit, DistEdit [67]. As mentioned in Section 3.6.4, Memento is probably
not suitable for the development of collaborative document editing systems because of the fine information granularity required by such systems.

**Collaborative Hypermedia**

Hypertext systems support "non-sequential" reading and writing by allowing users to traverse links that interconnect sections in a web of interrelated documents. When this idea is extended to other media, such as images, video, and sound, it is called *hypermedia*. Hypermedia has grown in importance due to its natural flexibility. While the focus in hypermedia is usually on the reader of static hypermedia webs, many systems support authoring. A subset of those systems support the real-time collaborative construction of hypermedia webs. These systems include NLS/Augment [36] from the Stanford Research Institute, Xerox's NoteCards [57, 59], Brown University's Intermedia [80, 73], the University of North Carolina's Artifact Based Collaboration (ABC) System [60, 102], and SEPIA [105] from the Integrated Publication and Information Systems Institute at the German National Research Center for Information Technology (GMD). Note that all of these systems, with perhaps the exception of NLS/Augment, are also considered toolkits for supporting artifact-based collaboration. CSCW toolkits will be discussed in Section 5.1.2. Collaborative hypermedia systems for specific domains include Baylor College of Medicine's Virtual Notebook System [50]^{20}, whose hyperlinked documents are pages organized into notebooks, and giBIS [110, 23, 24], a collaborative hypertext tool specialized for team design deliberation developed at the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC). The relation between Memento and collaborative hypermedia is discussed later, in Section 5.1.2 where Memento is compared with various hypermedia toolkits.

**Virtual Workspaces**

Another class of real-time artifact-based systems is virtual workspaces. Two key components of virtual workspaces are a sense of locale and an awareness of others also present in one's locale. Typically, the locales are portrayed as interconnected rooms where the participants in each room have an awareness of the others present. Representative systems include WORLDS [47, 108] from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Xerox's Jupiter multi-user dungeon (MUD) [27]. Studies
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^{20} The Virtual Notebook System is now a commercial product marketed by the Forefront Group.
of these systems focus on the social interaction that occurs in the workspace [46]. Virtual workspace systems are artifact–based in the sense that the presence of locales and participants are shared artifacts. In some systems, participants can bring information artifacts, such as documents, to be shared with other participants in their locale. The more important aspect of virtual workspaces, however, is the synchronous collaboration that occurs in the space, usually through some form of video conferencing. As the Elmo application in Chapter 4 demonstrated, Memento can support the artifact–based component of a virtual workspace system.

5.1.2 CSCW Toolkits

Among other things, Memento is a toolkit for the development of collaborative applications. This section describes how Memento relates to other toolkits that support collaboration. The classification of computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) toolkits developed by Dewan [30] categorizes Memento as a shared object system. Shared object CSCW toolkits are well suited for use with assistants; because they are artifact–based, they can provide for real–time updates without embodying assumptions about the user interfaces of their applications. This last quality is essential if different versions of an assistant are allowed to manipulate the same information space.

By contrast, many other toolkit classes focus on the sharing of user interface components that can appear to multiple users. In such systems, sometimes called what–you–see–is–what–I–see or WYSIWIS, shared user interface components are replicated between applications. In many of these systems, applications have little or no semantic knowledge of their data, but simply act to coordinate the shared input stream and maintain view consistency. Important toolkits that address the sharing of user interface components include GroupKit[94], Suite [31], COAST [97], DistView [91], and Rendezvous [89]. Often, the focus of these systems is on the process of collaboration, specifically with regard to coordination of actions, and not on the information artifacts being manipulated. As currently developed, Memento does not provide mechanisms to aid in the process of collaboration, however, such mechanisms could be built as a layer upon Memento. There is often a trade–off in such toolkits between being general purpose and exploiting the semantics of the collaborative application to optimize performance [33]. While Memento’s focus is on domain–independence,
Memento may be able to make use of an assistant's explicit semantic information to improve performance. This possibility was discussed in Section 3.6.1.

Memento's focus is on meaningful information artifacts, called models, that are manipulated by Memento-based assistants. Key goals of Memento include:

- real-time collaboration over graph-structured information (in the form of conceptual graphs),
- employment of explicit semantic information,
- support for assistant and information space evolution, and
- support for information agents.

Memento is the only toolkit that addresses all four of these issues. The following four sections describe these issues in more detail.

Collaboration over Graph-Structured Information

As mentioned above, hypermedia systems are an important class of graph-based collaboration systems. Collaborative hypermedia toolkits, therefore, must facilitate collaboration over graph-structured information. Recall from Section 3.1 that Memento uses a conceptual graph data model to represent domain-specific models. The subjects of how Memento relates to collaborative hypermedia toolkits in general, how Memento compares with one such toolkit, and finally, how Memento compares with other non-hypermedia toolkits that deal with graph structures are now discussed.

While both collaborative hypermedia toolkits and Memento deal with real-time collaboration over graph structures, Memento's graph structures are at a somewhat lower level than those of hypermedia toolkits. Memento's graphs are composed of atomic data items, whereas hypertext links may anchor within portions of documents that are the nodes of a hypermedia graph. It would be possible to build a collaborative hypermedia application using Memento, if one used the strategy employed by SEPIA [105]. SEPIA only allows interlinking between atomic document components, but allows components to be aggregated into compound documents.

Important hypermedia toolkits include Intermedia [80, 73], NoteCards [57, 59], ABC [102, 60, 98], and DeVise Hypermedia System [55]. Of the mentioned systems, ABC's foundational component, the Distributed Graph Server [98], is most similar to Memento. Within it, primitive objects include attributed nodes and attributed links. Both nodes and links may additionally have "content," which is often a raw data file. Subgraphs of connected nodes and links are first class objects in the graph server.
Subgraphs can also be stored as the "content" of a link or node. The net effect is that of containment or partitioning of a graph. For performance reasons, links are stored separately depending on whether they are within a subgraph or between subgraphs. Finally, the distributed graph server will enforce rudimentary constraints over the structure of subgraphs, such as that it be a list, a tree, acyclic connected, or connected. Through the use of multiple metamodels, Memento can support nearly the same notions of partitioning and containment as the distributed graph server. Additionally, Memento's metamodels aid in the enforcement of semantic constraints over its graphs—a more powerful notion than structural constraints. ABC's graph server is more sophisticated, architecturally, as it is truly distributed. Memento's architecture is based on an extended client-server model using the network repository as the bridge between an assistant playing the role of a server to a set of assistants playing the role of clients.

Other important systems to support collaboration over graph structures include MIT's Oval [76, 77], based on the earlier ObjectLens [72] and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's WORLDS [47, 108], which uses graph structures to specify activities and workflows.

Oval, which stands for objects, views, agents and links, is a collaborative environment which supports the end-user development of applications. Objects in Oval are typed collections of fields and actions. The fields hold untyped data values and the actions operate on the specified fields of the object. Object types form a hierarchy where objects of one type inherit the fields and actions of its supertype. Links represent relationships between objects in Oval, but they do not themselves contain data or a type. Views, which can be customized by end-users, display objects and links. Oval's agent are examined later in this chapter. Like Memento, Oval uses graph structures for a domain-independent basis for the construction of domain-specific applications. Oval focuses on end-user customizability and sacrifices portability and robustness. Memento takes the opposite approach. End users cannot typically customize Memento-based applications, but Memento can be the basis for portable domain representations and robust applications. The Electronic Studio assistant and related Electronic Studio WWW Gateway Agent, described in Chapter 4, demonstrated portability and the potential for robust, real-world applications.

WORLDS is a collaboration environment based on the specification language Introspect [108]. Unlike most artifact-based systems, WORLDS focuses on the dynamic and situated collaboration in the context of social worlds. WORLDS uses "spatial
metaphor to firmly situate actions and interactions in an integrated work context."\textsuperscript{21} WORLDs represents the processes and interactions that occur within and among locales via dynamic graph structures along which information flows. WORLDs can be considered a generalization of the workflow concept found in many commercial collaboration products, most notably DEC's Linkworks \cite{32}. Memento currently provides no direct support for representing actions and flows. However, Memento could support such artifact-based extensions. Information flows and actions could be expressed in a Memento-based domain representation. A Memento-based information agent could act as an engine for dynamically executing the actions specified within flows.

Explicit Semantic Information

While most CSCW toolkits allow for the construction of domain-specific applications, few allow specification and use of the semantic information associated with the domain. Systems that employ explicit semantic information are more powerful than those that do not. Memento uses explicit semantic information to preserve the meaning of its information artifacts, or models. Two contrasting approaches for dealing with explicit semantic information could be called the \textit{programming approach} and the \textit{data approach}.

In the \textit{programming approach}, semantic information is captured in the metaclasses of an object-oriented programming language. For example, WORLDs \cite{47, 108} uses meta-specifications in the programming language, \textit{Introspect} \cite{108}, to allow the dynamic creation and modification of workflows. Similarly, the VODAK Model Language \cite{66}, which is the basis for the collaborative hypermedia system SEPIA \cite{105}, uses an open object-oriented data model, based on the concept of metaclasses, to embody semantic information. While the programming approach provides for powerful specification mechanisms, it is often at odds with the goals of collaboration and the evolution of applications. Because the meta-level specifications are so closely tied to their programming languages, they cannot be easily shared between applications. As with all strictly programmed systems, care must be taken to prevent incompatible versions of the same application from using the same information space.

In the \textit{data approach}, semantic information is represented as data. The data approach is less powerful because data representations of semantic information are

\textsuperscript{21}(108) p. 56.
less expressive than programming languages. Memento follows the data approach; Memento’s metamodels and MType system are data. In contrast to the programming approach, semantic specifications can be used in the collaboration process to ensure meaningful interchange. This issue was discussed in Section 2.0.2. Additionally, the data approach is more amenable to evolutionary change, as described Memento in Section 3.6.3.

Another system that follows the data approach is SHADE [79], a collaborative engineering design system developed at the Stanford Knowledge Systems Laboratory. SHADE uses the Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) to represent the semantics of the information to be shared between cooperating components. KIF–based information appears as LISP–like statements. KIF is a much more expressive representation scheme than the conceptual graph structures used by Memento. On the other hand, KIF information is not amenable to the graph pattern matching and evolution schemes embodied in Memento.

Support for Evolution

Section 3.6.3 described how Memento supports the evolution of both the assistants and their associated information spaces. Memento is one of only a few artifact–based collaborative systems to address these issues. EGRET, HOS, and CoVer are three other such systems.

The EGRET Framework from the University of Hawaii addresses artifact–based collaboration in the context of evolutionary change [62, 63]. EGRET provides mechanisms for evolution similar to those of Memento. EGRET’s developer, Philip Johnson, coined the term exploratory collaboration to describe situations in which evolution is anticipated. Frederick Brooks argued, however, that growing programs is a more apt metaphor of software development than building programs [13]. Section 1.1.2 identifies the user interface component as a significant source of evolutionary change in assistant applications. Because evolution of any software system is an important part of its life cycle, support for assistant evolution is a goal of Memento.

The EGRET data model consists of nodes, schemata, links, and layers. A node contains a set of fields for data values. Schemata form a hierarchical type system over nodes by specifying validity functions for possible field values. Schema “subtypes” may add or remove fields from its “supertype.” A node is considered to conform to
a schema's type if it satisfies all the schema's validity functions.\textsuperscript{22} A link is a typed pointer from a field to a node. Links contain no data, but they do have an associated type that specifies a validity function over domain and range node schemata. A node's field may contain a single link or a set of links conforming to the link's type. A layer is a partitioning of the data space into potentially overlapping sets of schemata, node instances, and links. Layers serve both as a name-space mechanism and as a versioning mechanism over all components of the information space.

Fundamental to the EGRET model is the notion that all nodes and links may diverge arbitrarily from their schemata. Such divergence facilitates the evolutionary process Johnson calls Ex-Con, for exploration and consolidation. In the exploration phase, alternate schema and node and link instances diverge from those in the consensus layer. If the exploration is deemed successful, a consolidation phase migrates the primary portion of the database to a layer that describes the new consensus schemata and node and link instances.

There are three fundamental differences between EGRET and Memento. First, Memento has a richer data model than EGRET. Memento's relations can have attributes. Required attributes on relations are specified by the MType system. Memento's relations can be n-ary rather than just binary. Finally, Memento provides metamodels for the specification of graph types. Memento's richer data model allows it to express a wider variety of domains. The next between EGRET and Memento is that Memento preserves the meaning of its information by requiring that modifications done in the context of an assistant’s metamodels do not violate their embodied semantic constraints. As a result, Memento never allows large portions of the information space to become invalidated. In contrast, EGRET’s constraints need not be heeded during manipulation of either instances or schemata. Because of these differences, EGRET cannot claim a high level meaning fidelity during its manipulations. Finally, Memento facilitates evolution by favoring changes that add richness and interconnectivity to the information space. Specifically, the operations of adding unrequired attributes, adding new types, changing the type of an MObject to a more specific type, and adding relations of new types are cannot violate the semantic constraints of any domain and are therefore always allowable.

The Hypertext Object Substrate (HOS) [99], developed by Shipman, provides mechanisms to aid in the evolutionary process of adding structure and detail to the

\textsuperscript{22}Note that EGRET's type system does not have the property that a node conforming to a schema must also conform to its parent schema.
information space, called incremental formalization. Through incremental formalization, users add attributes to objects and extend the type system over objects to expect those attributes. (HOS has a data model similar to that of Oval, described earlier.) HOS encourages this process by suggesting attributes to users and by making the type system less restrictive (and presumably more user friendly). Shipman and Reeves have studied how information spaces have evolved through the process of incremental formalization in various user communities. Memento allows for the evolution of an information space through the addition of non-required attributes, via domain-specific extensions to the MType system, and by the changing of an MObject's type to a more specific one, thus requiring more attributes. Memento does not, however, provide user-level mechanisms to encourage this process. Additionally, Memento provides mechanisms for the evolution over the graph structures of an assistant's models. HOS does not address evolutionary mechanisms involving its links.

A well-known way for dealing with the evolution of an information space is by versioning the contained information. However, few collaborative systems have addressed this issue. CoVer [56] is a hypermedia versioning server that is part of the SEPIA [105] hypermedia toolkit, mentioned earlier. Memento does not currently address the issue of versioning, but such support would be quite useful to assistant developers. Memento will likely include mechanisms for MObject versioning in the future.

Support for Information Agents

Information agents are semi-autonomous programs that can act on an information space and react to changes within it. Section 1.1.1 identified agents as an important class of assistants. Memento supports information agents primarily through its MObject change notification mechanism, described in Section 2.3. Two Memento-based information agents were demonstrated in Chapter 4. Other collaborative systems, including Oval [76, 77], HOS [99], Linkworks [32], WORLDS [47, 108] (all mentioned earlier) provide support for agents. Oval even supports the end-user construction of information agents. One key difference between Memento and these systems, however, is that like any other Memento-based assistant, a Memento-based agent operates only on the models from its specified domain. Additionally, any such modifications an agent might make must adhere to the semantic constraints of the specified domain. In contrast, agents of other systems are not constrained by the
types of modifications they can make. The potential of Memento-based information agents has only begun being explored. Memento-based information agents have the ability to act as a full collaborator over an information space shared by a user community. The potential power of this capability was aptly demonstrated by the Memento-based INQUERY Document Indexing Agent, described in Section 4.2.5.

5.1.3 Organizational Memory

One of the more important uses for artifact-based collaborative systems is for the construction of the shared knowledge of a group or organization, called an organizational memory. Because of their flexibility, hypermedia systems most often serve as the foundation for organizational memories. Indeed, the recent growth in corporate intranets is driven mostly by the need for organizational memories and the applicability of hypermedia-based World Wide Web technology to meet that need.

Two important uses of organizational memories are for shared design environments and for computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL). Examples of design environments are XNetwork [92] for network designs and IBIS/gIBIS [23, 24, 110] for capturing design deliberation. Both systems have been mentioned earlier. Another domain in which design has been extensively studied is software engineering design environments [42, 107]. Computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) uses artifact-based collaboration for the end of education. CSCL systems are sometimes called collaboratories [69]. Not surprisingly, the focus of these systems is on their effectiveness as a teaching tool and the experience of the learner using them [109].

Two important issues in organizational memories are how to capture and use semantic information and how such memories grow and evolve over time. As mentioned earlier, Memento addresses both of these issues. Capturing semantic information allows the organizational memory to have more meaning and richness. It also enables the use of more powerful software tools, such as information agents. Agents can provide critical assistance to designers [34]. Semantic information can be incorporated either through direct programming of domain-specific collaborative tools, or through the use of a domain-independent knowledge representation scheme. Memento uses the latter approach. Knowledge representation schemes are discussed in Section 5.4.

Issues arising in the evolution of group memory include:

- how organizational memories must undergo periodic reorganizations, called reseeding [44], to maintain their usefulness;
how the domain of the organizational memory can co-evolve with its content through a process called incremental formalization [99]; and

how groups must come to a consensus on their filing patterns [8].

At present, Memento provides no direct support for the reorganization of an organizational memory stored therein. Memento does, however, provide several mechanisms that support the evolution of its information spaces and their domains that are described above. Finally, Memento does not address any social issues, such as group filing schemes. Additional support for organizational memories could be added as a software layer above the Memento infrastructure.

5.2 Human–Computer Interaction

Section 1.3 described the importance of the user interface with regard to the construction of assistants. The main points of that section are reviewed here.

The user interface serves as the conduit of meaning between the user and the assistant. Meaning is conveyed through the semantic level of the user interface via models that have representations both inside an assistant and in the mind of its user. Fischer and Lemke have used the term human–problem domain communication to describe this general idea [43, 41]. Memento supports human–problem domain communication in assistants through mechanisms which convey models and their domains via the semantic level of the user interface. These mechanisms, which were described in Section 3.5, make Memento one of very few systems that attempts to address the semantic level of the user interface.

Assistants often have a significant user interface component that is specialized for its domain. Construction of high quality user interfaces requires iterative development and user testing with each cycle feeding into the next [52]. Iterative development exerts an evolutionary force on both an assistant’s domain and its user interface. Memento provides mechanisms to address the evolution of domains and their associated information spaces, described in Section 3.6.3. Additionally, Memento allows a clean separation of concerns in the construction of an assistant’s user interface. Specifically, an assistant’s semantic constraints are embodied in a domain representation, described in Section 4.1. An assistant’s user interface component can rely on the domain representation for all semantic checking and manipulation and, therefore, need not duplicate any semantic constraint checking code. Presumably, a simpler user interface component would be more amenable to evolutionary change.
5.3 Software Engineering

In this section Memento’s relation to several software engineering concepts is discussed. The Memento infrastructure is an object-oriented framework for assistants. Memento facilitates the reuse and evolution of an assistant’s code. Finally, a designer may use the process of object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) to create an assistant’s domain representation.

5.3.1 Memento is a Framework

The Memento infrastructure is an object-oriented framework. An object-oriented framework (or just framework) is an embodiment of an abstract design that solves some general problem. Frameworks are built from an integrated collection of object-oriented classes that cooperate in the problem’s solution. Programmers can customize and adapt a framework for particular needs through object-oriented inheritance by overriding the default behavior of some or all of the framework’s classes. Each framework is intended to be reused in a variety of situations. A given framework can be specialized to solve a more specific problem. To solve more complex problems, frameworks for different problems can be combined like software integrated circuits [26].

Historically, the first software systems called frameworks were application frameworks. Application frameworks try to solve the general problem of building applications on a particular platform. Such a framework embodies the hard part of building an application. Application frameworks hide the the operating system issues like memory and resource management, low-level graphical primitives, and event loops. They assist with the details that all applications must handle: interaction with the clipboard, printing, window management, dialog boxes, and screen repainting. Application frameworks also usually contain a class library of user interface components. Ideally, an application framework embodies a good user interface standard that allows applications to inherit many of the properties of that standard. MacApp is a successful and well-known application framework for building Macintosh applications [95]. With most application frameworks, developers start from the “null application,” which does everything an application must do in a completely generic way, and then they customize the application for their own needs.

Frameworks need not be limited, however, to the domain of building applications. In recent years, there has been an explosion in framework development. There are frameworks for a large variety of problems: financial systems, electronic circuit layout,
graphical object editing, compilers, hypertext applications, operating systems, and so on. Each framework represents a substantial intellectual contribution and many are of academic interest. By now, enough frameworks been constructed to allow meaningful categorization and comparison [64].

Memento is a contribution to the study of frameworks in that it attempts to solve the novel problem of assisting with construction of the semantic level of user interfaces by facilitating collaboration over semantically meaningful information. Memento blends well with existing application frameworks which focus primarily on the syntactic and lexical levels of the user interface. Chapter 4 demonstrated how Memento could be combined with an application framework to form a complete assistant application.

5.3.2 Software Reuse

Software reuse is of paramount concern to software designers. Code that can be reused does not have to be written—a huge savings in effort. Software reuse is not completely free, however, as it does not happen by accident. The intent of reuse must be deliberately factored into the design and coding of the target software component [65].

Memento facilitates code reuse at three levels. First, the Memento infrastructure itself is intended to be used in a wide variety of assistants. Chapter 4 demonstrated Memento–based assistants in a variety of assistant categories. Next, when Memento is customized for a particular domain, the resulting portable domain representation can be reused in any context where the domain is applicable. For example, the same domain representation may be used by a collaborative assistant and any number of information agents that manipulate the same information space as the assistant. Customization of Memento for specific domains was discussed in Section 4.1. Finally, a suite of related assistants will likely be developed for complex domains. Assistants in the suite will likely share metamodels and portions of their respective domain representations. In such a situation, the assistants could possibly share reusable domain–specific user interface components, as well. Reuse of such high–level components is uncommon. Due to the limited scope of this dissertation, this third potential reuse scenario has yet to be demonstrated. Such a scenario might only arise after several years of usage of the Memento infrastructure.
5.3.3 Software Evolution

Change is an inevitable part of any successful computer system [13]. Section 1.3 identified the user interface component as an important source of change in assistants. Support for an assistant’s evolution is an important goal and contribution of Memento.

Memento provides two mechanisms to support assistant evolution. First, the majority of an assistant’s domain-specific customization is declarative and can be easily modified. The remainder of the domain representation, discussed in Section 4.1, consists mostly of straightforwardly implemented (and modified) convenience access and modification methods. Next, through the process of repository unification, described in Section 2.4.3 and Section 3.4, meaningful manipulation of models may be possible from outdated assistants. Several generations of assistants may gracefully manipulate the same information space. This allows new assistant versions to be phased-in slowly rather than requiring a coordinated upgrade to all assistant instances.

5.3.4 Object-Oriented Analysis and Design

Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) is a formalized process of software construction that facilitates the characterization of domain-specific systems. Several methodologies have been proposed for this process [10, 7]. The result of the object-oriented design is usually a set of diagrams that capture the essence of the software system to be built. It is often a straightforward process to translate the design diagrams into Memento metamodels, described in Section 3.2. Metamodels are used by Memento to embody the semantic constraints of a domain. By following this process, a software designer can quickly create a collaborative, domain representation for a given domain. The domain representation construction process was discussed in Section 4.1. Note that assistant developers are not required to use OOAD methodologies to create an assistant’s metamodels. Algorithms are available to convert from other requirements formalisms to that of conceptual graph schemata [28].

5.4 Knowledge Representation

Knowledge representation is a broad area with many diverse contributions. A single, widely-accepted knowledge representation scheme was chosen as the basis for Memento’s second layer. Sowa’s conceptual graphs [103] have served Memento’s semantic needs through a simple and extensible model that is amenable to simple
graph pattern matching. Through the separation of Memento's first and second layers, Memento could be adapted for use with other knowledge representation schemes. A likely candidate is the well-known graph-based knowledge representation system KL-ONE [11].

Rather than survey the extensive area of knowledge representation in this section, attention is given to three systems that use knowledge representation schemes to achieve applications that augment the human intellect—systems that meet the definition of assistants. The three systems are: Fischer's Information Management System (IMS) developed at the University of Stuttgart; SHADE, from the Stanford Knowledge System Laboratory, mentioned earlier; and Graves' WEAVE System, developed at the University of Michigan.

The Information Management System (IMS), described in [40], is a programming environment that is based on an object-oriented LISP derivative called OBJTALK. Besides being used as the programming language for the program being developed, OBJTALK represents information about the greater context of the program including its problem domain, the design process, relevant information artifacts, and the IMS programming environment. While the IMS system has not had a big impact on later systems, the discussion in [40] of symbiotic, knowledge-based computer support systems has influenced the author's philosophy of assistants and their support by Memento.

SHADE [79], mentioned earlier, is an infrastructure for the sharing of engineering design information among computer-aided engineering systems. SHADE uses the LISP-like Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) as its knowledge representation scheme. Like Memento, SHADE uses meaningful information artifacts as the basis for collaboration among cooperating applications. Unlike Memento, SHADE does not assume a centralized information space containing all knowledge, but rather views cooperating components as producers and consumers of different kinds of knowledge. A facilitation agent in SHADE, called a matchmaker, attempts to match consumers and producers. Apparently, one of the challenges in this approach is characterizing the kinds of knowledge a producer can supply. SHADE is part of a broader suite of tools as part of the ARPA Knowledge Sharing Initiative. Because of Memento's more modest goals, it is architecturally much simpler than SHADE. Memento, by contrast, assumes a shared, graph-structured information space over which various semantic-based graph patterns are applied.
Graves' WEAVE system [53, 54] starts with a formal knowledge specification and generates a functional programming language API to access and manipulate a domain-specific knowledge base. Memento's domain representation can also be thought of as a domain-specific API. WEAVE's specification language, WEB, extends constructive type theory to construct, access, and manipulate graph structures. The data model consists of unattributed nodes connected by binary relations. Among WEAVE's contributions is an efficient graph query algorithm over these graphs. Like Memento, WEAVE allows for overlapping graph schemata that provide views on a complex information space. WEAVE does not address collaboration as it assumes single application access. WEAVE also does not address the issue of evolution of either the knowledge base or the programs to manipulate it. In contrast, Memento supports collaboration and the evolution of both assistants and their associated information spaces.

5.5 Summary of Contributions

Memento is an infrastructure for supporting the construction and evolution of assistant applications, or assistants. Each assistant embodies an effective understanding of some information domain or problem domain. The assistant uses this understanding to aid a user or user community in the manipulation, transmission, and storage of, and user interaction with information artifacts from the assistant's domain, called models. When these services are combined, the result is artifact-based collaboration over an assistant's models. Memento attempts to preserve a model's meaning throughout these processes by enforcement of the domain's membership rules called semantic constraints. Memento represents the semantic constraints of a domain as data and is therefore domain-independent.

Memento improves the state of the art of building assistants in the following ways.

- Memento is an infrastructure that facilitates real-time, artifact-based collaboration over models from a variety of domains. This is made possible by the combination of Memento's two layers: the lower layer providing real-time artifact-based collaboration and the second layer representing models.

- Memento is a portable, reusable C++ framework that can be used in the construction of a wide variety of assistants, including information agents. Memento was used in the construction of several assistants described in Chapter 4.
• Memento abstracts the problem of meaning maintenance over models through the enforcement of a domain’s semantic constraints. Chapter 3 described how semantic constraints are embodied in a set of metamodels that participate in Memento’s transaction mechanism to preserve the meaning of their associated models.

• A domain’s semantic constraints are represented in Memento as data. Memento is therefore domain-independent. Metamodels and the MType system are represented as MObjects.

• Memento is customized for an assistant’s domain by creating a portable domain representation. A domain representation is mostly declarative and is easily modified. Creation and modification of an assistant’s domain representation was described in Section 4.1.

• Memento provides mechanisms to facilitate evolution of an assistant’s domain and associated information spaces. Section 3.6.3 described these mechanisms.

• Memento provides mechanisms for the communication of models and semantic constraints via the semantic level of the user interface. These mechanisms, described in Section 3.5, facilitate human–problem domain communication [41, 43] in Memento–based assistants.

Memento is the first infrastructure to systematically address the needs of assistant applications.

5.6 Conclusions and Future Work

Memento is a unique synergism of several key ideas: artifact-based collaboration, use of a knowledge representation scheme, emphasis on the semantic level of the user interface, and evolution of both an application and its information space. Many systems address only a subset of these issues. It is clear from this work, however, that all four issues must be dealt with for a truly successful approach in addressing the needs of assistant applications. The construction of assistants draws from a diversity of disciplines. As such, Memento is a clear demonstration that attention to related disciplines can positively impact the results produced in one.
Memento's two-level data model with its representation of meta-information as data has proven a successful approach for the coherent expression of a variety of domains. The MObject with its associated MType system are the lower level of the data model. Conceptual graphs built from MObjects comprise the upper level. Both levels allow for a general representation scheme geared towards different purposes though both are constrained by a dynamic type system. Typed collections of name-value attribute pairs, like Memento's MObject, are very common in systems for domain-independent representation. Also common is the construction of graph structures from the collections. Few systems, however, have a strong notion of a type system over such graphs.

The third success of Memento is the full utilization of a shared information space as a context for collaboration. Through real-time updates users of Memento-based assistants can immediately see the changes to the space made by others. The information space is persistently stored, so that a community can grow and shape the evolving information resource over time. Memento also facilitates the effective use of information agents in such a shared information space. They become full collaborators—effectively members of the user community. It is through such a shared community—containing both users and intelligent assistants—that the goal of intellectual synergism is realized.

Memento has greater potential than has been demonstrated in this dissertation. Future work on Memento will attempt to realize this potential in several areas. First, Memento might transparently support cross-domain interoperability through the simultaneous enforcement of related metamodels in a single information space shared by multiple assistants. Cross-domain interoperability is considered an important goal of computer-supported cooperative work [37]. This scenario was described in Section 3.6.2. Next, Memento may facilitate the reuse of high-level user interface components when shared between suites of related assistants. This type of potential software reuse was discussed in Section 5.3.2. Finally, Memento may facilitate the construction of entirely new types of assistants. By easing the burden of building assistants, developers will be able to concentrate on more complex assistants. Collaborative information agents is a ripe area for further exploration.
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